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BEN JONSON IN BEN JONSON'S PLAYS
by James E. Savage
Ben J
onson
 was never able to leave himself altogether out of  
his plays, though, after the early comedies, he speaks largely in the
 prefatory matter, or with the voices of many of his dramatis
 personae. Beginning with Every Man in His Humour, however,
 there is in the early comedies a single character of majestic propor
­tions, who is the principal dispenser of rewards and punishments,
 and the chief repository of right opinion. He is scholar, soldier,
 poet, critic, censor of morals and manners. One has only to leaf
 through the pages of Timber, or Conversations with Drummond, or
 of the introductory matter to the plays, to see that Jonson strongly
 felt himself to be indeed scholar, soldier, poet, critic, censor of
 morals and manners.
It is my purpose in this paper to examine the careers of these
 
characters who reflect the personality of Jonson himself in the plays
 Every Man in His Humour, Every Man out of His Humour,
 Cynthia’s Revels and Poetaster.1 I wish to show how each does
^ince Every Man in His Humour is not the earliest of Jonson’s known
 
plays perhaps 
A
 Tale of a Tub and The Case Is Altered should be mentioned. 
A Tale of a Tub may have existed in some form at a very early date, but in
 all likelihood the one thing in which 
Ben
 speaks directly for himself is the  
attack on Inigo Jones (Hereford and Simpson, IH, 77-92, passim). This is
 clearly an interpolation, probably of a later date in his career. Similarly, 
in The Case Is Altered, the attack on Anthony Munday as Antonio Balladino
 (Herford and Simpson, III, 106-107), and the attack on pseudo-critics
 dragged in by Valentine (Herford and Simpson, III, 136-137), are probably
 interpolations made some little time after original composition. Perhaps
 anticipatory of the later exploits of Doctor Clement and his successors, however,
 is the Olympian ratification of fates by Maximilian, for a total of nine
 characters:
Max. Well, I will now sweare the 
case
 is alterd. Lady fare you  
well, I will subdue my 
affections.
 Maddam (as for you) you are a  
profest virgin, and I will be silent. My honorable Lord Ferneze, it shall
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Ben Jonson in Ben Jonson's Ploys
manifest the qualities on which Jonson prided himself; how each
 
is useful to Jonson in the management of the action; and how each
 has major choric function as the chief custodian of right opinion,
 though he may not be a convenient vehicle for the expression of
 the truly comic.
That these characters have some kinship with Ben himself is
 
suggested by his remark to Drummond that “he had many quarrells
 with Marston beat him and took his Pistol from him, wrote his
 Poetaster on him.”2 That the idea of having himself as a character.
 in one of his own plays is not unacceptable to him is suggested by his further word to Drummond that “he heth a Pastorall jntitled
 the May Lord, his own name is Alkin Ethra.” Whether or not the
 May Lord and The Sad Shepherd are the same, it is worth noting
 that in the latter play there is a character “Alkin,” the “Sage.”3
Jonson’
s
 own Captain Tucca, borrowed for Satiromastix by  
Dekker, in the following passage makes a useful identification:
No you staru’d raseal, thou’t bite off mine eares
 
then, you must haue three or foure suites of names,
 when like a lowsie Pediculous vermin th’ast but
 
one suit to thy backe: you must be call’d Asper,
 and Criticus, and Horace, thy tytle’s longer a read
­ing then the Stile a the big Turkes: Asper, Criti
­cus, Quintus, Horatius, FlaccusA
Dekker himself, in his To the World, prefixed to Satiromastix,
 
in a most thorny piece of prose, denies the presence of Jonson in
 Every Man in His Humour:
I meete one, and he runnes full Butt at me with his
 
Satires homes, for that in vntrussing Horace, I did
 onely whip his fortunes, and condition of life,
 
become you at this time not be frugal!, but bounteous, and open handed,
 
your fortune hath been so to you. Lord Chamount, you are now no
 stranger, you must be welcome, you haue a faire, amiable and splendi[dio]us
 Lady: but signior Paulo, signior Camilla, I know you valiant; be louing.
 Lady I must be better knowne to you. Signiors for you, I passe you not:
 though I let you passe; for in truth I passe not of you. Louers to your
 nuptials, Loraings to your dances. March faire al, for a faire March, is
 worth a 
kings
 ransome.
(Herford and Simpson, III, 189, 190, 55-67)
2C. H. Herford and Percy Simpson, editors, Ben Jonson (
Oxford:
 Clarendon  
Press, 1925), I, 140. This edition will be the source of all passages taken
 
from Every Man in His Humour. The text quoted will be that of the Quarto
 of 1601.
Hbid., VII, 7.
477ie Dramatic Works of Thomas Dekker, ed. Fredson Bowers (Cambridge:
 
Cambridge University 
Press,
 1953), I, 325.
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where the more noble Reprehension had bin of his
 
mindes Deformitie, whose greatnes if his Criticall
 Lynx had with as narrow eyes, obseru’d in him-
 selfe, as it did little spots vpon others: without
 all disputation, Horace would not haue left Horace
 out of Euery man in’
s
 Hvmour.5
Dekker is correct, of course, in assuming that Jonson did not make
 “His mindes Deformitie” an object of his attack in Every Man in
 His Humour. It is my contention, however, that there is in the
 play a character of the Asper-Criticus-Horace type, a dispenser of
 justice and a custodian of right opinion, Doctor Clement. It is
 the careers of Clement, Asper, of Every Man out of His Humour,
 Criticus, of Cynthia’s Revels, and Horace, of Poetaster,, that I
 wish to trace.6
The first major appearance, therefore, of what I shall call the
 
Horace-character as spokesman for, and with many of the char
­acteristics of, Ben himself occurs in the first quarto of Every Man
 in His Humour. The Doctor Clement of the quarto is altogether
 a more distinguished man than Justice Clement of the folio of
 1616. He is introduced by this exchange:
Lo. iu. Doctor Clement, what’s he? I haue
 
heard much speech of him.
Pros. Why, doest thou not know him? he is the
 
Gonfaloniere of the state here, an excellent rare
 ciuilian, and a great scholler, but the onely mad
r‘Thid., p. 309.
6It is not my intention to say that Clement, Asper, Criticus, Horace are
 
intended literally to represent Jonson himself, except perhaps in the case
 of Horace. The opinions of students of Jonson’s work are not markedly at
 variance with my own. R. A. Small, in The Stage-Quarrel Between Ben Jonson
 and the 
So-Called
 Poetasters (Breslau: Verlag von H. & H. Marcus, 1899),  
pp. 27-28, says, “In Every Man out of his Humour, Cynthia’s Revels, and the
 Poetaster, Jonson has left us a three-fold presentation of himself under the
 names of Asper, Crites (called Criticus in the quarto edition of Cynthia’s
 Revels and in Dekker’s Satiromastix), and Horace. There is no question that
 all three were meant for him.” Herford and Simpson (I, 347) say that 
Asper and Crites “speak Jonson’s mind if they do not reflect his person”; that Horace
 is “less like Jonson than Asper and Crites” (I, 422); they say also, however,
 that Jonson did not represent himself in Every Man in His Humour. E. K.
 Chambers, in Elizabethan Stage (Oxford, 1923), III, 364, 365, doubts that
 
Jonson would have praised himself as highly as he praises Criticus and states
 that Horace is Jonson himself. Ralph W. Berringer, in “Jonson’s Cynthia’s
 Revels and the War of the Theaters” (PQ, XII, 1-22) says “that, in Satiromastix,
 a good part 
of
 Dekker’s satire is devoted to pointing out and mocking this  
early habit of Jonson’s 
of
 setting up a character annoyingly like himself as a  
quasi-hero. . . . The emphasis ... is upon the identity of Horace, the idealized
 self-portrait of Jonson, and Criticus” (p. 11). Many other statements could
 be cited, but their tenor would be essentially that of those I have quoted.
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4 Ben Jonson in Ben Jonson's Plays
merry olde fellow in Europe: I shewed him you
 
the other day.
Lo. iu. Oh I remember him now; Good faith,
 
and he hath a very strange presence me thinkes,
 it shewes as if he stoode out of the ranke from
 other men. I haue heard many of his iests in
 Padua: they say he will commit a man for taking
 the wall of his horse.
Pros. I or wearing his cloake of one shoulder,
 
or anything indeede, if it come in the way of his
 humor.
 
.
(Ill, ii, 45-57)
Two elements of some interest in this description do not appear
 
in the corresponding passage in the folio, the titles of “Doctor”
 and “Gonfaloniere.”
On almost all occasions when he is addressed in the play,
 
Clement is “Master Doctor.” One is reminded of the “Doctor” who
 points out the lessons of Everyman; of Faustus, with his almost
 boundless knowledge; of the doctors in Friar Bacon and Friar
 Bungay; of the Doctors Bellario and “Bathazar” of The Merchant
 of Venice.
Not only, however, is the Doctor a learned man, a scholar,
 
but he is. also “the Gonfaloniere of the state here.” This is indeed
 an exalted title, with connotations at once religious, civil, and
 military: “The head of the Signoria in the Florentine republic”;
 
“the champion of the Church in its quarrels with the Emperor.”7
In addition to the qualities noted, Doctor Clement is a poet in
 
his own right, offering to enter into competition with Matheo
 in verses “in honor of the Gods,” or, failing that “height of stile,”
 “a steppe or two lower then.” He is a critic also, for he concurs in
 Lorenzo junior’
s
 impassioned defense of poetry, “Blessed aeternall,  
and most true deiune.” But, while agreeing that “Nothing can
 more adorne humanitie,” he also notes that
election is now gouerod altogether by the influ
­
ence of humor, which insteed of those holy flames
that should direct and light the soule to eternitie,
 
-
hurles foorth nothing but smooke and congested
’Alfred Hoore, An Italian Dictionary (Cambridge: Cambridge University
 
Press,
 1925).
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vapours, that strifle her vp, & bereaue her of al
 
sight & motion.
■ '
 
'  (V, iii, 344-348)
Finally Doctor Clement, though a most severe judge of mis
­
taken humour in poet or gull, has his own humour: he dons his
 armor to greet a “soldier”; he competes with a “poet” in the making
 of verses “extempore”; and in honor of the wit of Musco, he clothes
 that rascal in his own robes for tire evening’s mirth. He is not,
 however, like most of his associates in the play a humours char
­acter. His “affects, his spirits, and his powers” do not all “runne one
 way.” His humour is little more than a whim of secondary im
­portance in the full life of the man pictured in the passage quoted.
Doctor Clement’s usefulness to the playwright in Every Man in
 
His Humour is enormous in the conduct of the plot; his pronounce
­ments terminate, with reward, or punishment, or reconciliation, all
 lines of action. His value is equally great in the choric function, the
 stating of right opinion, the establishing of significance in the light
 of normal human conduct. Though the follies of a Stephano, a
 Bobadillo or a Matheo manifest themselves abundantly, Jonson 
deliberately uses Doctor Clement at the end of the play to sum
­marize and evaluate these follies. The lack of foundation of the
 jealous humours of Cob and Tib, of Thorello and Biancha, is made
 manifest only through the skillful questioning of Doctor Clement.
 It is through his careful analysis that Matheo’s plagarism is exposed;
 that the senior Lorenzo’s contempt for poetry is overcome; that
 Lorenzo junior’s eulogies are tempered.
A far more important task than the establishing of right opinion
 
is the utterance of the truly comic, the flash of insight which sets
 in perspective many elements of character, of circumstance, of wit
 and ignorance in conflict. This high privilege is accorded to
 several of the characters in Every Man in His Humour, particularly
 Lorenzo junior, Guilliano and Musco. Yet, again, the summary
 statements are reserved for Doctor Clement. Having donned his
 armor to receive the “soldier” Bobadillo, when he learns of Boba-
 dillo’s cowardice, he hits the true comic note with “here take my
 armour quickly, twill make him swoone I feare.” Or, when he
 orders the burning of Matheo’s stolen “Conceit,” he can achieve the
 choric comment without either invective or moralizing: “Conceite,
 
fetch me a couple of torches, sirha, I may see the conceite: quickly!
 its very darke!”
 
. .
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6 Ben Jonson in Ben Jonson's Plays
In Every Man out of His Humour there is a far more complex
 
manifestation of these characteristics of Jonson himself, reaching
 full definition only in the union of Asper and Macilente. The formal
 introduction of Asper, the Presenter, though well known, should
 perhaps be repeated:
He is of an ingenuous and free spirit, eager and
 
constant in reproof
 
e, without feare controuling the  
worlds abuses; One, whome no seruile hope of
 Gaine, or frostie apprehension of Daunger, can
 make to be a Parasite, either to Time, Place, 
or Opinion.
(A3\ 2-5)8
This is a man of whom it might be said, as of Doctor Clement, “it
 
shewes as if he stoode out of the ranke from other men.”
It is this Asper who knows what the humours are:
As
 when some one peculiar qualitie
Doth so possesse a man, that it doth draw
All his affects, his spirits, and his powers
 
In their confluctions all to runne one way,
 This may be truly said to be a Humor.
(B2¥, 114-118)
It is he who has written the play with two sorts of spectators in
 
mind. The first are those of the “Apish, or Phantasticke straine,”
 whom he would “giue them pils to purge.” The other is the
 attentive auditors,
Such as will joine their profit with their pleasure,
 
And come to feed their vnderstanding parts.
(B4r, 215-217)
Then, says Asper:
He melt my braine into invention,
 
Coine new conceits, and hang my richest words
 As polisht jewels in their bounteous eares.
(B4r, 220-222)
By way of implementing this promise Asper will “goe To turn
 
Actor, and a Humorist.” The actor he becomes is Macilente, soldier,
 scholar, traveller, who “has oile and Fire in his pen.” While Macil
­ente does not have formally assigned to him the official judicial
8The text used for Evert/ Man out of His Humour is that of the Quarto of
 
1600 
as
 reproduced in The Malone Society Reprints, (R. P. Wilson and W. W.  
Greg, eds. Every Man out of His Humour, Oxford University Press, 1920).
 This and the passages immediately following are from the preliminary matter.
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position of a Doctor Clement, it is he who metes out judgments
 
and punishments, as his successors Criticus and Horace will do.
Macilente then is Asper—with a humour—envy. It is, however, an
 
envy not altogether blame-worthy, for it is directed only toward
 those things which are truly desirable and are possessed unworthily
 by the objects of envy. He is, however, as Doctor Clement was not,
 a full-fledged humours character, for his envy “doth draw All his
 affects, his spirits, and his powers In their confluctions, all to
 runne one way.” The movement of Every Man out of His Humour
 is essentially the purgation of the humour of Macilente by the pro
­cess of removing the meat it feeds on. Through his manipulations
 are purged successively the humours of Sir Puntarvolo, Saviolina,
 Shift and Sogliardo, Buffone, Fungoso, Deliro and Fallace. Whether
 Fastidius Briske is cured is doubtful, but he is certainly punished.
With the dismissal of Fastidius, Macilente feels a change:
 
Now is my soule at peace,
I am as emptie of all Envie now,
 
As they of Merit to be envied at,
 My Humour (like a flame) no longer lasts
 Than it hath stuffe to feed it, and their vertue,
 Being now rak’t vp in embers of their Follie,
 
Affords no ampler Subject to my Spirit;
I am so farre from malicing their states,
 
That I begin to pittie ’hem.
(R2r, 4333-4341)
His envy purged, Macilente is once more Asper:
Wei, Gentleme, I should haue
 
gone in, and return’d to you as I was Asper at the
 first: but (by reason the Shift would haue been
 somewhat long, and we are loth to draw your
 Patience any farder) wee’le intreat you to imagine
 it.
(R2', 4463-4467 )9
In Every Man out of His Humour the more serious choric func
­
tions have, to some extent, been performed a priori by Asper in
 introductory matter. But in the play itself, while some invective is
 entrusted to Carlo Buffone, and some technical explanations to
"This passage is from the “Catastrophe,” of the first playing, which “many
 
seem’d not to relish,” since Elizabeth is represented as present in person, and
 taking part in the cure of Macilente’s envy. The substituted ending has a
 similar passage beginning “and now with Asper’s tongue (Though not his
 shape).”
12
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8 Ben Jonson in Ben Jonson's Piays
Mitis and Cordatus as “Grex,” it is to Macilente that the definition
 
and evaluation of the humour—the folly—is given. His language is
 that of satire, and frequently it becomes direct invective. Sogliardo
 is the “Mushrompe” gentleman, a “dustie Turfe,” a “clod”; Sordido is
 “a pretious filthy damned rogue/ That fats himselfe with expecta
­tion/ Of rotten weather, and vnseason’d howers”; Fungoso is a
 “painted lay with such a deale of outside”; to Delirio he can wish
 “Now Horne vpon Horne pursue thee, thous blind egregious
 Dotard.”
Macilente can poison Sir Puntarvolo’s dog; he can hold the
 
constable at bay while Sir Puntarvolo seals up Buffone’s beard
 with wax; he can mock Fastidius Briske imprisoned for the “riot”
 which he himself fashioned; he can say to Fallace in the presence
 of her disillusioned husband Delirio “gf him not the head, though
 you gi’ him the horns.”
 
,
But it is only after he has been purged of his envy and has again
 become Asper that he can speak in a vein approaching the comic:
 after having begged the audience for a “Plaudite,” he says “why,
 you may (in time) make lean Macilente as fat as Sir John Fallstaff
 
e.”
The Criticus of Cynthia’s Revels has most of the essential quali
­ties of Doctor Clement and of Asper-Macilente.. Though not a
 soldier, “For his valour, tis such, that he dares as little to offer an
 Iniury as receiue one.” He is a “scholler,” in the opinion of Amor
­phous “a triuiall fellow, too meane, too coarse for you to conuerse
 with.” He “smels all Lamp-oyle,” and he wears “a piece of Serge,
 or Perpetuana.” 
As
 poet, in the opinion of Anaides “he does nothing  
but stab.” Arete several times calls attention to his “invention”;
 the masque, which provides the resolution of all problems, and
 which has the approval of Cynthia herself, is his. As did Doctor
 Clement and Asper, he stands out above the rank of common men:
A creature of a more perfect
 
and diuine temper; One, in whom the Humors &
 Elements are peaceably met, without aemulation
 of Precedencie: he is neither to fantastickly
 Melancholy; too slowly Phlegmatick, too lightly
 Sanguine, or too rashly Chloerick, but in al, so
 composd and order’d; as it is cleare, Nature was
 about some full worke, she did more then make a
 man when she made him.
(II, iii, D4V, EF)10
 
.
10AU quotations are from the first quarto: The Fountain of Self-Love. Or
 
Cynthia’s Revels. Written by Ben: Jonson, For Walter Burre, 1601.
 
.
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The words are those of Mercury himself. The purgation of the
 
humour of envy which we saw in Asper-Macilente remains effec
­tive: in fact the balance of his nature is such that no humour can
 obtain a foothold.
The function of Criticus in Cynthia’s Revels is in one sense less
 
than that of Asper-Macilente. For Macilente almost without con
­scious intent achieves such an effect that he and the other char
­acters are purged of their follies and returned to themselves. It is
 through him almost singlehanded, that the playwright’s goals are
 achieved. On the other hand, the ultimate achievement of Criticus
 is greater, for he achieves not a purgation, but a complete reversal
 of character in the courtiers in Cynthia’s. Revels. He has, also, the
 distinction of being the worthy instrument of Mercury, of Cynthia,
 and of Arete, and of being the accepted suitor of Arete.
Though Jonson says in his Prologue that Cynthia’s Revels has
 
“Words aboue Action: Matter, aboue wordes,” there is an action
 of sorts. It is the announced assault by Cupid on the court of
 Cynthia, on the occasion of her revels; this action of Cupid is
 thwarted by Mercury, first by fostering the qualities of the Foun
­
tain of Self-Love, and then by his sponsorship 
of,
 and his conduct  
in, the masque at the end of the play. Criticus is the author of
 this masque. The suggestion that it be written comes from
 Cynthia, through Arete; it is Arete who insists that the performers
 be Hedon, Anaides, Amorphus, Asotus, the “male Deformities,” and
 their female counterparts, Philautia, Phantaste, Moria, and Gelaia.
 It is to Mercury principally that Criticus prays that, as formerly
 in Mercury’s service, his invention may thrive. The happy “inven
­tion,” however, of having each of the victims of self-love play his
 opposite (e. g. Anaides, “the impudent” plays “good audactie”) is
 his own; it is also his invention that Cupid plays his opposite,
 “Anteros,” while Mercury plays only in his identity as a page.
Doctor Clement was a dispenser of justice by function of his
 
office; Asper-Macilente dispensed' not justice, but rather mercy,
 purgation, and he did it in an entirely unofficial capacity, and he
 was himself a subject of his own purgation. Criticus is also a dis
­penser of justice, but not by virtue of his own authority. The
 power is delegated by Cynthia to Arete, by Arete to Criticus. The
 
cure of the “deformities” was effected by the mere fact that a
 consequence of the masque Cynthia took note of them. The punish
­ment, the singing of the Palinode while visiting the “weeping
 
14
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crbsse,” and the visit to the “Well of Knowledge, Helicon,” is de
­
vised and imposed by Criticus.
Criticus shares the choric function along the way with Mercury,
 
with Cupid, and with Arete, but it is chiefly to him that the formal
 indictment of folly is given. At the end of Act I, in a set speech
 of forty-four lines, Criticus though having particular reference to
 Asotus and Amorphus, in what is almost a choral ode, generalizes
 on the follies of the courtiers:
O vanity,
How are thy painted beauties doated on,
 
By light, and emptie Ideots?
“While fooles are pittied, they wax fat, and prowde.
(C4’-C4r, Dlr)
Again in the third scene of Act III, in a set piece, Criticus
 
shrugs off the detractions of “poore pittious Gallants”:
So they be ill men,
If they spake worse, twere better: for of such
 
To be disprais’d, is the most perfect praise.
Their Enuy’
s
 like an Arrow, shot ypright,
That in the fall endangers their owne heads
(F1T, F2r)
In the following scene (III, iv), with Arete, he further anathe-
 
mizes the courtiers, men and women: Hedon, the “proud, and
 spangled Sir,” “scarce can eate for registring himself”; Anaides,
 “some subtill Proteus, . . . One that dares/ Doe deeds worthy
 
the Hurdle, or the Wheele,/ To be thought some body”; the ladies,
 “A sixth times worse Confusion then the Rest,” “such Cob-web
 stuffe,/ 
As
 would enforce the commonst sense abhorre/ Th’Arach-  
nean workers.”
Examples might be multiplied, but the foregoing passages are
 
sufficient to show that it is to Criticus that Jonson gives much of
 the function essential in all plays, of setting abnormal conduct
 against the normal, of pointing out the distinction between wise
 conduct and foolish. His task is made easy in this play because the
 follies are set up, not primarily as humours, but as allegory, and
 are set in contrast to the absolute perfections of Arete and Cynthia.
Cynthia’s Revels has more of the truly comic than has Every
 
Man out of His Humour, but to Criticus himself is given little but
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satirical invective. Early in the play (I, iv) this exchange has some
­
thing beyond the merely satirical:
Amo. Lucian is absurde, he knew nothing: I
 
will beleeue my owne Trauels, before all the
 Lucians of Europe; he doth feed you with fictions,
 and leasings.
Crit. Indeed (I thinke) next a Traueller he
 
do’
s
 prettily well.
(I, iv, CF)
And in those scenes of the Folio, which do not appear in the
 
Quarto (V, i-v), Crites (Criticus) takes part in the courtiers games,
 assuming a role appropriate to that proposed by Mercury:
Well, I haue a plot vpon these prizers, for which
I must presently find out CRITES, and with his
 
assistance, pursue it to a high straine of laughter,
 or MERCVRIE hath lost of his mettall.
(IV, v, 148-151)11
Envy was an evil that must be purged from Asper-Macilente;
 
Criticus had none himself, and envy is not possible among the
 victims of the Fountain of Self Love. Envy, however, does play
 an important part in Poetaster, but it lies in the detractors of
 Horace, not in Horace. In fact he rebukes Caesar himself for
 imputing it to him:
And for my Soule, it is as free, as Caesars:
For, what I knowe is due, He giue to all.
“He that detracts, or enuies vertuous Merit,
“Is still the couetous, and the ignorant spirit.
(V, i, K2')12
Horace has the other qualities that we have seen in his prede
­
cessors. While not specifically a soldier, his reputation is such as
 to change Captain Tucca’s threats to fair greetings when Horace
 passes over the stage: “my good Poet; my Prophet; my Noble
 Horace.” Even his “vntrusser” Crispinus concedes his valor:
PYRG. I, but Master; take heed how you giue
 
this out, Horace is a Man of the Sword.
“Herford and Simpson, op. cit., IV, 130.
“All quotations are from the first quarto: Poetaster or the 
Arraignment: 
Composed, by Ben. lonson. for M. L., 1602.
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CRISP. ’Tis true, introth: they say, hee’s ’
 
valiant.
(IV, vii,12r)
Horace is also a man of letters, as were his predecessors.
 
Doctor Clement was an amateur of poetry; Asper-Macilente a
 satirist; Criticus is the author of the masque, a man of “invention.”
 Horace, however, is one among many honored poets, second only to
 Virgil himself, honored of Moecenas and Caesar. The appurten
­ances of the earlier scholars are not 
so
 observable in Horace, the  
smell of lamp oil, the leanness, the serge. He is, however, con
­sidered by Caesar worthy to analyze the spirit and learning of
 Virgil. Criticus of Cynthia’s Revels is rather wistfully in search of
 friends at court and is frankly seeking for Cynthia’s favor. Horace,
 on the other hand, is the object of the envy of Demetrius largely
 because of his associations:
Virg. Demaund, what cause they had to
 
maligne Horace.
Demet. In troth, no great cause, not I; I must
 
conf
 
esse: but that he kept better companie (for .  
the most part) then I: and that better men lou’d
 him, then lou’d me: and that his writings thriu’d
 better then mine, and were better lik’t & grac’t:
 Nothing else.
 
. .
(V, iii, M2T)
In fact Horace, sure of his friends, takes almost equal pride in
 
the nature and number of his enemies:
Enuie me still; so long as Virgill loues me.
I would not wish but such as you should spight them.
.
 
(V, iii, M2T, M2r)
Like his predecessors, too, is Horace in the authority he wields
 Doctor Clement exercised it by virtue of his position; Asper- Macilente assumed moral, though not civic, authority; that of
 Horace is delegated by Caesar and Virgil. His authority extends,
 however, only to the Poetasters. Other judgements, against Cap
­tain Tucca, against Asinus Lupus, the earlier banishment of Ovid,
 are reserved to Caesar himself.
This analysis of the successive characterizations of the Horace-
 
character shows a sort of evolution of two sorts: (1) through the
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humors, to a position of lofty balance, above the lesser men who
 
are subject to them; (2) from a position of civic authority, through
 one of power as satirist and scholar, to one of intellectual authority
 as critic, prophet, poet.
Analogous to the evolution in personal traits are the shifts in
 
functions of the Horace-character. We have already noted that the
 disposition of the fates of almost all the characters lay in the hands
 of Doctor Clement; that Macilente insofar as he invented the
 machinery of purgation of the humours, carried a similar responsi
­bility. We have noted also that Criticus was not the instigator,
 nor the principal mover in the action of Cynthia’s Revels, but was
 rather the agent through whom Mercury, Cynthia and Arete fended
 off the attack of Cupid. In Poetaster also he is an agent, but only
 for that portion of the action which involves the Poetasters them
­selves.
Though Jonson says that he wrote Poetaster on Marston, the
 
play is far more than a personal attack on a personal enemy. It is,
 in fact, almost an apology for poetry, using like Sidney’s Apology,
 the idea of right use and abuse. Many levels of analysis appear,
 from the blatant and self-seeking abuse of Tucca, Ovid Senior
 
and Asinus Lupus to the near divine judgement of Virgil.
At the lowest level of those who, as “poets” abuse poetry, is
 
Crispinus. While Caesar, Virgil, Mecoenas, Tibullus and Gallus all
 have epithets for Crispinus, the essential comment on this “Hydra
 of discourse” is reserved for Horace, in the pills which purge Cris
­pinus of the “terrible, windy words.” Demetrius, the “dresser of
 plays,” is perhaps a trifle higher in the scale of “poets” than
 Crispinus, and the essential comment is again that of Horace:
Rather, such speckled creatures, as thy selfe,
 
Should be aschew’d and shund: such, as will bite
. And gnaw their absent Friends, not cure their Fame;
Catch at the loosest Laughters, and affect
 
To be thought lesters; such, as can deuise
 Things neuer seene, or heard, t’impayre mens Names.
(V, iii, MF)
Next in order is the group of courtier-poets, Gallus, Tibullus,
 
Propertius, Ovid. All these have mistresses, but only Propertius and
 Ovid find the final purpose of poetry in service to their mistresses.
 Upon the death of Cynthia, Horace is the disapproving reporter
 of the news that Propertius has immured himself in the tomb with 
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her. Ovid is banished by Caesar—“for thy violent wronge,/ In
 
soothing the declin’d Affections/ Of my base daughter.” Gallus,
 Tibullus and Ovid are scathingly rebuked by Caesar for their part
 in the “Heavenly Banquet,” even though both Horace and Mecoenas
 intercede for them. Horace’s comment on the “Heavenly Banquet”
 places it, however, in the proper perspective:
innocent Mirth,
 
And harmelesse pleasures, bred, of noble wit.
(IV, vii, 12’)
Caesar himself reconsiders, and pardons Gallus and Tibullus, ap
­
plauded by Mecoenas and Horace.
Though all these court-poets are to some extent proteges of
 
Mecoenas, it is with Horace that Mecoenas, as patron, is most
 associated. There is in the quarto no considered statement of the
 nature of Horace’
s
 poetry. Yet to Horace himself is given the  
statement which measures his work:
Enuie me still; so long as Virgill loues me,
 
Gallus, Tibullus, and the best-best Caesar,
 My deare Mecoenas; while these, with many more
 (Whose names I wisely slip) shall think me worthy
 Their honour’d, and ador’d Society,
And read, and loue, prooue, and applaud by Poemes;
I would not wish but such as you should spight them.
(V, iii, M2T-M3r)
Seated at Caesar’s right hand, “Romes Honour,” Virgil, is
 
clearly at the highest level of the poets in Poetaster. Before his
 arrival to occupy the seat of honor, there is a sort of critical seminar
 among Caesar, Mecoenas, Tibullus, Gallus and Horace. Horace as
 “the poorest,/ And likeliest to enuye, or to detract,” is invited
 to speak first. Horace, after rebuking Caesar for imputing envy
 to a “knowing spirit,” is given the two principal speeches in com
­mendation of Virgil. The second of these, in response to Caesar’
s question “what thinks, Materiall Horace, of his learning,” is cleverly
 designed, not only as right opinion of Virgil, but indirectly of
 Horace:
His Learning labours not the Schoole-like Glosse,
 
That most consists in Ecchoing Wordes, and Termes,
But a direct, and Analyticke Summe
 
Of all the worth and first effectes of Artes,
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And for his Poesie, ’tis so ramm’d with Life,
 
That it shall gather strength of Life, with being;
 And line heareafter, more admir’d, then now.
(V, i, K2T)
The character and function of Horace deny him, in Poetaster,
 
participation in most of the lighter scenes. He hits the comic
 note occasionally in his first encounter with Crispinus:
Crisp. Troth no; but I could wish thou didst
 
know vs, Horace; we are a Scholer, I assure thee.
Hor. A Scholer Sir? I shall be couetous of your
 
faire knowledge.
(HI, i, D2T)
He can strike it with Asnius Lupus toward the end of the play:
Lupus. An Asse? Good still!: That’
s
 I, too.
I am the Asse. You meane me by the Asse.
Mecoenas. ‘Pray thee, leaue braying then.
Hor. If you will needs take it, I cannot with
 
Modestie giue it from you.
(V, iii,LlT)
But his is not a part of this magnificent fooling associated with
 
the heavenly banquet:
Crisp. O yes, and extold your perfections to
 
the heauens.
Chi. Now in sincerity, they be the finest kind
 
of men, that euer I knew; Poets? Could not one
 get the Emperor to make my husband a Poet,
 thinke you?
Crisp. No Ladie, ’tis Loue, and Beauty make
 
Poets-. & since you like Poets so well, your Loue,
 
and Beauties shall make me a Poet.
(II, ii, C4r)
Nor does Horace have a part in this exchange:
Chloe. Mercury? that’
s
 a Poet? is’t?
Gall. No, Ladie; but somewhat enclying that
 way: hee is a Herald at Armes.
20
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Chloe. A Herald at Armes? good: and Mer
­
cury? pretty: he ha’s to doe with Venus, too?
Tzbull. A little, with her face, Ladie; or so.
(IIII, iii, G4r)
In these four towering figures, Doctor Clement, Asper-Macilente,
 
Criticus and Horace, all conceived to some extent in the image
 of Ben himself, we have seen a highly profitable apprenticeship for
 the poet. We have seen him happily seize on the humours as
 dramatic material in Doctor Clement and others in Every Man in
 His Humour; we have Seen him make their purgation in Macilente
 and his victims almost the entire content of Every Man out of His
 Humour; we have Criticus by definition placed far above any
 humour in Cynthia’
s
 Revels, and the humours themselves of the  
other characters pushed so far as to become almost allegorical
 qualities. In Poetaster we have seen in such people as Captain
 Tucca, Chloe, and possibly even Horace himself a return to the
 happier humours climate of Every Man in His Humour, but only
 in conjunction with more weighty material and action.
Through the career of this Horace-character, Jonson has learned
 
a lesson of equal importance with reference to the action. Doctor
 Clement, as a repository for civil authority, could adjudge all
 
matters for all characters. Macilente, without visible authority,
 could make himself judge, in matters of manners and morals, for all
 his victims. Criticus could, through his powers as poet, exercise
 delegated authority, again in matters of manners and morals.
 Horace, also with delegated authority, could pronounce judgements
 only in those realms in which he was qualified as poet and critic.
 Jonson has learned that neither a Clement nor a Horace can carry
 the entire action of a comedy.
As the careers of these men show the development of Jonson
 
in the choice of his materials and the organization of his actions, 
so
 -  
too they have demonstrated a maturing in what I have called the
 choric aspects of his art. From gentle, and essentially comic ridicule
 in Every Man in His Humour, Jonson passed to the heavily satiric
 invective of Every Man out of His Humour. In Cynthia’s Revels,
 Criticus retained the satire and the invective, but was capable of
 lighter touches on occasion. In Poetaster, there is much more of the
 truly comic, and its use is much more widely distributed among the
 characters; invective is much less prominent, and the satire of
 
Horace is directed largely at the unhappy poetasters.
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After Poetaster, Doctor Clement, Asper, Criticus and Horace
 
are gone, but their functions remain, in the hands of lesser men.
 Humours will continue to be punished, as that of Morose in
 Epicoene, but by the skillfully concerted action of all characters,
 rather than by the diligent intent of one. Or they will be purged
 as was that of Justice Overdoo, by the mere observation of the
 consequences of his own folly. Critical judgements on the nature
 and function of poetry will continue, but in passages addressed
 “To the Readers,” as in Sejanus, or in the “Prologue,” as in
 Epicoene. There will continue to be custodians of right opinion,
 but they will be lesser men, such as Arruntius and Lepidus of
 Sejanus, or Peni Canter of The Staple of News. The custody of
 the action will not be entrusted to a Macilente, but it will be
 managed by Jonson himself, in such magnificent interweavings of
 action and motive as Epicoene and- The Alchemist.
Of these towering figures who wield so much authority in act
 
and idea, Horace is the last. They were certainly unwieldly as a
 major device for conducting the action; their chief weapon was
 direct invective or massive satire; their responsibilities were too
 
weighty for them to indulge in much comment of a truly comic
 sort. Their arrogance created detractors, not without cause, for
 Ben himself. Perhaps it was these considerations which led Jonson
 to the momentous, if short-lived, decision announced in the
 “apologeticall Dialogue” (“only once spoken upon the stage”)
 which is appended in the folio to Poetaster:
And, since the Comtek Muse
 
Hath prou’d so ominous to me, I will trie
If Tragoedie haue a more kind aspect.
(Herford and Simpson, IV, 
324,
 222-224)
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CHAUCER'S COMPLAINTS: STANZAIC
 
ARRANGEMENT, METER, AND RHYME
by A. Wigfall Green
Six poems usually attributed to Chaucer are called complaints.
 
Chaucer probably borrowed the name from similar poems in French
 literature, the name apparently having been derived from Old
 French complaindre. In five of these poems Chaucer seems to use
 the word complaint as a synonym of plaint or lament. This type
 of verse existed in English literature prior to Chaucer; it is best
 known in Old English in “The Wife’s Lament,” sometimes called
 “The Wife’s Complaint.” Chaucer follows the type in Anelida’s
 “compleynt” in “Anelida and Arcite.” Because of doubt regarding
 the attribution of “A Balade of Complaint” to Chaucer, this poem
 is not included in the study.
Except for similarity of name and the fact that these poems are
 
written in verse of five iambic feet, the six complaints are re
­markably varied in vocabulary, in number of verses and stanzas,
 and in rhyme. In The Legend of Good Women Chaucer speaks of
 his great facility in writing a variety of verse forms:
And many an ympne for your halydayes,
That highten balades, roundels, virelayes; (F422-423)
He hath maad many a lay and many a thing. (F430)
In the same poem Love speaks to Chaucer:
Make the metres of hem as the lest. (F562)
Chaucer’
s
 character Aurelius, the lover of “The Frankeleyns Tale,”  
(944-948) like his master, would “wreye/ His wo, as in a general
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compleynyng” and make “layes,/ Songes, compleintes, roundels,
 
virelayes.”1
1Citations from Chaucer in this text are to The Works of Goeffrey Chaucer,
 
ed. Fred N. Robinson (2nd ed.; Boston, 1957).
‘The Complete Works of Goeffrey Chaucer, ed. Walter W. Skeat (2nd ed.;
 
Oxford, 1899), I, 411 and 
566-568;
 Eleanor Prescott Hammond, Chaucer: A  
Bibliographicid Manual (New York, 1908), pp. 176-177 and 
416-417;
 Aage  
Brusendorff, The Chaucer Tradition (London, 1925), pp. 437-438; and John
 Edwin 
Wells,
 A Manual of the Writings in Middle English 1050-1400 (New  
Haven, 1926), pp. 629-630.
’Bernhard Ten Brink, The Language and Metre of Chaucer Set Forth,
 
2nd ed., 
rev.
 Friedrich Kluge; trans. M. Bentinck Smith (London, 1901),  
p. 255.
1
Chaucers “Complaynt d’Amours,” celebrating St. Valentine’s
 
Day, is “an ympne for your halydayes.” Although ascription to
 Chaucer is not unquestioned, this poem is found in three manu
­script collections of die works of Chaucer. In one manuscript,
 Harley 7333(14) in the British Museum, the poem is entitled, “And
 next folowyng begynneth an amerowse compleynte made at
 wyndesore in the last may tofore nouembre.”2 The poem consists
 of thirteen stanzas in rhyme royal, ababbcc. The theme, like that
 
of “A Complaint to His Lady,” is unrequited love. Stanzas 1-3 are
 introductory and introspective, setting forth his reasons for his
 “deedly compleininge”; 4-6 are, in general, a prediction of the
 death of the author because of love; 7-9 are a tribute to the beauty
 and the unkindness of the lady; 10-12 urge the lady not to be
 wroth, and express a willingness to live or die for her sake. Stanza
 13 is virtually an envoy with verses 1 and 2 as follows:
This compleynte on seint Valentynes day,
 
Whan every foughel chesen shal his make, ....
Verses 309 and 310 of The Parlement of Foules are almost identical:
 
For this was on seynt Valentynes day,
Whan every foul cometh there to chese his make, . . . .
 
Chaucer’s stanzaic arrangement is so diverse in the minor poems
 generally that it is difficult to accept the theory of isometrical
 stanzas in rhyme royal recognized by Bradshaw and developed
 by Ten Brink.3 It is true, nevertheless, that Chaucer had an
 affinity for the stanzaic triad and that he frequently made a group
 of three stanzas. Yet these groupings are sometimes inconsistent
 In “Complaynt d'Amours” similarity of refrain appears, not as might
 be expected in stanzas 1, 7, and 13, but in 1, 2, and 13:
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That love hir best, but sleeth me for my trewthe.
 
This have I for I love you best, swete herte!
 And love hir best, although she do me sterve.
More remarkable, the concluding couplet of stanza 5,
 
.
Hath nought to done, although she do me sterve;
 Hit is nat with her wil that I hir serve!
is almost an inversion of the concluding couplet of 13,
 
And yit wol I evermore her serve
 And love hir best, although she do me sterve.
' Chaucer’s architectonic superiority often creates an interlacing
 
between beginning and end: in addition to tire use of the phrase
 “love hir best” in the refrain of the first and last stanzas, mercy
 appears in both stanzas, and compleininge in 1 is echoed twice in
 compleynte in the last.
Each stanza is independent in rhyme except for the following
 
linking of stanzas by rhyme. It should be noted, perhaps, that
 reed-womanheed-deed of 6 do not rhyme with womanhede-rede-
 drede of 10.
Other
Stanza 'Rhyme
 
Stanzafs)  Rhyme
1 livinge-compleininge 8
10
wonderinge-livinge
 unkonninge-displesinge
2 asterte-herte 10 herte-smerte
3 do-wo-go 7 also-so-wo
4 ende-spende 12 wende-ende
chere-dere 11 here-dere
5 dye-drye-folye 6 dye-ye
sterve-serve 13 serve-sterve
7 take sake 13 make-make take
2
“The Complaint of Mars” is also a tribute to St. Valentine.4 The
 
second and third stanzas contain verses
Seynt Valentyne, a foul thus herde I synge . . .
Without repentynge cheseth yow your make
almost identical to verses from the “Complaynt d’Amours” and The
 
Parlement of Foules.
’Haldeen Braddy, Chaucer and the French Poet Graunson (Baton Rouge,
 
1947), pp. 66 and 71-73; also “Chaucer and Graunson: The Valetine Tradi
­tion,” PMLA, LIV (June, 1939 ) 359-368. For general background see Charles
 Muscatine, Chaucer and the French Tradition (Berkeley, 1957).
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“The Complaint of Mars” has some similarity to “Anelida and
 
Arcite”: each is written entirely in iambic pentameter in stanzas
 of both seven and nine verses, and in each there is a complaint
 proper within the poem; moreover, the organization of the poems is
 similar.
“The Complaint of Mars” contains four major divisions: stanzas
 
1-4 are the “Proem” to the entire work; 5-22 the “Story”;5 23 is
 the “Proem” to the “Compleynt” proper; and 24-38® “The Com-
 pleynt of Mars” proper. Stanzas 
36-38
 are in effect an envoy. Each  
exhorts various persons “to compleyne”; 37 and 38 are bound by
 the use of kynde and kyndenesse, and 36 and 38 by gentilesse,
 which creates rhyme in each of the concluding couplets.
The dictum of Lounsbury that the rhyme of each stanza con
­
taining nine verses, stanzas 23-38, is divisible “in the proportion of
 four, three, and two”7 is not tenable. Neither the thought nor
 the poetry of the stanza admits of such proportion. Musically, and
 often logically, the proportion might be stated as five, two, and
 two with the pattern aabaa/bb/cc. In general, however, the stanza
 of nine verses should be considered as a whole; the thought and
 
the punctuation preceding the concluding couplet often preclude
 consideration of this couplet as an entity.
The following verse forms are used in the stanzas of “The
 
Complaint of Mars”:
Number of Feet
 
Stanzas
 
Rhyme Scheme  in Each Verse
1-22
 
ababbcc (7 verses), rhyme royal  5
23-38
 
aabaabbcc (9 verses)  ' 5
“The Complaint of Mars” contains greater variety of rhyme than
 do the other short poems. Recurrent rhyme8 is as follows:
Stanza
 
Rhyme
1 rede-sprede-drede
 espye-jelosye
Stanzafs) and Rhyme
 
4 rede-drede; 12 rede-drede
 6 tyrannye-ye-dye; 13 dye-wrie;
 15 companye-espye;
“These eighteen stanzas may be grouped in six parts, each with three
 
stanzas.
This division has five parts, each with three stanzas.
Thomas R. Lounsbury, Studies in Chaucer (New York, 1892), III, 309.
 
Bernhard Ten Brink, p. 257, arranges the verses aab/aab/bcc.
Scientific progress in the pronunciation of Chaucer’s works has made the
 
study of Isabel Marshall and Leia Porter, Ryme-index to the Manuscript Texts
 of Chaucers Minor Poems, Chaucer Soc., 1st Ser., 
No.
 80 (London, 1889),  
pp. 55-66, of less value than it was formerly.
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Stanza Rhyme Other 
Stanzafs)
 and Rhyme
i
2 herte-smerte
18 companye-dye;
26 dye-ye;
30 hye-companye-espye-ye;
33 ye-dye-drye;
35 dye-hye
9 smerte-herte
3
borowe-sorowe-morowe
 
synge-up-sprynge
awake-make
28 sorowe-borowe-horowe
4 synge-departynge-
 morwenynge;
22 departynge-morwenynge-
 
synge
8 atake-sake; 22 take-make
5
wyse-devise-servyse
 
dure-aventure
revolucioun-subjeccioun-
5 servise-dispise;
37 emperise-chevise
19 endure-armure-cure;
20 endure-mysaventure;
24 cure-endure;
27 endure-aventure;
31 mysaventure-creature-
 
dure
29 sermoun-doun-distruccioun-
6
lessoun
manere-chere
savacyoun;
34 possessioun-passioun-
 
conclusioun-confusioun;
36 renoun-devisioun-
 
patroun-compassioun
20 here-spere-dere;
s 7 governaunce-plesaunce-
21 chere-dere;
38 in-fere-chere-dere-manere
16 disturbaunce-penaunce-
8
obeisaunce
tyde-glyde-abyde
governaunce;
32 pleasaunce-myschaunce-
 
penaunce
14 besyde-hide
9 swete-mete 13 grete-hete-wete
10
place-grace-face
 
knyght-wight
35 grace-face-purchase
17 lyght-wyght-myght;
11 two-go
26 myght-knyght-wyght
19 wo-two; 34 forgo-so-wo
telle-duelle-welle 18 helle-duelle;
25 telle-welle-selle-duelle
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12 prively-hastely-sturdely
 
bryghte-lyghte
14 compleyne-tweyne-peyne
17 tour-socour
21 allone-mone
 
be-chevache-se
23 redresse-hevynesse
I
Chaucer's Complaints
23 skylfully-pitously-folily-I
15 wyghte-fyghte
23 skylfully-pitously-folily-I
29 peyne-pleyne-sovereyne;
37 peyne-pleyne-reyne
38 socour-ldbour-honour
31 done-mone
22 adversyte-me;
27 fre-be-me;
32 enmyte-se-be-he;
35 me-beaute-adversite-the
25 gentilnesse-humblesse-
 
swetnesse;
27 distresse-redresse-
 
hevynesse-gesse;
36 gentilesse-hevynesse;
38 gentilesse-kyndenesse
 
'
Sometimes the rhyme is not entirely satisfactory: Chaucer in
­tends rhyme to exist between revolucioun and subjeccioun, on the
 one hand, in stanza 5, and lessoun in stanza 5, and among similar
 words in 29 and 36.
 
...
When two words create rhyme, they are either the a verses of
 rhyme royal or the concluding couplet of the seven or nine-verse
 stanzay three words which rhyme are the b verses of either the
 seven or the nine-verse stanza; four words which rhyme are the
 a verses of the nine-verse stanza.
The poem contains an occasional fresh adjective, as in “Wyth
 
teres blewe,” or a startling kenning like “the sunne, the candel of
 jelosye!”
 
I
A number of the verses of this poem foresound more famous
 verses: for instance, verse 175, “Of beaute, lust, fredom, and gentil-
 nesse,” is the feminine counterpart of Chaucer’s description of the
 
knight, who, in verse 46 of the General Prologue to The Canterbury
 Tales, has “Trouthe and honour, fredom and curteisie” and “any
 metal this is forged newe,” verse 201, resembles “the noble yforged
 newe,” 3256 of “The Miller’s Tale.”
•
 
i
Repetition is well used to forge the various verses of a stanza -
 and the various stanzas: sunne is used in the fourth and last verses
 of stanza 1 and sonne in the last verse of stanza 2; the sixth verse
 of stanza 2 contains the clause, “a foul thus herde I synge” and the
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first verse of stanza 3, “Yet sang this foul”; Mars is used in the
 
fifth and seventh verses of stanza 11 and in the first verse of stanza
 12; Venus appears in the closing verse of stanza 11, Venus chambre
 in the closing verse of stanza 12, and chambre in the opening verse
 of stanza 13; and cave closes stanza 17 and opens stanza 18.
Anaphora is abundant: And is used four times in 22; Of five
 
times in 25; Somtyme three times in 
28;
 and Compleyneth five  
times in 38.
“The Compleynt of Mars” proper, stanzas 23-38, is in mono
­
logue form. It contains protestations of truth, rhetorical questions,
 invocations,9 and extravagant figures of speech. Such stylization
 does tend to make the complaint “one of the most common of
 medieval poetic forms,”10 as well as to make the result conven
­tional.11 Although this poem lacks Chaucer’s idiomatic charm and
 English flavor, all the conventional perfumes of France cannot
 quench the wit12 of Chaucer in vocabulary, simile, rhyme, and
 repetition. In the second stanza, for example, he says,
. Seynt Valentyne, a foul thus herde I synge,
 
and two verses below this,
Yet sang this foul — I rede yow al awake,
 
and in stanza 
22,
 at the end of the “Story” proper, he makes ap ­
plication to the human race,
And God yeve every wyght joy of his make!
3
“The Complaint of Venus,” written in iambic pentameter, has
 
eight verses in each stanza. The poem has three parts or ballades,
 each with three stanzas, and, in addition, an envoy with ten
 verses. The nine stanzas of the poem proper and the envoy create
 divisions numbering ten, the number of verses in the envoy.
sStanza 36 is addressed to “yow, hardy knyghtes,” 37 
to
 “ye, my ladyes,”  
and 38 to “ye lovers.”
10Musatine, Chaucer, p. 26.
“Robert Kilburn Root, The Poetry of Chaucer (Boston, 1906), p. 63.
“See Gardiner Stillwell, “Convention and Individuality in Chaucer’s
 
Complaint of Mars,” PQ, XXXV (1956), 69-89, and G. H. Cowling,
 “Chaucer’s ‘Conunplaints of Mars and Venus,’” RES, II (1926), 405-410.
“Marshall and Porter include this poem, “The Complaint 
of
 Mars,” and  
The Complaint unto Pity” in their index, but they do not indicate stanzaic
 interlinking.
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The rhyme scheme14 of the three stanzas of Part I is abab/bccb;
 
of Part II dede/eaae; of Part III fgfg/ghhg; and of the envoy
 iiaii/aaiia. It is readily apparent that in each of the three stanzas
 of the three ballades, or terms, the first quatrain of each octave has
 identical organization of rhyme, abab, dede, and fgfg, but that the
 rhyme pattern of the second quatrain of the octave, also within
 itself consistent throughout, is varied to contrast to the pattern of
 the first quatrain of the octave, viz., bccb, eaae, and ghhg. Part III,
 obviously, has no rhyme links with the two preceding parts or
 with the envoy. Part I, however, with the a rhymes pleasaunce-
 remembraunce, governaunce-avaunce, and suffisaunce-contenaunce,
 is linked to the rhymes of Part II, countenaunce-daunce, ordynaunce-
 pleasaunce, and penaunce-mischaunce. Part I, also with the 
a rhymes noted, links itself to the a rhymes of the envoy: suffisaunce-
 remembraunce-penaunce-Fraunce. Skeat (I, 559) and many later
 Chaucerians are inclined to believe that the interlocking of Part I
 and Part II is adventitious; however, even granting that Chaucer
 humorously laments the scarcity of rhyme in English, verse 80, when
 the rhyme links between Parts I and II are associated with such links
 
between Part I and the envoy, the product appears to be that of the
 skillful welder of rhyme.
In the seventy-two verses of the three ballades, Chaucer used
 
eight rhymes,15 an average of nine verses for each rhyme. In the
 ten verses of the envoy, admired for its originality, grace, and
 rhyme, he uses two rhymes, an average of only five verses for
 each rhyme. The first half of the rhyme of the envoy, like the
 first half of each stanza of the ballades, is both balanced against
 and contrasted to the second half: iiaii/aaiia.
In his use of decasyllabic verse, the same rhymes in the three
 
stanzas of each part, and the same refrain at the end of each
 stanza of the three parts, Chaucer follows the pattern of the ballade
 closely. He was, indeed, translating and adapting three ballades
 of Sir Oton de Granson. Within his pattern Chaucer might have
 placed an envoy at the end of each ballade. He chose, however,
 to create a single poem of the three ballades and to place an
 envoy at the end of all the ballades. In so doing he demonstrated
 his art as a translator, arranger, and original poet capable not only
“Ten Brink (Language and Meter, p. 263) is correct in stating that there
 
are but nine verses in the envoy and that there is rhyme correspondence
 between the envoy and Part III.
“Cf. Chaucer’s Minor Poems, ed. Frederick J. Fumivall, Chaucer Soc.,
 
1st Ser., Nos. 57-58 (London, n.d.), p. 411.
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of following the complex structure of French verse but of creating
 
a new form even more intricate.
4
“A Complaint to His Lady,”16 is addressed to quite a dif
­
ferent type of lady. Like the Virgin Mary, who in the Invocacio
 ad Mariam of “The Second Nun’s Prologue” has “mercy, goodnesse,
 and . . . pitee,” verse 
50,
 Chaucer’s lady has “pitee, . . . gentilesse  
. . . and debonairtee,” verses 101-102. The theme, like that of
 “Complaynt d’Amours,” is unrequited love. There are other simi
­larities: the frequent references to love as the cause of death,
 in verses 23, 30, 34, 44, 79, 84, and 91 of the “Complaynt d’Amours”
 parallel those in verses 19, 22, 29, 36, 106, 112, 113, 115, 118, and
 121 of “A Complaint to His Lady.” The couplet in stanza 11 of
 “A Complaint to His Lady,”
And so gret wil as I have yow to serve,
 
.
Now, certes, and ye lete me thus sterve,
is very close to the concluding couplets of stanzas 5 and 13 of
 
“Complaynt d’Amours”:
Hath nought to done, although she do me sterve;
Hit is nat with her wil that I hir serve!
And yit wol I evermore her serve
And love hir best, although she do me sterve.
“A Complaint to His Lady,” like “Anelide and Arcite,” is a
 
series of experiments in verse form, although, unlike “Anelida and
 Arcite,” it is written entirely in iambic pentameter. The work
 contains thirteen stanzas, usually grouped in four parts,17 as
 follows:
Stanza(s)
PART I:
1-2
PART II:
3
PART III:
4
“This poem is not included in the index of Marshall and Porter.
“Robinson (Works, p. 856) combines Parts II and III, which he says are
 
written in terza rima, a statement inapplicable to Part II, although fille-spille,
 concluding stanza 2, do rhyme with fulfille of the second verse 
of
 stanza 3.
Rhyme Scheme
ababbcc; seven verses; rhyme royal
aba/cac/dc; eight verses; probably fragmentary
a/bcb/cdc/ded/efe/fgf/g; seventeen verses, the first
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introductory and the last concluding; verses 2
through 16 are perfect terza rima, possibly the first
 use of this form in England.
PART IV:
5
 
aab/aab//cd/dc;  ten  verses
6
 
aaaa/bccb; eight  verses18
7-11
 
like 5
12
 
aab/aab//ac/cd;  ten  verses; like 5 and 7-11 except
for rhyme scheme19
13 aab/aac//de/ed; ten verses; like 5, and 7-11 except
 
for rhyme scheme; to force this into the regular
 pattern would be to require me, accented, to rhyme
 with tyme, accented on the first syllable, a require
­ment not usually found in Chaucer.
The thirteen stanzas of “A Complaint to His Lady” contain the
following rhyme:
Stanza Rhyme Other Stanzas and Rhyme
1 creature-endure 4 Aventure-dure-creature
. 2 fille-spiUe 3 fulfille; 8 wille-fulfille;
12 spille-wille
3 herte-smerte-asterte 13 smerte-herte
v 4 fo-wo 7 fo-wo-mo-so
5 bore-evermore 9 sore-yore-more-therfore
6 fele-stele 10 wele-fele
7 be-he 9 me be; 11 free-me-pttee-
 
debonairtee; 12 be
9 shal-al 11 al-smal
10 on-lyve-thryve-dryve-fyve 12 lyve-foryive
Considering the number of stanzas, many with ten verses,
there is very little repetition of rhyme in this poem; and, probably
 
because of the serious nature of tire poem, there is no obviously
humorous rhyme.
Many of the verses are alliterative, repetitious, and balanced, like
 
13, “To wepe ynogh, and wailen al my fille”; and many are antithe
­
tical, like 58, “My dere herte and best beloved fo.”20 Repetition
“Robinson (Works, p. 856) implies that this stanza has ten verses.
 
Wells (Manual, p. 637) says incorrectly that there is identical rhyme 
in Part IV.
“Root (Poetry, p. 68) notes only the rhyme aabaabcddc. Skeat (Complete
 
Works, I, 76) does not comment upon the rhyme scheme of the ten-verse
 stanzas, but he accepts this use 
as
 the first in English.  
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of words and cognates is common: Rewtheless, 
27;
 rewthe, 49;  
rewe, 95 and 124. Some of the verses, like 117, are studied without
 being polished, “
As
 good were thanne untrewe as trewe to be.”  
Occasionally there is an effective word-link between two stanzas:
 worthy, verse 87, and worthiest, verse 88.
5
“The Complaint unto Pity” contains seventeen stanzas of rhyme
 
royal.21 In stanzas 1 through 8 the author plans to appeal to Pity
 for relief from the tyranny of Love, but he finds Pity dead.
 Stanzas 9 through 17 are “The Bill of Complaint” against Love.
 This poem, therefore, like “The Complaint of Mars” and “Anelida
 and Arcite,” contains a complaint proper within the poem. Ten
 Brink (p. 259) states that this poem and “The Complaint of Mars”
 are “lyric poems with epic introductions.”
Ten Brink postulates (p. 261) that the nine stanzas of “Tire
 
Bill of Complaint” of “The Complaint unto Pity” are arranged
 in three groups, each containing three stanzas, but he gives no
 reason for such arrangement. Frederick J. Furnivall earlier used
 this arrangement in his publication of the poem.22 Robinson
 (p. 856) recognizes the same grouping and notes that each group
 ends with the same rhyme, namely tweyne-seyne, pleyne-peyne, and
 
pleyne-peyne, stanzas 11, 14, and 17. While this is true, it should
 be noted that stanza 1 contains the rhyme peyne-feyne-compleyne
 and that stanza 4 is concluded similarly with the rhyme peyne-
 compleyne. Thus a link is formed between proem and “The Bill of
 Complaint” that has not been noted. Furthermore, in stanza 14
 seyne appears internally and rhymes with peyne, the second word
 of stanza 15. Stanza 14, with the final rhyme pleyne-peyne con
­tains near-rhyme in quene-sene; 
16,
 with peyne-pleyne also ap ­
proaches double rhyme with sustene-sene; and sene, the last word
 of 16 is echoed in seyne, the fourth word of 17. Seyne also rhymes
 internally with peyne in 17, and both rhyme with the final rhyme
 pleyne-peyne. The word pleyne is echoed in compleynt and pleynte
 in 7 and in complaynt in 8, which also contains the proximate rhyme
 seyne-sleyn-ageyn. Ten Brink’s hypothesis (p. 261), in which the
 triad is ever in the ascendancy, that the first eight stanzas have a
“Braddy (Chaucer and the French Poet, p. 67) citing Arthur Piaget, Oton
 
de Grandson (Lausanne, 1941), noted that Graunson calls his mistress
 “tresdoulce ennemye.”
21Slceat (I, 62) calls this “the earliest example, in English.”
“Chaucer Soc. No. 24 (London, 1871), pp. 40-44.
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5-3 arrangement is untenable. It could be argued more cogently, on
 
the basis of thought and rhyme, that the arrangement is 4-4.
Rhyme used more than once in “The Complaint unto Pity” is as
 
follows:
Stanza
 
Rhyme
1 agoo-woo
 peyne-feyne-compleyne
- Other Stanzas and Rhyme .
15 therto-goo-woo;
17 foo-woo-soo
4 peyne-compleyne; .
11 tweyne-seyne;
14
 
pleyne-peyne;
16
 
peyne-pleyne;
17
 
pleyne-peyne
9 alle-calle-yfalle
8 shewe-fewe
6
 lusteltj-richely
8 Pite-Cruelte;
10
 
Crueltee-Beaute;
11
 
Bounte-adversyte-Beaute
12
 
alliaunce-obeisaunce
13
 
place-grace
16
 
sustene-sene
4
 
falle-calle-alle
5
 
newe-knewe
I-sodeynly-besely
6 
me-Jolyte-Honeste
Governaunce-alliaunce
10 place-Grace
 
14 quene-sene
The rhyme index of Marshall and Porter, largely because of
 
their method of listing rhymes, suggests that there is much rhyme in
 this poem. Considering the length, however, there is very little
 repetition of rhyme. 
As
 always in Chancer, rhyme is dependent  
upon meter, spelling, and pronunciation: seyn in 
8
 does not rhyme  
with seyne in 11 or with sene in 14. Chaucer varies pronunciation
 to meet the exigencies of meter: Pite in the fifth verse of stanza 1,
 Pitee in 2, Pittee in the second verse of 7, and Pite in 13 are
 accented on the first syllable, but Pite in 4 and 8, like the other
 
usages in 1 and 7, is accented on the second syllable. The pronun
­ciation of other words absorbed directly from the French needs
 little comment. The accent is usually on the last syllable if the
 word appears at the end of a verse; otherwise, in the dissyllable, it
 is usually on the first syllable: Bounte, terminal in 11, is accented
 on the second syllable, but in 10, where it is internal, it is accented
 on the first syllable.
6
Chaucer’s purse becomes his “lady dere” in “The Complaint of
 
Chaucer to His Empty Purse,” in Pepys MS. 2006 called “La
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Compleint de chaucer A sa Bourse Voide.” With cunning artless
­
ness Chaucer calls his purse his “saveour, as doun in this world
 here.” He, “shave as nye as any frere,” implores his purse to become
 heavy. In the envoy, which Skeat (I, 88) says “is almost certainly
 Chaucer’
s
 latest composition,” not the purse but the holder of the  
pursestrings, King Henry IV, is begged to hear Chaucer’s supplica
­tion. The rhymes of this balade, included in the index of Marshall
 and Porter, are as follows:
Stanza 1: wight der lyght chere here crye dye
Stanza 2: nyght here bryght pere stere companye dye
Stanza 3: lyght here myght tresorere frere curtesye dye
Envoy: Albyon election sende amende supplication
The scheme for each of the stanzas is rhyme royal, ababbcc, and
 
for the envoy ddeed. The refrain of each of the stanzas, “Beth
 hevy ageyn, or elles moote I dye!” is balanced by the last verse
 of the envoy, “Have mynde upon my supplication!”
The repeated rhyme within each of the six complaints having
 
been noted, it may be valuable to indicate how Chaucer has used
 this rhyme in the otiher five of the six complaints. The table on the
 following page presents a comparative study of Chaucer’s rhyme
 
in these poems. The stanza number of the key rhyme is noted under
 the name of the poem; reference to this stanza will lead back to the
 same rhyme within a given poem.
It is apparent that “The Complaint of Venus” is, in rhyme,
 
relatively independent of the other complaints. It is surprising,
 because of its brevity, that “The Complaint of Chaucer to His
 Purse” has several rhyme links with other complaints; such links
 are attributable, perhaps, to the fact that the rhymes are rather
 conventional. The sparsity of conventional rhymes, like do-wo-go,
 is a tribute to Chaucer’s inventiveness; and it is commendable that
 when Chaucer uses a simple rhyme like be he combines it with
 a more difficult rhyme like chevache. Chaucer facility in rhyming
 and his superior vocabulary appear in the frequency of rhyme of
 long words like governaunce-. of the twenty-nine such words, fifteen,
 or more than half, are new rhymes in the three poems; in “The
 Complaint of Mars,” three-fourths of the words rhyming with
 governaunce are used for the first time.
The number of feet in each verse of the six complaints is
 
consistently five. The number of verses in each stanza runs from
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TABLE OF RHYME IN CHAUCER’S COMPLAINTS
Rhyme d’Amours Mars Venus Lady Pity Purse
aserte-herte 2 2 herte-smerte 3 herte-smerte-
asterte
be-chevache-se 21 7 be-he 6 me-Jolyte-Honeste
chere-dere 4 6 manere-chere 1 dere-chere-bere
compleyne-tweyne- 1 peyne-feyne-
peyne 14 compleyne
do-wo-go 3 11 two-go 4 fo-wo 1 agoo-woo
dure-aventure 3 1 creature-endure
dye-drye-folye 5 1 espye-jelosye 1 crye-dye
ende-spende 4 Env. sende-amende
governaunce- 7 1-6 pleasaunce 6 Governaunce-
plesaunce- and remembraunce alliaunce
obeisaunce Env.
knyght-wight 10 1-3 wight-lyght
livinge- 1
 
2 synge-up-sprynge
compleininge
place-grace-face
9
10 place-Grace
prively-hastely- 12 5 I-sodeynly-
sturdely besely
take-sake 7 3 awake-make
telle-duelle-welle 11 6 fele-stele
!
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five, in the envoy of “The Complaint of Chaucer to His Empty
 
Purse,” to seventeen, in stanza 4 of “A Complaint to His Lady.”
 The rhyme scheme of the former is aabba. The seven-verse stanza
 rhyming ababbcc, or rhyme royal, is used in “The Complaint unto
 Pity,” “A Complaint to His Lady,” and “The Complaint of Chaucer
 to His Empty Purse.”
From rhyme royal, the transition to ottava rima was not diffi
­
cult: the addition of an a verse to rhyme royal would have created
 the traditional rhyme scheme of ottava rima, abababcc. Chaucer,
 however, in “The Complaint of Venus,” created a new rhyme,
 abab/bccb, basically rhyme royal with a final additional b verse;
 and in “A Complaint to His Lady” additional new rhymes: aba/
 cac/dc and aaaa/bccb.
The stanza of nine verses found in “The Compleynt” proper of
 
“The Complaint of Mars” rhymes aab/aab/bcc. From one point of
 view, this is but rhyme royal with an a rhyme interpolated initially
 in each of the first two tercets. This stanza, of course, is the
 prototype of the celebrated stanza of Edmund Spenser rhyming
 abab/bcbc/c.
In his use of the stanza of ten verses, Chaucer shows even
 
greater versatility. The envoy of “The Complaint of Venus” is
 
rhymed aab/aab/b/aab; in stanza 5 of “A Complaint to His Lady,”
 aab/aab/cddc; in stanza 12, aab/aab/accd; and in stanza 
13, aab/aac/deed.
Stanza 4 of “A Complaint to His Lady,” however, is the classic
 
of verse experimentation. The rhyme scheme of this stanza of
 seventeen verses is a/bcb/cdc/ded/efe/fgf/g. If the first verse,
 which introduces, and the last verse, which concludes, are not
 considered, the remaining fifteen verses are a perfect specimen of
 terza rima, in which the middle verse of each tercet provides the
 rhyme for the first and third verses of the succeeding tercet. If,
 however, verses a and b are disregarded as introductory, a new
 pattern evolves: ab/cbc/dcd/ede/fef/gfg, the first and third verses
 of each tercet providing the rhyme for the middle verse of the
 succeeding tercet; such rhyme might be called regressive rhyme.
In his complaints, Chaucer introduced ottava rima and terza
 
rima from Italy and varied them. He also imported various pat
­terns from France. If stanzas 5 and 13 of “Complaynt d’Amours”
 may be considered a unit, it is quite similar to the rondel with the
 initial rhyme omitted. It is in the ballade, however, that Chaucer 
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excels. “The Complaint of Chaucer to His Empty Purse” is a fine
 
specimen of this type, consisting of the usual three stanzas with
 the same rhyme and an envoy. “The Complaint of Venus,” ar
­ranged in three groups, each group containing three stanzas and
 each stanza of each group the same refrain, and an envoy of ten
 verses, equal to the whole number of stanzas, is a triumph in poetic
 architectural design.
If a poet may be evaluated in the light of his age and by the
 
fecundity of his vocabulary, rhymes, and metrical forms, in English
 versification Chaucer is nonpareil.
i
I
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EXEMPLARY FIGURES AS CHARACTERIZING
 
DEVICES IN THE FRIAR'S TALE AND
 THE SUMMONER'S TALE
by Donald C. Baker
One of the most hopeful developments in Chaucerian criticism
 
of the last twenty years has been the re-evaluation of the part
 that traditional medieval rhetoric played in Chaucer’s poetic de
­velopment.1 For many decades it had been customary for the
 critic and annotator to pass off medieval rhetoric as something
 which Chaucer, the “natural genius,” outgrew as he developed in
 power and perception because he recognized it. as stilted and
 formalized and therefore useless to the creative writer. This tradi
­tional position was perhaps best stated by Professor Manly in his
 lecture Chaucer and the Rhetoricians2—best stated because, in spite
 of his conclusions, Manly also realized some of the limitations of his
 argument. Since the 1930’s in the general reappearance of a genu
­inely critical response to Chaucer, there has been an attitude of
 open-mindedness in the inquiry into Chaucer’s use of rhetorical
 devices. Again and again scholars, working on individual tales or
 poems, have pointed out Chaucer’s use of traditional medieval
 rhetoric, not in the duller and less spontaneous passages, but often
­times precisely in those sections which have always appealed
Terhaps the best 
single
 essay contributing to this interest is the late  
Dorothy Everett’s “Some Reflections on Chaucer’s ‘Art Poetical,’ ” Sir Israel
 Gollancz Memorial Lecture for 1950 (Proceedings of the British Academy,
 XXXVI). Of particular interest is the recent essay of Earle Birney, “Structural
 Irony within the Summoner’s Tale,” Anglia, LXXVIII (1960), 204-218, which,
 though interested in another problem, touches occasionally upon rhetorical
 devices including the exempla and authorities.
^Proceedings of the British Academy, XVII.
 
■  
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because of their “freshness” and “modernity.” It has become more
 
and more apparent that Chaucer’
s
 most “natural” touches are more  
often than not owing to his genius in the molding and applying of
 perfectly traditional modes and “topics” of medieval rhetoric.
 Manly himself recognized the important and integral part played
 by rhetoric in the wonderful Wife of Bath’s Prologue and Tale cited
 by him as an illustration of the “natural” Chaucer at the height of
 his powers and out of the grip of the formal rhetoricians.3 Nearly
 everything from the manuals is there in profusion—contentio,
 dubitatio, occupatio, effictio, and, especially, the superb use of the
 exemplum. The last of these rhetorical devices is the chief subject
 of this paper.
slbid., p. 19.
4“A Crux in Chaucer’s Franklin’s Tale: Dorigen’s Lament,” Journal of
 
English and 
Germanic
 Philology, LX (January, 1961), 56-64.
^Chaucer and the Rhetoricians, p. 15.
®E. R. Curtius illustrates this in a brief but brilliant section of his European
 
Literature and the Latin Middle Ages, tr. W. Trask (London, 1953), pp. 57-61.
 Geoffroi de Vinsauf, in his Poetria Nova (ed. E. Faral in Les Arts Poetiques
 du XIT et du XIIT Siecle, Paris, 1958), remarks, p. 236, “. . . Vel cum nomine
 
certi/ Auctoris rem, quam dixit, vel quam prius egit,/ Exemplum pono. . . .”
 
J.
 A. Mosher, in his The Exemplum in England (New York, 1911), though he  
argues for a somewhat stricter distinction, admits that “It’s quite likely that
 some writers considered any illustration whatever an exemplum”—p. 5.
I have recently made a short study of Chaucer’
s
 use of exempla  
and exemplary figures in the Franklin’s Tale4 and wish now to
 turn to his use of them in the Friar’s Prologue and Tale and the
 Summoner’s Prologue and Tale, works long considered among
 Chaucer’
s
 most spontaneous and least “arty.” Manly goes so far  
as to say that rhetorical devices do not occupy more than one per
 cent of the text of these tales.® He is probably right, but the
 importance of this one per cent I hope to demonstrate.
First, to be brief, the exemplum as defined by the medieval
 
rhetoricians, is a brief anecdote used to reinforce the point of a
 particular argument. There is, however, rather more to the exem
­plum than this. By extension, other figures could be and were
 considered under the same general heading. 
s 
6 A second one is the  
exemplary figure which is the citation in analogy of the name of a
 person whose story is famous. In other words, the anecdote is
 omitted but is evoked in the mind of the reader who is almost
 certainly familiar with the story. For example, Absalon’s name
 could be cited in analogy in an argument concerning rebellion
 without its being necessary to relate the Biblical story. In other
 words, the exemplary figure is a kind of elliptical exemplum. And
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a third variety, somewhat more loosely connected, is the citation
 
of authority or “auctorite,” without which medieval literature would
 have been poor indeed. It has perhaps little immediate relation to
 the exemplum, but actually serves much the same purpose in
 illustrating an argument. The three, closely connected in the effect
 that they achieve, are probably the most common of rhetorical de
­vices used in the Middle Ages. But whether or not my argument for
 the association of the exemplum, exemplary figure, and “auctorite”
 be granted, they are sufficiently close to be spoken of in an in
­clusive phrase and thus to aid greatly the cause of convenience in
 avoiding having to run down the list each time a reference is made
 to them.
The argument of this paper is that Chaucer uses these rhetorical
 
exemplary figures as a characterizing device. That is, he causes
 a character to reveal much about himself, about others, and about
 the tale that he tells, by the use that the character makes, con
­sciously or unconsciously, of the exemplum, or by the contrast of
 his exempla with his or others’ actions. This generalization can, of
 course, be extended to include the use of rhetoric in a much broader
 
sense, but I am here concerned specifically with die exemplum
 and its associated figures.
Let us begin with the Prologue to the Friars Tale. Friar
 
Huberd, quite obviously tired of the long and rhetorical harangue
 of the Wife of Bath in her Prologue, and irritated by her jab at him
 in her Tale, exclaims “And lete auctoritees, on Goddes name,/ To
 prechyng and to scole eek of clergye” (1276-77).7 This ejaculation
 is, of course, a sly comment on the profusion of authorities in the
 Wife’s diatribe, but it is very interesting, in light of this remark, to
 see what the Friar himself does with the same devices, chiefly of
 the exemplary figure and the citation of authority. Far from eschew
­ing these rhetorical devices, I argue, the Friar makes cunning use
 of them, first, to evidence further what he thinks or would be
 thought to think of overly rhetorical speeches such as the Wife’s,
 secondly to give a traditional coloring to the characterization of the
 devil, and, thirdly, to characterize the abysmal ignorance of his
 enemy, the Summoner. For the Friar is not an unlearned man,
 whatever show he may make of being amiably “lewd,” and he is at 
pains to insinuate his learning later. And, of course, some irony is to
 be found in this pretended attitude of the Friar because of the
’All line references in parentheses are to The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer,
 
ed. F. N. Robinson (2nd ed.; Boston, 1957).
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medieval friar’s well-known fondness for exampla in his preaching.
 
In this respect Mosher even credits the success of the exempla used
 by preaching friars with the sudden popular demand for collections
 of exempla such as that of Jacques de Vitry.8
The first exemplary figure mentioned by the Frair is Judas,
 
the arch-thief (1347), by way of a description of the summoner
 who is to appear in his story. After the Tale commences, it is
 interesting that the only exempla and authorities used come from
 the mouth of the devil, and that none whatever is given to the
 summoner. The devil, of course, is a learned fellow, in keeping with
 his traditional character. In describing the services of fiends to man,
 the devil says “Witnesse on Job . . .” (1491) and alludes similarly
 to “Seint Dunstan” (1502) and to the Apostles (1503). The fiend
 explains that sometimes, since all fiends are subject ultimately to
 the will of God, they are of good service to man, even against
 their wishes. Again, in describing the methods of devils, the fiend
 cites “Phitonissa” and “Samual” (1510). Exemplary figures are
 used further by way of the devil’s flattery of the summoner when
 
the fiend says
“For thou shalt, by thyn owene experience,
 
Konne in chayer rede of this sentence
Bet than Virgile, while he was on lyve,
 
Or Dant also ...”
 
(1517-1520)
Friar Huberd himself speaks at the conclusion to his story,
 saying that had he but the leisure he could say more, after the
 texts of “Christ, Poul, and John,/ And of our othere doctours many
 oon” (1647-48). The fact that he chooses not to not only reflects
 his own reaction to the verbosity of the Wife of Bath but further
 throws into relief the characters of the summoner and the devil in
 the Friar’s Tale. His own character is revealed in his rather osten
­tatious refusal to expand, thus pretending modesty while actually
 suggesting great learning should he want to display it. (And, after
 all, the authorities used in his story are his own!) The devil is, as
 we expect, shown as impressively learned, a facet of his character
 thoroughly universalized. The summoner of the Friar’s Tale, and
 by impheation, Chaucer’s Summoner, who is given no exempla at
 all in the story, is revealed as “lewd” in addition to his other short
­comings. And so Brother Huberd concludes on an insufferably
 unctuous note, looking about him for the approval that he expects
 
for 
so
 neatly skewering the despised Summoner.
sThe Exemplum in England, p. 13.
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When he can control his rage sufficiently to speak, the Sum
­
moner, despite the Friar’s insinuations as to his ignorance, makes as
 effective use of exempla and authorities as does the Friar, and in
 very nearly the same manner. In fact, I believe that Chaucer’s
 handling of exemplary figures and authorities in the argument of
 the second tale is rather superior to that in the first. For the
 Summoner, who has the advantage of speaking second, and thus
 having the counter-punch, after delivering a crushing blow to the
 Friar’
s
 complacency in his little exempZum-like hors d’oevre about  
the last resting place of friars in hell, seizes tellingly upon the
 suavely learned character that Friar Huberd has insinuated of him
­self in the course of his own Prologue and Tale. And this picture
 of the friar in the Summoner’s Tale, falsely humble, complacent,
 glib of tongue and possessed of a ready armory of quotations and
 citations as well as exempla, comes across beautifully. For the friar
 of the Summoner’s Tale lets out all the rhetorical stops, even in
­cluding pretending to be ignorant of high-flown language, in his
 vain attempt to win the silver of die ungrateful Thomas. He is a
 
perfect parody of the preaching friars in satire, who were famous
 for exampla and authorities in their sermons. He first builds the
 character of the friars by a host of citations, beginning with the
 description of the sanctity of friars’ lives of the sort found “. . . in
 Petres wordes, and in Poules” (1619). Later he again describes the
 friars’ holiness, illustrating his thesis by citing Lazar and Dives
 - (1877), Moses (1885), “Elye” (1890), Aaron (1894), and Christ
 himself as exemplary figure (1904) and as “auctorite” (1923).
 These authorities all point up the various virtues of fasting, cleanli
­ness, temperate living, abstinence, humility, etc.,—all virtues which
 the friar claims for his order, and, by extension, for himself.
Jovinian is mentioned (1929) as the symbol of lewdness, and
 
the application made by the friar is to the possessioners, or landed
 clergy, against whom as a class the friars had always been bitter.
 This malicious charge contrasts neatly with the humility of which
 he has just spoken so proudly. “In Thomas lyf of Inde” (1980)
 the friar finds exemplary instruction in the church’s work, particul
­arly for those who wish to give to further this holy work.
The friar’s long and complacent rhetorical lecture on the subject
 
of friars and their sanctimonious lives is cunningly spun out by the
 Summoner to achieve the dramatic effect and contrast afforded by
 Thomas’ ultimate bequest. The wonderful irony of this deflation
 mirrors exactly the contrast in the tales of the Friar and the Sum-
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moner, the Friar’s, sly, oily, and insinuating, and the Summoner’s,
 
crackling and obscene, but extremely well told.
Further characterizing contrast between exempla and the friar’s
 
own behavior is to be found in his sermon on ire. Here the friar
 gives three exempla extracted from “Senek.” The first concerns an
 unnamed knight (2018), the second involves Cambises (2043), and
 the third alludes to Cyrus (2079). All three underline the dangers
 of wrath, of which Thomas is notably guilty, and the friar ends his
 discourse with the admonition “Ne be no felawe to an irons man,’ ”
 (2086), an exquisitely ironic touch in view of the friar’
s
 subsequent  
behavior, after Thomas’ bequest, when Chaucer likens the friar to a
 “wood leoun” and a “wilde boor.”
Another note to the contrast afforded by some of the friar’s
 
exempla and events in the story is in the sententia-like admonition
 to Thomas not to give widely but to concentrate his donations
 upon a small group of friars, for, after all, “What is a ferthing
 worth parted in twelve?” This analogy pretty obviously gives
 Thomas the idea for the vexing problem that he later poses to the
 friar!9
The final use of authority in the Summoner’s Tale is to be found
 
at the conclusion when Jankyn, the houseboy, is judged by his
 master to have done as well in his solution to the arithmetical prob
­lem as Euclid or Ptolemy (2289). Since both were not only mathe
­maticians but were identified in the medieval mind with music, the
 irony is quite apparent and the tribute richly deserved. And the
 citation is perhaps the crowning achievement of the Summoner’s use
 of the Friar’s learning against him.
To summarize. Chaucer has first, partially by the use of these
 
rhetorical devices, established a subtle character,for the Friar by
 having the Friar deliberately contrast himself with the Wife of
 Bath and to tell a story designed to hold up his hated enemy the
 Summoner to ridicule, achieving this in part by clever use of
 exemplary figures. In the course of which, the Friar unwittingly
 suggests certain vulnerable parts of his own character, such as his
 pompous delight in his righteousness, his falsely humble disclaimer
 of learning, and his malicious anger. Having thus delineated the
 character of Huberd, Chaucer joyously leaves him to the Summoner,
 who then descends upon the Friar with his own weapons and drives
 
him from the field.
“This anticipation is delightfully observed by Professor Birney, “Structural
 
Irony within the Summoner’s Tale,” p. 213.
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Within the framework of the Summoner s Tale itself, the friar
 
characterizes himself as a boaster and a liar by the contrast between
 the exempla he uses and his actions as they appear in the Sum
­moner 
s
 narrative. The exempla and citations of authority therefore  
heighten the characterization and provide a fuller exposition of the
 nature of the Friar. The Summoner is himself shown thereby to be
 a rather rough but extraordinarily witty man, and though perhaps
 unlearned by the standard of the friars, possessed of at least
 enough “questio quid juris” learning to suit his purpose here. The
 irony of the choice of authorities, especially the final ones, shows
 the Summoner to be possessed of a clever and devastating tongue.
 
As
 a reply to the Friars Tale, the Summoner s Tale is extraordinar ­
ily effective, and the two complement one another beautifully. I
 believe that the choice of exempla and exemplary figures heightens
 the effectiveness of each tale and contributes remarkably to this
 complementary quality of the tales. In other words, there is art
 here as well as witty ribaldry.
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THE GENRE OF "DOVER BEACH
By Tom J. Truss, Jr.
ccnp
J. ristram and I
seult
” was a favorite with Arnold.1 The  
fact that it was reprinted frequently during his lifetime perhaps
 bears out this contention. A glance at the textual history of the
 poem, with its variant readings,2 indicates Arnold’s concern for it
 as well as some dissatisfaction with it.3 Because the poem was very
 much on Arnold’s mind, it becomes a rather good point of departure
 in an examination of “Dover Beach,” which has a similar history.4
’C. B. Tinker and H. F. Lowry, The Poetry of Matthew 
Arnold:
 A Com ­
mentary (London: Oxford University Press, 1940), p. 106.
2Given in Matthew 
Arnold,
 Poetical Works, ed. C. B. Tinker and H. F.  
Lowry (London: Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 130-155. This edition is
 used in all citations of Arnold’s poetry.
3Tinker and Lowry, Commentary, p. 113.
‘Conditions of the composition of the two poems might roughly coincide.
 
Various
 views of “Dover Beach” presuppose that the last paragraph of the  
poem was written around 1848-1849—Paul Turner, “Dover Beach and The
 Bothie of Tober-na-Vuolich,” English Studies, XXVIII (1947), 173-178;
 Buckner B. Trawick, “The Sea of Faith and the Battle by Night in Dover
 
Beach,” PMLA, LXV (1950), 1282-1283; and David Allan Robertson, “‘Dover
 Beach’ and ‘Say Not the Struggle Naught Availeth,’” PMLA, LXVI (1951),
 919-920. The opening three paragraphs were probably written in June, 1851,
 on Arnold’s wedding trip—Pauli F. Baum, Ten Studies in the Poetry of Matthew
 Arnold (Durham: Duke University Press, 1958), p. 86. Coinciding with the
 earlier date is Arnold’s significant reference (September 29, 1848) to a pair 
of blue eyes at Thun, which probably underlie the Marguerite poems—The
 Letters of Matthew Arnold 
to
 Arthur Hugh Clough, ed. H. F. Lowry (London:  
Oxford University 
Press,
 1932), p. 91. If one -wishes to find some basis for  
the poem in Arnold’s own experience, the vocative “
Ah,
 love” (1. 29) might  
be construed as a reference not specifically to Miss Wightman nor to
 “Marguerite” but to a transfigured fusion of the two.
At Thun, Arnold read the account of Tristram and Iseult which lies at the
 
root of his narrative poem (see his letter to 
Mr.
 Hill, printed by R. E. C.  
Houghton in TLS, May 19, 1932, p. 368). The pair of blue eyes in Switzerland
 is thus imbedded somewhere in his characterization of the Irish Iseult. The 
poem 
was
 published, however, after Arnold’s marriage to Miss Wightman.
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The Genre of "Dover Beach"
Problematic though “Tristram and Iseult” might be, some of its
 
dominant themes are reflected in “Dover Beach.”
The two IseuZt-images are significant to this inquiry. Iseult of
 
Ireland had the hero’
s
 youthful prime, when Tristram was a “peer ­
less hunter, harper, knight” (Pt. I, 1. 22), when the “wild delicious
 pain” (Pt. I, 1. 151) of his love for the Irish Iseult began. Con
­trasting sharply with this side of his nature is that revealed by his
 life with the other Iseult, his wife. In his domestic existence he has
 “Hours, if not of ecstasy, / From violent anguish surely free!” (Pt.
 I, 11. 232-233). This life is not satisfying, however: “There’s a
 secret in his breast / Which will never let him rest” (Pt. I, 11. 245
­246). The hero of the poem is thus tom asunder by the two Iseults.
Iseult of Ireland, with her proud dark eyes, her petulant quick
 
replies, her dazzling hand, and her raven hair (Pt. I, 11.119-123) is
 associated with the joys of Tristram’s youth; and the power which
 she holds over him has persisted throughout his life and has made
 him unable to live with the circumstances which the world has
 placed him in. At his death, even, she comforts him with words of
 
pleasure:
Fear me not, I will be always with thee;
I will watch thee, tend thee, soothe thy pain;
 
Sing thee tales of true, long-parted lovers, .
Join’d at evening of their days again.
(Pt. II, 11. 29-32)
The kind of imagery depicting the Irish Iseult appears also in the
 
Switzerland poems: “Ah, Marguerite, fain / Would these arms
 reach to clasp thee!” (2,11. 60-61). One can collect a host of images
 in a category which can be called ideas of joyful youth—in Empe
­docles, the poet Callicles, with Peisianax, drinking wine and playing
 his harp at whim in the company of guests and a new dancing girl;
 the youthful king Mycerinus retreating with a throng of revelers
 to the cool region of a grove; in the “Scholar Gipsy,” the youthful
 Thames, when wits were fresh and clear. The themes contained in
 this imagery are freedom from mundane concerns and delight in
 pleasures for their own sake—in nature, in companionship, in revelry,
 in art, in free intellectual inquiry.
Iseult of Brittany seems to embody the opposite point of view.
 
Her only activity is mundane and depressing—minding her fatherless
 children. Arnold shows her living in a winter of sorrows:
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Joy has not found her yet, nor ever will—
She seems one dying in a mask of youth.
(Pt. Ill, 11. 68-75)
This is the same sensibility reflected in the “Lines Written in
 
Kensington Gardens”: “nor let me die / Before I have begun to
 live” (11. 43-44); and in “To a Gipsy Child by the Sea-shore”:
 “Thou hast foreknown the vanity of hope, / Foreseen thy harvest—
 yet proceed’st to live” (11. 39-40). In this frame of reference, the
 disease of modern life, with its sick hurry, its divided aims, has
 killed man’
s
 ability to feel, and the central stream of his existence  
has been buried by distractions which sap his powers.
“Dover Beach” draws imagery from both varieties of sentiment.
 
The invocation, “Ah, love, let us be true / To one another,” clashes
 with the observation about the world, which has neither “joy, nor
 love, nor light.” In the opening line the speaker sees a calmness in
 the sea—the same kind of calmness which the poet Callicles asso
­ciates with the songs of Apollo and the muses at the conclusion of
 Empedocles. At the end of the poem, however, the speaker refers
 to ignorant armies which clash by night. This is just the kind of
 
struggle which eats away the soul of the speaker of 
'"The
 Buried  
Life.” The listener in “Dover Beach,” then, hears the reflections of
 one who has brought the two worlds together—that of youthful
 freedom in aesthetic and intellectual delight for its own sake, and
 that of mature despair of self-knowledge and human attainment.
The first of the two worlds traditionally finds literary expres
­
sion in lyric form, particularly during the Romantic period. Shelley
 provides a good illustration. Although the reader is never certain of
 the identity of the person addressed in the lines “I arise from
 dreams of Thee / In the first sweet sleep of night,” the devotion to
 her (or it) is powerful enough to lift the speaker out of himself.
 The object of his devotion comes to hold absolute power over the
 devotee. In this suspended state, the speaker has cast aside the
 burden of himself and can express his feelings in divine discourse.
 In the divine ego of such a Romantic point of view, the poet loses
 his individuality to the point that he becomes an exalted, represen
­tative man, and he is hence a purveyor of universal truth. He sees
 into the life of things, not just for himself but for all men; and in the
 
ecstatic state necessary for this insight, the tone of lyric discourse
 most nearly approximates his inner feeling. In “Dover Beach” is an
 incipient ecstasy for seeing into the life of things. The descriptive
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passage at the beginning of the poem prepares the reader for an
 
insight expressed with lyric grandeur. The beautiful natural scene
 and the presence of the beloved are familiar devices of Romantic
 lyric poetry.
The second world finds expression in a different mode of dis
­
course, the dramatic monologue. Whereas the speaker in the Ro
­mantic lyric has risen above himself, the speaker in the dramatic
 monologue decidedly has not. The Duke in “My Last Duchess”
 deliberately indulges in self-revelation, and he delights us—and
 perhaps himself—with his own peculiarities. Although Andrea del
 Sarto pays lip-service to reaching the heights on which Michelangelo
 dwelled, in the end he rationalizes his own ineptitude and tries to
 justify his position—“there’
s
 still Lucretia,—as I choose.” Fra Lippo  
Lippi uses his own theories of nature and art as a defense for his
 personal life. 
As
 a formal argument, his discourse contains loop ­
holes; but as a dramatic monologue, it is a brilliant display of
 Lippo’s self-hood. In brief, the dramatic monologue is a device for
 self-exploration. The speaker wishes to educate his listener to some
­thing about himself, to some limitation of his own nature—and to
 
gain sympathy for his own limited point of view.5 In “Dover Beach”
 the speaker feels compelled by powers external to himself to ex
­plain his own melancholy; and the expression “let us be true to one
 another” stands obliquely as a plea for sympathy, even though it
 seems on the surface to be the lyric declaration of love’s modus
 vivendi.
An examination of the metrics of the poem illustrates these points
 
rather vividly.6 Two patterns seem to vie with each other for
 predominance. In the first paragraph one detects a lyric urge in the
 interlocking rhymes aba (11.1-3) and dbd (11.5-7). The c-rhyme,
 however, distorts the pattern and creates a series of unrhymed
 pentameters, in the manner of a dramatic monologue: acdb (11.
 3-6). Running counter to the dbd pattern (11. 5-7) is the end
­stopped b-line. In addition, no regular lyric pattern in line-lengths
 is established in the aba and dbd sequences. Instead, a submerged
“Robert Langbaum, The Poetry of Experience (New York: Random House,
 
1957), pp. 75-108.
“I am partly indebted to Baum, Ten Studies, pp. 94-96. To my ear, the
 
paragraphs of the poems scan as follows:
(1)
 
asbtacdbr.dceifsCigdgi
(2)
 
asbasCsbtCs
(3)
 
azbcsdsbsOs—imperfect—dsCt
(4)
 
<hbbacddcr,Ci
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pentameter in the opening line seems to overpower any other
 
possibility: “The sea is calm tonight. / The tide is full” begins a
 blank-verse sequence which contains “on the French coast the light
 / Gleams and is gone” and “the cliffs of England stand / Glimmering
 ;
 
and vast.” Before the pentameter dominates, however, Arnold
shortens the length of lines in the sequence dee (11. 7-9) and hides
 another pentameter in the expression “Listen! you hear the grating
 roar / Of pebbles.” Unrhymed pentameter is thus pitched into
 conflict with lines of unequal length and interlocked rhymes. In
 metrics the poem struggles between the blank verse of dramatic
 monologue and regular patterns of a love lyric.
The second and third paragraphs bear out this point. In the
 
second Arnold composes, in a regular pattern of rhymes, lines of
 unequal length but hides pentameters in them: “the turbid ebb and
 flow / Of human misery” (11. 17-18) and “we / Find also in the
 sound a thought” (11. 18-19). The tone of the poem changes
 slightly in the third paragraph: it is less lyrical than that containing
 the reminiscences of Sophocles. No regular sequence of rhyme
 words appears here, and the short lines combine to form blank
 
verse:
The Sea of Faith / Was once, too, at the full (11. 21-22)
 
But now I only hear / Its melancholy (11. 24-25)
 Retreating, to the breath / Of the night-wind (11.26-27)
The final paragraph is most revealing. The rhyme scheme of its
 
opening eight lines is regular: abbaedde, like the octave of a sonnet.
 Lines 30 through 36 are sustained pentameters which get their
 impetus from the submerged five-foot unit: “Ah, love, let us be
 true / To one another” (11. 29-30). A pattern for regular sustained
 lyric rapture exists for a while, but the final line, “Where ignorant
 armies clash by night,” upsets the pattern with its length (four feet)
 and with its rhyme word (it breaks the scheme with a repetition
 in the wrong position). The pattern for lyric expression collapses
 under the burden of unlyrical sentiment. Instead of rising to the
 lyric grandeur which the request “Come to the window” anticipates,
 the poem drops to a cacophonous ending.
Arnold classified “Dover Beach” as a lyric poem.7 His classifica
­
tion is rather inaccurate. The poem depicts a sensibility which
 chooses to be lyric but which cannot, because the forces of the
’In the very fine Voices of Matthew Arnold (New Haven: Yale University
 
Press, 1961), W. Stacy Johnson discusses “Dover Beach” under the heading
 “Monologue and Dialogue,” pp. 90-94.
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world make the speaker’s mood and hence his poem unlyrical. In
­
stead of rising to an extended expression of love which transcends
 the limitations of the human speaker, the work becomes a dramatic
 discourse revealing the inner feelings of a man oppressed by the
 world. Furthermore, we see Arnold’s woman-image at the point
 she is being transformed from an Iseult of Ireland to an Iseult of
 Brittany. “Dover Beach” is thus a love poem without love, and a
 lyric without song. Like “The Buried Life” it depicts that peculiar
 state in which one yearns for the intensity of a free and untrammeled
 vision and feels that since he has recognized it in others he should
 find it for himself. The gift of seeing life steadily and seeing it
 whole is not for him. Although the Romantic lyricists were dis
­illusioned of their visions, they took solace in the knowledge that
 they had once seen life whole, and in the possibility that such a
 vision might come to them again. The speaker of “Dover Beach” is
 a visionary who never achieved such a vision; we must know him
 through his monologue, which by its very nature is not whole but
 episodic and fragmentary.
The poem lies somewhere between the concomitant traditions of
 
lyric and dramatic verse. In its imagery, in the arrangement of its
 expository material, and in its metrics, its line of movement veers
 first in one direction and then in the other, with the discourse
 never reaching the point of full expression in a dramatic or in a
 lyric mode. 
As
 soon as one mode almost attains dominance, the other  
one begins to gather force. The unique genre which results sharply
 parallels the tom and oppressed sensibility which speaks in it.
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GEORGE MOORE, W. T. STEAD,
 
AND THE BOER WAR
by Joseph O. Baylen
(jteorge Moore’s activities during the Boer War (1899-1902)
 
have been mentioned by his more recent biographers in brief
 notes which appear to dismiss Moore’s attitude toward the conflict as a temporary abberration conditioned by his Irish “adventures.”
 Thus, Malcolm Brown has declared that at the outbreak of the
 war, Moore,
Prompted by Yeats, . . . had just learned to identify
 
England with “vulgarity and materialism” .... His
 hatred of England suddenly flared into a violence
 totally out of proportion to his usual response to such
 issues. . . . But about the Boer he could not be
 silenced, and he spent his days insulting old friends
 who disagreed with him, making scenes in public
 places, and writing, inflamatory letters to the news
­papers. . . ?
Even more significant, especially in the light of Moore’s contribu
­
tion to the propaganda of the so-called “pro-Boers” who opposed
 the war, is Joseph Hone’
s
 account that in early November, 1900,
[Moore] received a letter from Colonel [Maurice]
 Moore telling him of the ruthless orders given to
 British troops [in South Africa] to combat the Boers
 in their guerrilla warfare. He spoke to W. T. Stead
 
of a letter which he had had from the front. But Stead
 could do nothing, because Moore would not give him
 I
’Malcolm Brown, George Moore: A Reconsideration (Seattle, 1955), p.
 
149. 
My
 italics.
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George Moore, W. T. Stead, and the Boer War
the writer’s name. Lest he might get his brother into
 
trouble he refused to surrender the manuscript, but
 finally took it to Dublin and dictated the contents to
 a stenographer of the Freemans Journal. The Times
 copied the account; two newspapers at the Cape re
­produced The Times article, and their editors were
 sentenced to imprisonment. . . .2
8On the life and career of W. T. Stead (1849-1912), see Frederic Whyte,
 
Life of W. T. Stead (2 vols.; London, 1924); J. W. Robertson 
Scott,
 The  
Life and Death of a Newspaper . . . (London, 1952), pp. 72-259; Estelle
 W. Stead, My Father: Personal and Spiritual Reminiscences (London, 1913);
 Joseph O. Baylen, “W. T. Stead, Apologist for Imperial Russia, 1870-1880,”
 Gazette. International Journal for Mass Communications Studies [Amsterdam],
 VI (1960), 281-299; Joseph O. Baylen, “Meredith and Stead: Three Unpub
­lished Letters,” Huntington Library Quarterly, XXIV (1960), 47-57; Joseph
 O. Baylen and Patrick G. Hogan, Jr., “W. T. Stead on the Art of Public
 Speaking,” Quarterly Journal of Speech, XLIII (1957), 133ff; Joseph O.
 Baylen and Robert B. Holland, “Whitman, W. T. Stead, and the Pall Mall
 Gazette, 1886-87,” American Literature, XXXIII (1961), 68-72.
‘Hone, pp. 103, 119.
“In this direction, it is difficult to understand Malcolm Brown’s assertion
 
that Moore “sought help in his difficulty from the editor W. T. Stead, for
 reasons that remain mysterious. . . .” 
Brown,
 p .144.
However, a study of Moore’
s
 correspondence with W. T. Stead  
and of contemporary literature not only necessitates an alteration
 of Hone’s version, but also demonstrates the serious consequences
 which resulted from Moore’s intervention in the struggle between
 the anti-Boers and the pro-Boers.
Moore’s acquaintance with Stead, the apostle of the “New
 
Journalism,” dates from the period 1883-1890, when Stead edited
 the Pall Mall Gazette and made it the most prominent sensational
­ist journal in London.3 Although Stead had published some of
 Moore’
s
 articles on French literature in 1884 and, somewhat later,  
Moore’s enthusiastic review of Huysmans’ A Rehours,4 they did
 not come into close contact until Stead had left the Pall Mall
 Gazette and founded the Review of Reviews in 1890.
When Moore, not long after the appearance of Esther Waters
 
in 1894, was engaged in constructing the frame of reference for
 Evelyn Innes, he turned to Stead for assistance. Motivated by
 
Stead’
s
 warm admiration of his work and, apparently, Moore’s  
knowledge of Stead’s close association with a lady who possessed
 an intimate knowledge of conventual life,5 Moore wrote to Stead:
“Joseph Hone, The Life of George Moore (New York, 1936), p. 225.
 
My italics.
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I am considering a story the great part of which
 
passes in a convent of cloistered nuns. ... So I should
 like to meet some one who had been in a convent,
 a professed nun would be best of all. That of course
 would be impossible to obtain, but one who had served
 her novitiate might be. . . . Your experience is so
 varied that you may know such a person as I am in
 quest of. If you do you will do me a service by putting,
 me in communication with her. . . .6
6Moore to Stead [October ?, 1894], as published in Grant Richards,
 
Memories of a Misspent Youth, 1872-1896 (London, 1932), pp. 264-265.
 The two undated letters from Moore which Richards (who 
was
 Stead’s  
editorial assistant on the staff of the Review of Reviews from 1890 to 1896)
 published are not among the Stead Papers.
’’Ibid., pp. 265-266.
sOn the life and career of Mrs. Virginia Crawford (1853-1948), her role
 
in the Crawford 
case
 and Dilke scandal, and Stead’s advocacy of her cause  
as a “repentant Magdalen,” see Francis Bywater, “Manning, Dilke and Virginia  
Crawford: The Unsolved 
Question,
” Tablet, CCXIII (1959), 249-250; B. B. C.,  
“Virginia Crawford,” People and Freedom, No. 108 (November-December,
 
1948), p. 1; Roy Jenkins, Sir Charles Dilke: A Victorian Tragedy (London,
 1958), pp. 238-248, 295, 327ff; also the very interesting novel based upon
 the “Dilke-Crawford affair” by Betty Askwith, The Tangled Webb (London,
 1960).
9Hone, pp. 354, 357; Bywater, p. 250.
loSee V. M. Crawford, “George Moore: Letters 
of
 His Last Years,” London  
Mercury, XXXV (1936), 133-139. It 
was
 a pleasant partnership even though  
“all the work done for Moore was subordinate to her charitable 
work,
 and  
Moore once wr te rebuking her for neglecting him, reminding her that he
 paid for her assistance!” Bywater, p. 250.
Stead complied with the request by introducing Mrs. Virginia
 
Crawford to Moore.7
 *
 He eagerly accepted her service and did not  
cavil at employing a lady who, as the confessed adulterous wife
 in the notorious Crawford divorce case (1885-1886), had caused
 the ruin of Gladstone’s alleged heir-apparent in the Liberal Party,
 Sir Charles Dilke.8 Indeed, with her detailed knowledge of con
­vents, she proved an invaluable assistant who provided much of the
 material which Moore used in Evelyn Innes and Sister Teresa and
 did the literary research for his subsequent productions.9 It was
 a happy association which lasted from 1895 until Moore’s death
 
in 1933.10
Mrs. Crawford was the link which brought Stead and Moore
 
together in 1895 for their first face to face conversation. Moore
 came to the Review of Reviews office to thank Stead personally
 for his help and, as Grant Richards later recalled, “they sat facing
 one another . . . and they talked out of the fulness of their
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hearts. . . -”11 Yet, although they profoundly impressed each other,
 
their meeting did not result in a close and intimate friendship be
­cause “George Moore spoiled his chances of becoming one of
 Stead’
s
 favourites by refusing to subscribe to Stead’ s [strong  
Nonconformist] idea of sexual morality. . . ,”12 And so, during the
 next five years, their contacts were slight and they were not
 brought together again until after the outbreak of the Boer War.
The conflict in South Africa from 1899 to 1902 became a
 
matter of personal concern for Stead largely as a result of a strong
 sense of guilt for his role in shaping the forces which led to the
 war. 
As
 an ardent advocate of the New Imperialism, he had  
popularized in the Pall Mall Gazette and the Review of Reviews
 the grandiose ideas and schemes of his close friend, Cecil Rhodes,
 and had advanced the appointment of his former Pall Mall
 colleague, Sir Alfred Milner, as High Commissioner in South
 Africa.13 But, as a thoroughly honest Nonconformist liberal,
 Stead could not support the policies of Rhodes and Milner by ad
­vocating a war against the Boers which he deemed a moral evil and
 
the work of his bete noire, Joseph Chamberlain. In a sense, his
 dilemma was that of “nonconformist liberalism generally seeking,
 at the turn of the century, to reconcile conscience and imper
­ialism. . . .”14 Since he could not square his ethical convictions
 with the imperialism of his friends, Stead turned against them.
From its beginning to its end, Stead fought the war with the
 
physical and moral courage of a man possessed. No sacrifice was
 too great—not even his fortune, family, and personal safety—in the
 struggle which he waged against the Government and the tide of
 public opinion. A rare combination of missionary zeal and skill
 as journalist made him “the most effective of Liberal [anti-war]
 propagandists. . . .”15 Indeed, his articles in the Review of Reviews
 and his weekly War against War in South Africa, his broadsheets,
 his circular letters, and his pamphlets on the injustice of the war
 and on the alleged misconduct of British troops in South Africa
“Richards, p. 266.
**Ibid.
“See Joseph O. Baylen, “W. T. Stead and the Boer War: The Irony of
 
Idealism,” The Canadian Historical Review, XL (1959), 
304-314;
 W. T.  
Stead, The Last Will and Testament of Cecil Rhodes . . . (London, 1902),
 
passim; W. T. Stead, The Best or Worst of Empires: Which? (London, 1906),
 pp. 108-109.
“Baylen, “W. T. Stead and the Boer War: The Irony of Idealism,” p. 314.
“John S. Galbraith, “The Pamphlet Campaign on the Boer War,” Journal
 
of Modern History, XXIV (1952), 119 and n.
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caused him to be considered one of the most formidable opponents
 
of the Chamberlain-Salisbury Ministry and its jingo supporters.16
 And, it was in his battle for the Boers that Stead found unexpected
 support from George Moore.
Stead’s anti-war campaign reached its peak when, in early
 
November, 1900, Moore communicated to him a letter which he
 had received from his brother, Colonel Maurice Moore, then
 serving with Lord Kitchener’s forces in South Africa. After having
 informed Stead of the nature of the letter, Moore forwarded on
 November 4,17 a copy with the following note:
Dear Mr. Stead
I send the article. It should be signed “An Officer
 
in Command.” It is written by a personal friend—I
 have a brother, some cousins, and some friends in
 South Africa. I will tell you who the writer is if you
 insist but perhaps it will be well enough to say that
 I take the responsibility and am certain that everything
 in the article is true.
Always sincerely
George Moore18
The “article” was a blistering attack on Kitchener’s methods in
 
crushing Boer resistance. It told of the burning of homes and
 churches, wholesale looting, outrages against Boer women, and,
 above all, the general’s order that punitive measures were to be
 
carried out against the families and kin of all Boers engaged in
 guerrilla or commando warfare.19
“See Stead’s “The Assassin”: or, St. 
George
 to the Rescue! (London, 1896);  
Joseph Chamberlain: Conspirator or Statesman (London, 1899); The Scandal
 of the South African Committee (London, 1900); The Candidates for Cain
 (London, 1900); The War in South Africa, 1899-19-?, How Not to Make
 Peace; Evidence as to Homestead Burning Collected and Examined by W. T.
\
 
Stead (London, December, 1900); The War in South Africa, 1899-19-?,
“Methods of Barbarism” (London, 1901).
“Moore to Stead, Saturday [November 4, 1900]. Stead Papers. The date
 
of this letter was determined on the basis of Stead’s statement that Moore had
 received his brother’s first letter “at the beginning of November,” the fact that
 it was published by Stead 
as
 a broadsheet before November 7, and the fact  
that the first Saturday in November, 1900, fell upon the fourth day of the
 month. See Table 25 of C. R. Cheney, ed. Handbook of Dates for Students
 ■
 
of English History (London, 1948), pp. 132-133.
“I am indebted to Miss Estelle W. Stead and Mr. W. K. Stead for per
­mission to study and publish the letters from Moore and others in this study
 
from the Stead Papers.
“See Colonel Moore’s first letter as published in Stead’s The War in South
 
Africa, 1899-19-?, How Not to Make Peace; Evidence as to Homestead Burning
 Collected and Examined by W. T. Stead (London, December, 1900), pp. 41-50,
 hereafter cited as Evidence as to Homestead Burning.
\
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Stead immediately published the letter, under the auspices
 
of the “Stop-the-War Committee,” as a broadsheet with the
 titles of “Hell Let Loose” and “How We Are Waging War in South
 Africa” and in a more detailed pamphlet.20 Nor was this all. On
 November 7, he dispatched the broadsheet to clergymen of all
 faiths with a circular letter in which he appealed to them
to read this letter from a “British Officer in the Field,”
 
and to consider whether, if things are as they are
 described, the time has come for prompt and vigorous
 action . . . [in] resisting all temptations to revert to
 the savagery of practices which civilization has
 branded as inhuman. . . . The burning of homesteads,
 the wholesale plunder of private property, the
 “denuding” of whole districts of food, the compulsion
 of women and girls to choose degradation or death—
 for all these things you and I are responsible before
 God and Man. . . .21
As
 a stonn of abuse fell upon Stead for impugning the good name  
of the British army and the popular hero, Kitchener, and demands
 were made for him to substantiate his evidence by revealing his
 source of information and the identity of the “British Officer in
 
the Field,”22 Stead prepared to bring out another pamphlet which
 would “examine all the evidence as to the conduct of our armies
 in the light of the Hague Convention’s Rules of War.”23 To James
 Bryce, one of the more outspoken leaders of the Liberal party’s
 anti-war faction, Stead wrote: “You may be interested to know
 that I have received another letter from the British Officer in the
 Field, which I think will advance matters somewhat ”24 Only the
 day before, Moore had again written:
Dear Mr. Stead,
I have received last night another article from South
 
Africa—From “An Officer in the Field.” I have only
2O[W. T. Stead], The New War in South Africa and How It Is Being
 
Carried On: Letter from an Officer in the Field (London 
[November,
 1900]),  
19pp..
“Stead’s circular letter, British Atrocities in South Africa: An Appeal to the
 
Christian Church, November 7, 1900. Stead Papers.
“Cf. Colonel B. Duff, “What Is Now Being Done in South Africa”: A
 
B.eply (London, November 29, 1900), 14pp.
“Stead 
to
 James Bryce, November 26, 1900, Bryce Papers, Bodleian  
Library, Oxford.
^Ibid. My italics.
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read the first few pages—I hate reading M’s ms.—but
 
I gather from what I read that the article is a tre
­mendous indictment and coming after the first I cannot
 doubt that it will affect the object we have in view.
 Please send me a telegram when I can see you for I
 think that this is one of the highest importance. I
 should like to speak to you about one or two things.
Always sincerely yours.
George Moore25
This was, indeed, “a tremendous indictment” of the Govern
­
ment’s prosecution of the war in South Africa and one destined
 to provoke even more trouble for Stead. The essence of the charges
 against the Government’s policy was summed up in Colonel Moore’s
 statement: “I am 
so
 firmly convinced that, apart from any senti ­
ments of humanity, the policy which is being pursued is 
so
 certain  
to bring difficulty and . . . ruin on the Empire, that exposure has
 become a lesser evil than concealment.”26 Stead took him at his
 word and included the second letter in the pamphlet which he was
 hurrying to press. But Moore apparently believed that, because of
 its importance, the “indictment” should be publicized before its
 appearance in the pamphlet. It was, undoubtedly, with this in
 
mind that he wrote to Stead on November 28:
Dear Mr. Stead,
I spoke last night to [H. W.] Massingham [London
 
correspondent of the Manchester Guardian] about the
 last communication—I read it to him and he begged me
 to let him have it for publication in the Manchester
 Guardian. Of course you know best and I will be
 guided by you. But do you think we can do better
 than to publish at once in the MG? He thinks the
 letter of the first importance. It proves that the Gov
­ernment contemplated a murderous policy in South
 Africa.
Always sincerely yours,
George Moore27
Stead’s journalistic instinct impelled him to restrain Moore.
 
There was really no need to seek any further publicity for tihe
“Moore to Stead, November 25 [1900], Stead Papers.
“See Colonel Moore’s letter 
as
 published with captions in Stead, Evidence  
as to Homestead Burning, pp. 50-58.
“Moore to Stead, Wednesday morning [November 
28,
 1901], Stead Papers.  
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second letter because it received more than enough with the
 
publication of Stead’s pamphlet, Evidence as to Homestead Burn
­ing . . . , during the first week of December. On December 4,
 Stead forwarded a copy to Bryce with the comment: “The evi
­dence seems to me absolutely overwhelming, and I am extremely
 glad that I have been able to get it all within the covers of the
 pamphlet.”28 He now proposed to use the evidence to promote “an
 International Memorial to be signed in all countries on the Con
­tinent” as “a solemn protest against the reversion to barbarous
 practices in the conduct of war by Great Britain in South
 Africa. . . ”29
The publication of the pamphlet merely increased the ire and
 
number of Stead’s critics. Not even his assurances that “‘The
 British officer in the field’ is not anonymous in the sense of being
 unknown” and that he could vouch “to his being what his
 pseudonym describes him—a fully commissioned officer ... in
 Her Majesty’
s
 Army . . .”30 would satisfy Stead’s detractors. The  
letters from South Africa were denounced as “a fine mixture of
 falsehood and bad feeling” inspired by the fertile imagination of
 
Stead. He was accused of withholding the name of the officer
 because “there ain’t [sic] no such person ... if he be not Mr.
 Stead himself, then he is another man of the same name. . . .”31
 But neither these attacks on his honor nor the damage which they
 wrought on his reputation could force Stead to disclose either the
 source of his information or the identity of the correspondent in
 South Africa.
In early January, 1901, Moore received another letter from South
 
Africa and, shortly thereafter, informed Stead of its contents. The
 first notification was followed by another letter in which he
 declared:
Dear Mr. Stead
I should have written to you about the publication
“Stead to Bryce, December 
4,
 1900. Bryce Papers.
“Stead to Bryce, December 7, 1900. Ibid.
30Stead, Evidence as to Homestead Burning, p. 41.
a“
Mr.
 Stead’s Reckless Charges,” Blackwood’s Magazine, CLXVIII  
(December, 1900), 920. As late 
as
 1933, the editor of Lord Milner’s papers  
relating to his work in South Africa was convinced that Stead had carried
 on “A violent campaign of infamous calumny against British troops” by
 spreading “lies” in the form of “a letter purporting to have been written by a
 
British Officer in Command, . . . .” Cecil Headlam, ed. The Milner Papers:
 South Africa, 1897-1905 (London, 1931-33), II, 174-175, hereafter cited 
as The Milner Papers.
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from an officer in command. I know that I ought to
 
have done so but I fear great difficulty in writing
 letters. I hope you will excuse my negligence, no not
 negligence—weakness. I hope to see you soon.
Always sincerely yours
 
George Moore32
The communication which Moore now passed on to Stead was
 
particularly explosive because, in describing Kitchener’s final cam
­paign against General DeWet’
s
 Boer commandos, Colonel Moore  
charged that Kitchener had issued secret orders to his troops to
 take no prisoners.33
Convinced that Kitchener was “outheroding Herod” by
 
“deliberately” plotting “the wholesale massacre of DeWet and his
 men,”34 Stead had fired off another broadsheet, remonstrated to
 Lord Roberts (the Commander-in-Chief in the War Office), and
 pressed such anti-war editors as Ernest Parke of the London
 Morning Leader and Arthur Pearson of the London Daily Express
 to publicize the letter. Lord Roberts replied that while he accepted
 Stead’s statement that the anonymous source of information was
 really “an officer of good standing and unblemished repute,” he
 rejected as absolutely false the assertion that Kitchener had issued
 the order in question.35 Parke refused to publish the letter on the
 
grounds that neither he nor Stead could expect their “opponents” to
 believe statements issued “on the authority of an unnamed British
 officer. . . .”36 Similarly, Pearson asked: “Do I understand . . .
 that you positively assert that no portion of the letter published as
 from an ‘Officer Commanding in South Africa’ . . . reached you
 from any other source?”37
82Moore to Stead [January ?, 1901], Stead Papers.
“’See excerpts of Colonel Moore’s third letter 
as
 published in Stead’s “How  
We Are Waging War in 
Africa.
 Correspondence with the Commander-in-  
Chief,” Review of Reviews, XXIII (February, 1901), 154-155.
84Stead to the Baroness von Suttner, January 8, 1901. Suttner-Fried Col
­
lection, United Nations Library, Geneva, Switzerland.
8BStead to Lord Roberts, January 8, 1901, copy, and Lord Roberts to Stead,
 
January 17, 1901. Stead Papers. When Stead attempted to press the issue
 further, Roberts’ staff informed him: “Lord Roberts . . . regrets that he cannot
 continue a discussion as to the statements made by your anonymous cor
­respondent.” 
Colonel
 Conway to Stead, January 23, 1901. Ibid. The cor ­
respondence with Lord Roberts was also cited in Stead’s “How We Are Waging
 War in Africa. Correspondence with the Commander-in-Chief,” pp. 154-155.
“’Ernest Parke to Stead, January 9 and January 12, 1901. Stead Papers.
“Arthur Pearson to Stead, January 10, 1901. Ibid.
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Meanwhile, Moore had acted on his own to secure the widest
 
publicity for his brother’s third letter. After the Daily Chronicle
 in London had refused to publish the communication,38 he pressed
 it on the editor of Freemans Journal in Dublin who printed the
 letter on January 15, with a prefatory statement to the effect that
 “The recipient of the letter is a well-known gentleman, who has
 given us proof of his bona fides, and in whom we have implicit
 confidence.”39 When The Times reprinted the letter three days
 later,40 Moore succeeded where Stead had failed: the publication
 of the charges in the London papers.
The publication of the letter in London not only stirred further
 
speculation as to the identity of the “British Officer in the Field,”
 but had some serious repercussions in South Africa. Thus, in late
 January, a notice appeared in the Daily Express which intimated
 that the officer mentioned by Stead was a Salvation Army officer.
 Stead, an ardent friend of the Salvation Army since the 1870’s,
 quickly secured from Pearson the insertion of his denial and hotly
 denounced the allegation in his Review of Reviews as “a lie and a
 
slanderous falsehood.”41 But the battle continued to rage as Stead
 was deluged with abusive letters, most of which conveyed senti
­ment similar to the following:
Your anonymous “British Officer” is a false scoundrel,
 
and you are far more to blame than he is for encourag
­ing him to defame his fellow-countrymen. ... I will
 not believe a genuine British officer would be such a
 dastard. . . ,42
The publicity given to the charges against Kitchener in England
 
caused great discomfort to the authorities in South Africa.43 Even
 Stead’s worst enemies conceded that he had won many friends
’’See Alfred Marks (Secretary of the Stop-the-War Committee) to 
Stead, 
January 19, 1901. Stead Papers. There was also a hint that such a letter
 had been offered to the Daily Chronicle. See Pall Mall Gazette, January 18,
 1901.
^Freeman’s Journal, January 15, 1901.
l°The Times, January 18, 1901. See also the memorial of the South African
 
Conciliation Committee in London calling the attention 
of
 Lord Roberts and  
the Prime Minister, Lord Salisbury, to the charges against Kitchener. Ibid.,
 January 19, 1901.
“Miss E. von Rosen to Stead, January 28, 1901, and Pearson to 
Stead, January 31, 1901. Stead Papers; Stead, “How We Are Waging War in Africa.
 
Correspondence with the Commander-in-Chief,” p. 155.
“W. Culling Gage to Stead, February 22, 1901. Stead Papers.
"See Sir Alfred Milner to Princess Catherine Radziwill, February 2, 1901,
 
copy. Milner Papers, New College, Oxford.
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among the Afrikaners in South Africa and that his publications
 
could be found “in almost every house in Cape Colony.”44 Thus,
 not long after Moore had given his brother’s third letter to Stead,
 he forwarded a copy to Edward Cartwright, the editor of the anti
­war South African News in Cape Town, who hurried it into print.45
 Kitchener immediately denied the accusations of the “British
 Officer” and, in spite of Cartwright’s publication of the general’s
 denial, the editor was arraigned by the authorities for “defamatory
 libel.” In the trial which followed during April, Cartwright
 pleaded innocent on the grounds that (1) he had had “Mr. Stead’s
 assurance that his correspondent, the writer of the letter, was an
 officer in Her Majesty’s service” and (2) he had merely printed
 a letter which had been published freely by some of the most
 respected newspapers and periodicals in England.46 Nevertheless,
 the unfortunate Cartwright was sentenced to a year in prison for
 defamatory libel. Shortly thereafter, the Government issued a list of
 “Prohibited Papers and Books” in a Martial Law Notice which
 proscribed virtually all of Stead’s publications.47
In England, some among the pro-Boers and Nonconformists up
­
braided Stead for his responsibility in causing the imprisonment of
 Cartwright. Thus, the Secretary of the Wesleyan Reform Union
 reminded Stead that since Cartwright’s conviction had resulted from
 his inability to prove the authenticity of “the alleged British Officer’s
 letter,” it was unfair either for Stead or the South African Con-
 cihation Committee to withhold evidence as to “the genuineness of
 the letter, to say nothing and 
so
 allow Mr. Cartwright to suffer.”  
Have you, he asked of Stead, the evidence? “If you haven’t, then
 why persist in referring to it as if the whole letter was the
 gospel truth . . . ?”48
But, true to the journalist canon pertaining to the protection of
 
news sources, Stead continued to remain silent. He believed in
 George Moore and shielded him from much of the obloquy which
 had resulted from his use of the inflammatory material which he
 had obtained from Moore. In his own way, each satisfied the
 dictates of his conscience and justified his trust in the other. Even
“Headlam, The Milner Papers, II, p. 175.
“South African News, February 6, 1901.
“The Imprisonment of Mr. Cartwright (London, 1901), pp. 4, 7-8.
"Frederic Mackamess, Martial Law in the Cape Colony during 1901
 
(London, 1901), p. 21.
4SA. Bates to Stead, May 23, 1901. Stead Papers.
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though their brief collaboration ended amicably, there were no
 
further intimate contacts between the two men. Each went his
 own way; Stead to die on the Titanic in 1912 and Moore to greater
 things in his art.
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IRVING AND HIS "FAVORITE AUTHOR"
By James W. Webb
During the summer of 1849, while Washington Irving was
 
floundering at his labors in writing biographies of George Washing-
 tion and Mahomet and during a respite from poor health, he set
 about reworking a sketch that he had written of Oliver Goldsmith
 some twenty-five years before. His work on a biography of Wash
­ington was already beginning to seem an endless task, and he felt
 the need of diversion and funds.1 G. P. Putnam, his publisher,
 suggested Goldsmith as a choice subject: and such was Irving’s
 enthusiasm that within a very short time the book was on the
 market and in the hands of readers. The following account of
 Irving is reported by Putnam in the Atlantic Monthly for November,
 1860:
Sitting at my desk, one day, he was looking
 
at Forster’s clever work, which I proposed to re
­print. He remarked that it was a favorite theme
 of his, and he had half a mind to pursue it, and
 extend into a volume a sketch he had made for an
 edition of Goldsmith’s Works. I expressed a hope
 that he would do so, and within sixty days the
 first sheets of Irving’s “Goldsmith” were in the
 printer’s hands. The press (as he says) was “dog
­
ging at his heels,” for in two or three weeks the
 volume was published.2
Tierre M. Irving, The Life and Letters of Washington Irving (4 vols.;
 
New York: G. P. Putnam, 1864), IV, 53.
2G. P. Putnam, “Recollections of Irving,” The Atlantic Monthly, VI
 
(November, 1860), 605.
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The Life of Goldsmith was an immediate success. By November
 
18, 1849, Putnam had disposed of the first edition of 2,500 copies
 and was busy on the second printing. In fact, it was doing so well
 that Putnam sent word to Irving urging him while he was on the
 crest to hurry along with his biography of Mahomet which was
 then in progress. Irving suggested that he “stay his stomach with
 Goldsmith a little longer,” since he was “getting on very well”3 and
 was not yet in the mood to resume work.
Obviously enough, the biography of Goldsmith, published as the
 
result of Putnam’s suggestion, did not spring full grown from the
 author’
s
 mind within the sixty day period mentioned. Irving’ s in ­
terest in Oliver Goldsmith appears to have extended over a period
 of many years. He professed that his writings “were the delight
 of my childhood, and have been a source of enjoyment to me
 throughout life.”4 Over the years he published three accounts of
 Goldsmith. The third one, published in 1849, has been judged
 by reputable critics as one of the noteworthy biographies in the
 English language. A brief history of its development and of its
 reception by readers and critics is the chief purpose of this paper.
Irving’s first biographical account was written for the publishers,
 
John Anthony and William Galignani, in 1825, as one of the volumes
 in a series of British Classics.5 The volume on Goldsmith is the
 only one of the series that was ever completed. This sketch of only
 fifty-six pages served as the basis on which Irving wrote his next
 editions. Bishop Percy had written a brief memoir in 1806. The first
 full length account was written by James Prior, an Englishman, in
 1837. Irving’s second edition was published in 1840, and according
 to Professor Stanley T. Williams, Irving wrote it, as well as the one
 that followed, primarily to “replenish his purse” and not entirely
 as the result of “an irresistible desire to retell Goldsmith’s story.”6
 This edition appeared as a part of a set of two volumes entitled
 The Life of Oliver Goldsmith, with Selections from His Writings.
 The biographical part was expanded, with material brought to light
 by Prior, to one hundred and eighty-six pages and was prepared
 for Harpers Family Library. Professor Williams has referred to it
“Pierre Irving, Life and Letters, IV, 59.
4Washington Irving, Oliver Goldsmith, in The Works of Washington Irving
 
(15 vols.; Boston: Peter Fenelon Collier, Publisher, 1897), X, x.
5Stanley T. Williams, The Life of Washington Irving (2 vols.; New
 
York: Oxford University Press, 1935), II, 221,.
 
,
"Ibid., II, 221-222.
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as a “hodge-podge”7 work known only to bibliographers. Pierre
 
Irving, Washington Irving’s nephew, stated that it was intended
 merely as a sketch to accompany Goldsmith’s writings.8 In 1849, he
 published the third edition “which is now known as his best and
 only biography of his favorite author.”9 It greatly surpasses the
 first two editions, even though Irving “had no time to finish it off as
 he wished.”10 To be “knocked off in such an offhand manner”11
 and to be little more than a reworking of his other two editions, the
 biography is truly remarkable. The time was evidently right for it.
 In addition to his own work Irving had before him James Prior’s
 edition and the more recent biography by John Forster, published in
 1848, to whom Irving gives “full credit.”12 Pierre Irving briefly
 reminds his readers that his uncle had written his original sketch
 before Prior and Forster entered the field, that it was expanded with
 materials brought to light by Prior, and that it was further ex
­panded into its present form by additions from Forster’s work.13
 Professor David Masson referred to it as “a compilation from Prior
 and Forster” by “one who delighted all his life, in acknowledging
 
Goldsmith as his literary master, and has been named, in conse
­quence, ‘The American Goldsmith.’”14 To Washington Irving the
 credit must be given for discovering Goldsmith for American
 readers.
Irving possessed a remarkable ability for reworking old material.
 
Like Goldsmith, he had the happy faculty of being able to select,
 abridge, and revise the material of other writers to produce a work
 in a clear, pleasing, and somewhat sophisticated style of his own.
 Furthermore, he was somehow fortunate or shrewd or well man
­nered enough to stay out of the bitter controversies that arose among
 other biographers of Goldsmith in his time. In his preface to the
 1849 edition, Irving commends Prior for his “unwearied research and
 scrupulous fidelity”15 and then justifies his own work by stating
 that Prior’s work is “too cumbrous and overlaid with details and
’ Ibid, II, 222.
Tierre Irving, Life and Letters, IV, 53.
‘Ibid., Ill, 156.
'‘Ibid., TV, 53.
"Ibid., IV, 59.
"Ibid.
r-Ibid.
“David Masson, The Miscellaneous Works of Oliver Goldsmith with
 
Biographical Introduction (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1925), p. ix.
“Irving, Oliver Goldsmith, X, ix.
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disquisitions, and matters uninteresting to the general reader.”10
 
He has only praise for John Forster’s account of Goldsmith, which
 was published in 1848, stating that it was “executed with a spirit, a
 feeling, a grace and eloquence, that leave nothing to be desired.”17
 In justification of his own work, Irving could only say that he was
 “committed by my previous sketch” and that he has written his
 work in “as graphic a style as I could command.”18 In the course of
 Priors attack on Forster and Forster’s scathing reply in the preface
 to his 1854 edition of Goldsmith, Irving escaped with only the
 slightest rap from Forster who made the following comment in his
 next biography of Goldsmith, a heavy two-volume edition:
If anyone then had warned me of the impend
­
ing wrath of Mr. Prior, it would have appeared to
 me simply ridiculous. With some reason, perhaps,
 any new biographer may demand a brief interval
 for public judgment before a successor shall
 occupy his ground, but even this in courtesy only;
 and it never occurred to me to question Mr. Wash
­ington Irving’s perfect right to avail himself to the
 uttermost of the present work, though he did so
 
within as many weeks as I had waited years be
­fore encroaching on Mr. Prior’s?9
The practice of borrowing and reworking old materials is ap
­
parent over and over in Irving’s biographies. While in Spain writ
­ing the Life of Columbus, he had access to Navarette’s account of
 the voyages of Columbus. Many of Irving’s passages are little more
 than translations. Professor Henry Pochmann has made a thorough
 study of his use of the German folk tale in “Rip Van Winkle” and
 “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,” which reveals wholesale borrow
­ings. Somewhat in the manner of Shakespeare with the subject
 matter of many of his plays, Irving made use of his own “magic
 needle,” in his borrowings. In improving by his embellishments
 and his light, urbane style, he appealed to the reading tastes of his
 time. His biographies, including the one of his favorite author,
 are read by few people today. Professor Hellman suggests that “his
 is too quiet a flavor.”20
ieIbid.
1,!Ibid.
'^Ibid., p. xvi.
“John Forster, The Life and Times of Oliver Goldsmith (2d ed.; London:
 
Bradbury and Evans, 854), p.xviii.
a°George S. Hellman, Washington Irving, Esquire, Ambassador at Large
 
from the New World to the Old (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1925), p. 175.
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At the risk of laboring the point, it may be stated that Irving
 
produced here a biography that was in complete harmony with the
 character of the subject and at the same time was able, to avoid
 the barbs of other biographers and critics. It is rather ironic to
 note that Prior and Forster, the two men who did most of the heavy
 spade work and who labored so diligently to produce what they
 hoped to be definitive treatments, became bitter rivals, while
 Irving, drawing on the material of both, produced a work that
 gained wide acceptance in America and England.
As
 already noted, Irving’ s interest in Goldsmith extended over a  
period of many years. An entry in his journal, dated March 22,
 1824, indicates that he was writing away at Goldsmith’s Life for a
 collection of British Classics to be published by the Galignini
 brothers. Later these same editors, who were evidently pleased
 with the work, asked this “understanding New Yorker,” rather than
 an Edinburgh or London critic, to write a sketch of the recently
 deceased Byron for the “only Continental journal printed in the
 English language.”21 This proposed sketch was never written, al
­though Irving was very much interested in Byron about this time.
 
The sketch of Goldsmith and the 1840 edition were later “expanded”
 in 1849 for Putnam. Irving, however, enhanced the account with
 his own light, genial style which was completely harmonious with
 that of Goldsmith’s life, particularly in matters that lent themselves
 to sentiment and good-humored satire. The attitude of Irving clearly
 indicates sympathy for his subject. Accounts of some of the inci
­dents are slightly changed by rearrangement in the telling and by
 filling in with imaginary details. Irving retells the entire account.
 Regarding the matter of anecdotes, Pierre Irving has left the
 following comments in his own account of his uncle:
Speaking to Mr. Irving of his biography of
 
Goldsmith, soon after its appearance, I asked him
 if he had introduced any anecdotes not in Prior’s
 or Forster’s life of him. “No,” playfully: “I could
 not invent any new ones; but I have altered the
 setting, and have introduced — not in their biog
­raphy — Madame Darblay’s anecdote about Bos
­well and Johnson, which is capital. I have also
 made more of the Jessamy Bride, by adverting
 to the dates in the tailor’s bill, and fixing thereby
 the date of certain visits to her.”22
'
aIbid.
“Pierre Irving, Life and Letters, IV, 58-59.
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Irving’s account of the “Jessamy Bride’s” securing a lock of the
 
deceased Goldsmith’
s
 hair and preserving it in her locket to the end  
of her life is reminiscent of the story told of Irving and Matilda
 Hoffman.
Irving’s account of Goldsmith is told chronologically from birth
 
in 1728 to his burial in 1774 in Westminster Abbey. He lists Lord
 Shelboume, Lord Lowth, Sir Joshua Reynolds, the Hon. Mr. Beau-
 clerc, Mr. Edmund Burke, and Mr. David Garrick as pallbearers.
 Irving includes the best known episodes about Goldsmith. Particu
­lar attention is given the events in Goldsmith’
s
 life that he later  
drew upon for such literary productions as “The Deserted Village,”
 “She Stoops to Conquer,” and The Vicar of Wakefield. Irving him
­self writes that
An acquaintance with the private biography of
 
Goldsmith lets us into the secret of his gifted
 pages. We there discover them to be little more
 than transcripts of his own heart and picturing of
 his fortunes. There he shows himself the same
 kind, artless, good-humored, excursive, sensible,
 whimsical, intelligent being that he appears in his
 writings. Scarcely an adventure or character is
 given in his works that may not be traced to his
 
own parti-colored story. Many of his most ludi
­crous scenes and ridiculous incidents have been
 drawn from his own blunders and mischances,
 and he seems really to have been buffeted into
 almost every maxim imparted by him for the
 instruction of his reader.23
Goldsmith’s sentimental and satirical tendencies were never far
 
apart; and when his charitable heart was brought into direct con
­tact with the vagabond world of his travels, he paid a high price
 for learning which was often accompanied by bitterness. Never
­theless, he possessed the ability to look back on his experiences
 and chuckle and use them in his writings. Despite his being buf
­feted about the world, this sensitive pock-marked man seems to
 have remained the sentimental victim of every rascal who wished to
 impose on his charitable nature. Yet Goldsmith was quite capable
 on occasions of entertaining satirical, and even cynical, aspects of
 human existence. One can detect this bitterness in the following
“Irving, Oliver Goldsmith, X, 11-12.
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quotation from a letter to his brother Henry, advising him concern
­
ing the education of his son:
Above all things, let him never touch a ro
­
mance or a novel: these paint beauty in colors
 more charming than nature, and describe happi
­ness that man never tastes. How delusive, how
 destructive are those pictures of consummate
 bliss! They teach the youthful mind to sigh after
 beauty and happiness that never existed; to de
­spise the little good which fortune has mixed in
 our cup, by expecting more than she ever gave;
 and, in general, take the word of a man who has
 seen the world, and who has studied human na
­ture more by experience than precept; take my
 word for it, I say, that books teach us very little
 of the world. The greatest merit in a state of
 poverty would only serve to make the possessor
 ridiculous — may distress, but cannot relieve him.
 ... I had learned from books to be disinterested
 and generous, before I was taught from experi
­ence the necessity of being prudent. I had con
­tracted the habits and notions of a philosopher,
 by being, even with my narrow finances, chari
­table to excess, I forgot the rules of justice, and
 placed myself in the very situation of the wretch
 
who thanked me for my bounty.24
Appropriately enough Irving concludes the biography with the
 
words, “Poor Goldsmith.”
Reviews and letters that followed the 1849 edition of Goldsmith
 
were quite favorable. A few days after its publication, Irving re
­ceived a note from Mr. George Ripley, head of the literary depart
­ment of the New York Tribune and later one of the editors of the
 New American Cyclopaedia, saying, “Everything combines to make
 this one of the most fascinating pieces of biography in the English
 language.”25 In the same note, Ripley goes on to call attention to
 Irving’s ability to give the subject fresh interest and to give the cor
­rect emphasis and charm to Goldsmith’s simplicity and weaknesses.
 Also, he points out the fact that “Irving was in possession of abun-
MIbid., X, 93-94.
“Pierre Irving, Life and Letters, IV, 54.
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dant materials to do justice to the subject,” and that “He had only
 
to insert his exquisite magnetic needle into the mass, to give a
 choice and shapely form to all that was valuable in the labors of
 previous biographers.”26 William Cullen Bryant was greatly im
­pressed with the work, saying, “For my part, I know nothing like it.
 I have read no biographical memoir which carries forward the
 reader so delightfully and with 
so
 little tediousness of recital or re ­
flection. I never take it up without being tempted to wish Irving
 had written more works of the kind.”27 This statement carries
 greater significance when one is aware that Bryant made less flat
­tering remarks about The Life of Columbus which was to come off
 the press later on, calling attention to the “deadening defect” in
 much of Irving’s work, and describing it as having an “elaborate uni
­formity of style—a certain prismatic coloring in passages where
 absolute simplicity would be better.”28
Bryant’s praise of Irving’s Life of Goldsmith, however, echoes
 
down the years. G. P. Putnam, the publisher, commented that
 “Irving’s most rapidly written book was the one often pronounced 
his most spirited one, and a model as a biography.”29 In April,
 1850, Professor George W. Greene, in the Christian Review, wrote:
If there is anybody of whom it could be said that
 
it was his duty to write the Life of Goldsmith, it
 is Washington Irving; and, often as we have had
 occasion to thank him for happy hours, we do not
 know that we ever felt so grateful to him for any
­thing as for this. . . . None but a man of genial
 nature should ever attempt to write the Life of
 Goldsmith: one who knows how much wisdom
 can be extracted from folly; how much better for
 the heart it is to trust than to doubt; how much
 nobler is a generous impulse than a cautious re
­serve; how much truer a wisdom there is in bene
­volence, than in all the shrewd devices of worldly
 craft.
xIbid.
“William Cullen Bryant, The Life and Works of William Cullen Bryant,
 
ed. Parke Godwin (6 vols.; New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1884), II, 359.
xIbid., pp. 353-354.
®G. P. Putnam, “Recollections of Irving,” pp. 601-602.
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Now Mr. Irving is just the man to feel all this,
 
and to make you feel it too.30
Charles Dudley Warner, who wrote a biography of Irving, pub
­
lished in 1882, commented that
It is an exquisite, sympathetic piece of work,
 
without pretension of any subtle verbal analysis,
 but on the whole an excellent interpretation of
 character. Author and subject had much in
 common: Irving had at least a kindly sympathy
 for the vagabondish inclination of his predecessor,
 and with his humorous and cheerful regard to the
 world; perhaps it is significant of a deeper unity
 in character that both, at times, fancied they
 could please an intolerant world by attempting to
 play the flute.31
In 1921, Miss Katherine Tappert, a student of biographical writing,
 
stated that The Life of Goldsmith has been referred to as “one of
 the best biographies in the whole range of English literature.”32
Despite the earlier praise, scant attention is given to any of
 
Irving’
s
 serious biographical works today although by far the  
greater portion of his work consists of biographical productions and
 much of his fiction is pseudo-biographical. Professor Stanley T.
 Williams, in a more recent treatment of Irving in the Literary His
­
tory of the United States, makes a single and rather melancholy
 comment on the Goldsmith biography, which was written during
 Irving’
s
 last years at Sunnyside.
Reestablished there, in the last decade of his
 life, he wearily replundered the old notebooks
 until Longfellow, who owed so much to the in
­spiration of The Sketchbook, protested at this de
­terioration. These articles for the Knickerbocker,
 the miscellanies, such as Wolfert’s Roost, or the
 third-rate biographies of Goldsmith and of Ma
­homet hardly bear analysis; little remained but
“"George W. Greene, A Review of Washington Irving’s Works in The
 
Christian Review, XV (April, 1850), 211-213.
“‘Charles Dudley Warner, Washington Irving (“American Men of Letters
 
Series”; Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1882), p. 172.
““Katherine Tappert (ed.), Viewpoints in Biography (Chicago: American
 
Library Association, 1921), p. 28.
 
.
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the wornout themes and the perfunctory grace of
 
the master’s style.38
In another work on Irving, Professor Williams praises and con
­
demns the biography in a single paragraph, remarking that while
 discarding the lumber of his earlier editions, he wrote “ a long essay,
 skillfully wrought and subdued into one soft color as in Irving’s
 best writing.”34 Then Professor Williams refers to Irving’
s
 irre ­
sponsible handling of facts to make a plausible story, and to
 “thefts” from Forster, and to unauthorized interpretations of facts.35
But for the fact that Irving’
s
 Goldsmith has fared better over the  
years, one might heed Professor Williams’ suggestion to dismiss
 serious consideration of the work. Irving and Goldsmith had much
 in common, and doubtless this is one of the reasons that the 1849
 edition of The Life of Goldsmith is the “most delightful of Irving’
s biographical works.”36 As late as 1924, Professor George S. Hell
­man stated that
 
.
Oliver Goldsmith was, in his generousness, his
 whimsicality, his point of view towards human
 nature and in his sentimentality, very much the
 lovable kind of being that we find Irving to
 have been. Though the American was the stead
­
ier and the wiser of the two, even in their faults
 of indolence and of improvidence, they were akin. .
 As authors, also, they were alike in charm and
 simplicity of style, and in their appeal of genial
 humour, and in the mellowness of their rarer
 phases of melancholy. The writer who is inher
­ently in sympathy with his subject has the most
 essential equipment of the biographer; small won
­der, then, that Irving’s life of Oliver Goldsmith
 (the most quickly written of all his works),
 though it brings forward little that is new con
­cerning the author of “Vicar of Wakefield,” is by
 far the most enjoyable of Irving’
s
 biographies.37
“Robert E. 
Spiller,
 et al. (eds.), Literary History of the United States  
“‘Williams, Life of Irving, II, 222.
^Ibid.
“Hellman, Washington Irving, Esquire, p. 30.
‘"Ibid.
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Irving’
s
 family background was one of greater wealth than  
Goldsmith’s. After dilly-dallying around in his youth, he settled
 on a law career as a road to professional respectability by reading
 law in the office of Josiah Ogden Hoffman. Also, he played around
 the edges of politics and even spent a short time in Washington.
 Although Irving never appeared to be greatly interested in the rough
 and tumble or the more subtle aspects of politics, he was able,
 through the influence of people in high political office, to spend
 much time in Great Britain and Europe at United States Govern
­ment expense, a circumstance that gave him opportunity to delve
 into the literatures of Great Britain, Germany, and Spain. Gold
­smith, after floundering around during his early youth, settled on a
 medical career; however, he gave it up after a short time for a life
 of wandering and writing. Both men possessed the proclivities of
 a vagabond and drifted into literary careers. Both writers did a
 sizable amount of hack work when they were at times hard pressed
 for funds. Both had close family ties. Both were good-natured,
 genial, gregarious, and excellent conversationalists, and both men
 had friends in literary and political circles. Their styles of writing
 
were somewhat similar—cultivated, genial, sentimental, and on oc
­casions satirical. They were products of the eighteenth century
 classical tradition while embracing romantic traits of individualism,
 sentimentalism, optimism, and love for adventure. The eighteenth
 century is reflected largely in their style. By Irving’s own testi
­mony, Goldsmith’s life and writings exerted a profound influence
 on him, and he confessed that Goldsmith was his favorite author.
 In his preface to the Life of Goldsmith, one finds the following
 comment:
For my own part, I can only regret my short
­
comings in what to me is a labor of love; for it
 is a tribute of gratitude to the memory of an au
­thor whose writings were the delight of my child
­hood, and have been a source of enjoyment to me
 throughout life; and to whom, of all others, I
 may address the beautiful apostrophe of Dante to
 Virgil:
“Tu se’ lo mio maestro, e ’1 mio autore:
Tu se’ solo colui, da cu, io tolsi
Lo bello stile, ch m’ ha fato onore.”
Sunnyside, Aug., 1,1849.38
®Irving, Oliver Goldsmith, X, x.
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Translated by Pierre Irving, these lines read:
Thou art my master, and my teacher thou:
It was from thee, and thee alone, I took
That noble style for which men honor me.39
Concerning these lines and the comment they caused, Pierre asked
 
his uncle about them.
He smiled; said he meant only to express his
 
affectionate admiration of Goldsmith, but it
 would never do for an author to acknowledge
 anything. Was never conscious of an attempt
 to write after any model. No man of genius ever
 did. From his earliest attempts, everything fell
 naturally. His style, he believed, was as much his
 own as though Goldsmith had never written—as
 much as his own voice.
This was not the language of self-eulogy, but
 
of quiet self-vindication. He had never meant to
 warrant such perversion of his quotation, any
 more than Dante meant to confess himself an
 imitation of Virgil. There were undoubtedly
 qualities of style as well as mental and moral
 characteristics in which he resembled both Gold
­smith and Addison, the two with whom he is
 most frequently compared, while in others it
 would be impossible to confound them.40
A more recent authority on Irving, in calling attention to his
 
sojourn in Paris in 1805 writes that he
refers to his “sometimes being assailed by home
­
sickness,” he writes, “this however I hope will
 wear away in time as I become more ‘a citizen of
 the world!’ ” The final phrase is the first indirect
 reference to Oliver Goldsmith, whose Life was
 later to be Irving’s finest achievement in the field
 of biography and whose character bore many re
­semblances to Irving’s own.41
“Pierre Irving, Life and Letters, IV, 60.
“Ibid., IV, 60-61.
“Hellman, Washington Irving, Esquire, pp. 38-39.
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Another literary critic, Van Wyck Brooks, had called attention
 
to Irving’s account of Goldsmith, which he has referred to as a
 “charming biography” and he has called attention to the similarity
 of the quality of the fame of the two men. Then almost damning
 with faint praise, he wrote that “Irving too was destined to outlive
 many authors of higher power because of his tempered sweetness,
 geniality and grace; and while almost everyone remarked that
 Irving was much overrated,’ still everyone continued to read him.”43
In summing up literary influence, Professor Williams has said:
In respect to Goldsmith one is tempted, first
 
of all, to face the ghost of Irving’
s
 debt, to lay it  
or to accept it, and perhaps, to proclaim the biog
­raphy to the final proof that the author of Salma
­gundi and The Sketch Book was the stepson of the
 creator of The Citizen of the World and the Vicar
 of Wakefield. Oliver Goldsmith, from its first ap
­pearance, has been regarded as tribute from pupil
 to master, as the climax of an influence profound
­ly affecting the writings of Irving for nearly fifty
 years.43
Quite obviously the degree of Goldsmith’s influence on Irving
 
cannot be settled. Nevertheless, his influence is obvious. Quite
 
frequently, Irving reworked the material of others and produced,
 often by condensing and rephrasing in his own style, a work that
 is much more readable than the source. He never missed an op
­portunity to be gently satirical and urbane. One of the most style
­conscious of English writers, Thomas Babington Macaulay, who
 also wrote an account of Goldsmith, commented that “the diligence
 of Mr. Prior deserves great praise; the style of Mr. Washington
 Irving is always pleasing; but the highest place must in justice be
 assigned to the immensely interesting work of Mr. Forster.”44 Be
­fore Macaulay made this comment just quoted, the Reverend
 George Gilfillan, in his own sketch states that there are no new
 facts added “to those which have been laboriously collected by
 Prior and Forster, and gracefully narrated by Washington Irving.”45
■“Van Wyck Brooks, The World of Washington Irving (New York: E. P.
 
Dutton and Co., 1944). p. 359.
“Williams, Life of Irving, II, 219.
uThe Poetical Works of Goldsmith and Gray with a Memoir of Each
 
(2 vols. in one; Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., n.d.), p. xxxiii.
“George Gilfillan (ed.), The Poetical Works of Goldsmith, Collins, and
 
T. Warton (Edinburgh: J. Nichol, 1854), p. xiii.
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Although by far the greater portion of Irving’
s
 work is bio ­
graphical, no exhaustive study of him as a biographer has been
 made. His fame rests securely on his satirical tales and the Knick
­erbocker History. Today, he is remembered chiefly as a gentleman
 litterateur rather than as a professional historian and biographer.
 As a biographer he has been superseded by more recent and better
 equipped biographers of the subjects that he treated. Nevertheless,
 in his best fictional material he employs biographical, or rather
 pseudo-biographical, method. “My only aim,” he professes in one
 of his works of fiction, “is to paint characters and manners.”46 In
 his biography of Oliver Goldsmith, he accomplished these objec-
"Irving, Bracebridge Hall, in The Works of Washington Irving (15 vols.;
 
New York: Peter Fenelon Collier, Publisher, 1897), Xi, 364.
fives.
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THE MATRON OF EPHESUS:
 
AN IDENTIFICATION
 
‘
by Allen Cabaniss
 
;
If one forgets most of the particularities of the “matron of
 
Ephesus” tale as related by Phaedrus and Petronius,1 he discovers
 a narrative divided roughly into three parts. The first is an account or description of a widow famed for her chastity and even called
 a virgin, but who is ultimately seduced by a soldier. The second is
 a gruesome story of a substituted body replacing one stolen from
 a cross and thereby saving the soldier from punishment. The third
 and last is a brief statement concerning the notoriety of the event
 and the reaction of people to it.
When reduced to this bare and generalized outline, the Latin
 
versions are remarkably reminiscent of a similar outline of the
 Christian gospels and the Acts of the Apostles! There, too, are the
 same three divisions: a virgin who gives birth to a child, and
 becomes an object of suspicion; a crucified body offered for others;
 and a sequel describing results of the account. Could the Phaedrian-
 Petronian story be a parody on the Christian theme? The dates of
 the Latin writers coincide with the days of Christ’s ministry and the
 early years of the church. Petronius had spent some time in eastern
 
Mediterranean lands. And the usual contemptuous pagan attitude
 toward Christianity would have encouraged them to poke fun at
 the new religion. It is therefore entirely within the realm of
 possibility that the Latin story bears some relationship to Christian
 preaching, thought, and incipient literature.
There remains the question of probability. Hardly had the
 
Christian mission been inaugurated when there arose in many minds
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doubts and on many lips sneers and jibes about the virgin birth.
 
Some of them are embedded in the Gospel texts and even more in
 apocryphal legends.2 The crucifixion of Christ and the doctrine of
 the atonement are the most prominent features of Christianity and
 both would and did attract far more attention than the dogma of
 the virgin birth. The pages of the New Testament ring with this
 complex of doctrines and would certainly provoke heathen com
­ment. The well-known Palatine graffito (the crucified creature with
 horse’s head and the inscription, “Alexamenos worships his god”),
 whatever its exact date, is evidence that the comic muse was early
 at work on this central aspect of the Christian religion. That there
 should be a sequel, some kind of statement of reaction, requires no
 special attention.
In the course of the second century A.D. there were published
 
in Greek two notable satires on the Christian story, namely, the
 Death of Peregrinus by Lucian of Samosata (ca. 170) and the
 True Discourse by Celsus (ca. 178).3 The former is not so striking
 in detail, but the satire is obvious. Peregrinus is definitely com
­pared with Christ (sec. 11) and is at length immolated dramatically
 
(sec. 36). Lucian wrote another book, a dialogue called The
 Runaways, which recounts the consequences of the death of
 Peregrinus.4 In these two writings we have as it were a Gospel
 and Acts of Peregrinus.
The work by Celsus is far more significant and circumstantial.
 
Here was an outstanding attack in great detail. Jesus is portrayed
 as the offspring of an adulterous union of a poor Jewish country
 woman (I, xxviii) and a soldier named Panthera (I, xxxii). The
 reality of His death and resurrection is lengthily challenged and
 the reaction to His life, death, and presumed resurrection is ques
­tioned (Book II). The entire refutation is moreover attributed to
 a Jew, whom Celsus has created as one of his chief protagonists.
qbhn P. Postgate, Phaedri Fabulae Aesopiae cum Nicolai Perotti Prologo
 
et Decern Novis Fabulis (Oxford: Clarendon, 1919), Appendix Perottina,
 p. xiii; Evan T. Sage, Petronius: The Satiricon (New York: Century Co., 1929),
 pp. 95-98.
2See, e. g., John 8:41 and similar passages for canonical evidence, and the
 
Protevangelium or Book of James for apocryphal evidence.
sAn edition and translation 
of
 Lucian is found in the Loeb Classical Library  
in eight volumes. The passing of Peregrinus is presented in Vol. V (Cambridge:
 
Harvard University Press, 1936), 2-51. Celsus, True Discourse, is no longer
 extant, but most of it is known from 
its
 incorporation into Origen’s reply,  
Contra Celsum, of which a convenient translation is given in The Ante-Nicene
 Fathers, 
IV
 (Buffalo: Christian Literature Publishing Co., 1885), 395-669.
4See preceding Note. This particular writing is given on pp. 54-99.
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The last point suggests that there was a Jewish version mocking
 
or parodying the Gospel and Acts. This consideration lends cred
­ence to Hugh J. Schonfield’s attempt to establish the antiquity of at
 least tire nucleus of the Toldoth Jeshu.5 In such a case, therefore,
 there was still another, a third, early parody, which in its original
 form or as an oral version may have antedated Lucian’s stories
 and Celsus’s attack or at the latest have been contemporaneous
 with them.
Since there were actual and known instances of parody of the
 
Christian story, it is obvious that it is not only possible but indeed
 probable that there is some relationship between the “matron of
 Ephesus” tale and the Christian tradition. It has been twice else
­where suggested that Petronius (and ipso facto Phaedrus) not only
 had some knowledge of Christian teaching, but did in fact make
 verbal use of it.® And it has already been intimated that the two
 Latin versions bear an over-all resemblance to the Christian gospel
 and that they are not related to folklore.7 It is in consequence
 reasonable to suppose that the “matron” story is the earliest known
 parody of the Christian account, that it inaugurates in the literary
 
sphere the mocking tradition which was followed by Lucian,
 Celsus, and the author of the Toldoth Jeshu, indeed even in the
 present day by William Faulkner in his 
A
 Fable.3
’Hugh 
J.
 Schonfield, According to the Hebrews (London: Duckworth,  
1937).
’Allen Cabaniss, “A Footnote to the ‘Petronian Question’,” Classical
 
Philology, XLIX (April, 1954), 98-102; “The Satiricon ana the Christian Oral
 Tradition,” Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies, III (Winter, 1960), 36-39.
’Cabaniss, “The Matron of Ephesus Again: An Analysis,” University of
 
Mississippi Studies in English, II (1961), 41-53.
’
Cabaniss,
 “Eine Quelle zu Faulkners ‘Die Fabel’,” Schweizer Monatshefte,  
Heft 9, 37 Jahr (December, 1957; Zurich), 820-822.
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A NOVELIST AND HIS PUBLIC
by John Pilkington, Jr.
At the height of his fame as one of the most popular novelists
 
America has ever produced, Francis Marion Crawford wrote a
 beginning writer that the one requisite for success was talent and
 added that “by talent, I mean a sensitive and tactful appreciation
 of the public taste at a given time.”1 The uniform success of his
 forty-odd volumes of fiction (he never wrote a novel that was not
 a popular success) serves to demonstrate that Crawford had talent,
 in his sense of the word, to a very remarkable degree; but his
 private correspondence also demonstrates his preoccupation with
 what today would be called public relations.
’Letter to John Phillips Street, a beginning writer, dated November 22,
 
1892, in the Houghton Library of Harvard University. The entire passage
 reads: “Strike high, work hard, and if you have talent you will succeed. By
 talent, I mean a sensitive and tactiful appreciation of the public taste at a
 given time—an appreciation more than half unconscious, perhaps, but of the
 highest value at the beginning and probably the only real indispensable ele
­ment of success.” Quotations from the letters of Francis Marion Crawford and
 
of Louisa (Ward) Crawford Terry in the possession of the Houghton Library
 of Harvard University have been made by permission. Research for this
 article has been made possible partially through a grant from the faculty
 committee on research of the University of Mississippi.
Almost no letters of this nature have ever been published. In
 
1934, when Mrs. Maud Howe Elliott wrote My Cousin, F. Marion
 Crawford, either no letters from Crawford to his admiring public
 were available or she felt that they were not appropriate to her
 book. Subsequently unpublished collections of Crawford’
s
 cor ­
respondence have been found, but these, like the Duchess of Ser-
 moneta’s letters, have generally been addressed to prominent
 persons. 
As
 a consequence, the care which Crawford took to main ­
tain good public relations with his now forgotten but then devoted
 *
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admirers has never been evident. Three letters which indicate this
 
facet of Crawford’s personality have come into the possession of
 the writer of this article.
The first of these letters, addressed to a Miss Page, is of special
 
interest to collectors of Crawford material because it bears the
 return address of Villa de Renzis, Sant’ Agnello di Sorrento. After
 his marriage in Constantinople to Elizabeth Christophers Berdan
 on October 11, 1884, Crawford had brought his bride back to
 Rome for the winter social season. During the winter of 1884-1885
 he completed Zoroaster, his first historical novel; but instead of
 returning to the United States, as he had planned, immediately
 after the publication of the novel in London (May 22, 1885) by
 Macmillan and simultaneously in the United States by the American
 branch of Macmillan, Crawford and his wife decided to spend the
 summer at the picturesque Cocumella Hotel in Sorrento. So
 pleasant were their surroundings in Sorrento and so great was the
 fascination of the sea-coast along the Bay of Naples, that the
 Crawfords decided to remain throughout the winter; and despite
 some opposition from his mother-in-law, Crawford began to search 
for a villa to rent, even to purchase. The place he selected was the
 “Villa de Renzis,” a large three-storied house built upon a high
 cliff overhanging the Bay of Naples. The Renzi family, who owned
 the property, agreed to rent it for a year and to give Crawford the
 option of buying the villa.2 The following year he began to
 negotiate for the purchase of the villa, but not until the summer of
 1887 were the papers signed which gave him formal title to the
 Renzis estate.3 From this point on, the return address on Craw
­ford’s letters was “Villa Crawford,” a residence that became known
 to hundreds of thousands of Crawford’s admirers as the home of one
 of America’s most distinguished men of letters. Not many of
 Crawford’s letters during this approximately eighteen month period,
 while he was renting the Renzis villa, are extant.
2See Maud Howe Elliott, My Cousin, F. 
Marion
 Crawford (New York:  
The Macmillan Company, 1934), p. 200.
’Letter from Louisa (Ward) Crawford Terry to Margaret Chanler, July 13,
 
1887, in the Houghton Library of Harvard University.
When Crawford wrote the note to Miss Page, he had been
 
writing novels for approximately four years. During this time he
 
had published a half-dozen novels, all of which had enjoyed a
 considerable sale in America as well as in England. How much
 “fan mail” he received, it is difficult to say. Obviously, Miss Page
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was a “fan,” but in the hundreds of letters which Crawford wrote
 
before and after this one, her name is not mentioned; and almost
 nowhere does he mention “fan mail” as such. The deft yet im
­personal maimer in which Crawford replies, however, suggests
 that this letter is not the first of the kind he had written. It does
 suggest that his “sensitive appreciation of public taste” included a
 sensitive appreciation of public relations. The letter follows:
Villa de Renzis
Sant Agnello di Sorrento
 
March 16. 1886.
My dear Miss Page
. In reply to your note of March 2d I am sorry to
 
tell you that I have no photographs of myself, nor,
 to my knowledge, are there any of me to be had in
 America. I thank you very much for the interest you
 take in my books and, since you desire my autograph,
 I have much pleasure in signing myself
Your obedient servant
 
.
 
F. Marion Crawford
II
The second letter, published here for the first time, like the -
 
letter to Miss Page, indicates Crawford’s concern with his public;
 but it also bears a rather interesting relation to Crawford’s home.
 On July 2, 1887, arrangements for the purchase of the Renzis
 villa were completed.4 A few days later, Crawford’s mother, Mrs.
 
Louisa (Ward) Crawford Terry, in a letter to her sister, Mrs.
 Annie (Ward) Mailliard, captured Crawford’s enthusiasm for his
 new acquisition. Mrs. Terry writes that Crawford exclaimed,
 “‘Do you realize, Mother dear, that your feet are treading the
 tiles of your son’s own house, that that tree is mine, this garden,
 etc. etc.’ and then with a twinkle, “Why, Mother, that noise as the
 wave dashed up against the cliff is mine.’”5 To conclude her
 account of the celebration in the Crawford household, Mrs. Terry
 adds:
 
.
iIbid.
 
.
“Letter from Louisa (Ward) Crawford Terry to Annie (Ward) Mailliard,
 June 21, 1887, in the Houghton Library of Harvard University. A  version of this letter has also been published in Elliott’s My Cousin, F. Marion Crawford,
 pp. 210-211.
 
.  . - .
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And it is true, for the deed gives right to seven yards
 
of water beyond the rocks. Well the 2nd of July was
 a very very joyous day, and after assisting at the tear
­ing down of the marble slabs on which was inscribed
 “Villa Line” [?], and of the cast iron letters proclaim
­ing to passers by that it was “Proprieta de Renzio”,
 we dined and drank to the prosperity of “Villa Craw
­ford” and of all who now or should dwell therein.”6
Crawford’s mother wrote better than she knew, for Villa Crawford
 
was to become famous the world over. Not long after signing the
 formal papers, Crawford began to write on stationery that was
 engraved “Villa Crawford,” and the letter to Carl Wilhelm Ernst
 on August 15, 1887, was one of the first of hundreds to bear this
 return address.
The letter follows:
Villa Crawford
Sant’ Agnello di Sorrento
 
Italy
Aug 15. 1887.
Dear Mr. Ernst
I have long been meaning to write and thank you
 
for your very kind and flattering notice of “Sarracin-
 esca” in the Beacon. Although I do not deserve half
 the praise you give me, I am as much delighted as
 though I merited it all.
With regard to the notice of me in Messrs Appleton’s
 
. publication, I can give you the following facts which
 are very much at your service.
Francis Marion Crawford: born at the Bagni di
 
Lucca, Italy, Aug: 2d 1854.
1866 sent to America to Dr. Coit’s school, Saint
 
Paul’s at Concord N. H.
1869-70 in Italy. 1870-74 in England, at a private
 
tutor’s and at Trinity College, Cambridge. Left Cam
­bridge without taking degree.
1874-76 at Karlsruhe, Polytechnicum, and a short
 
time at Heidelberg.
1876-78 at the University of Rome, studying Sanskrit
“Letter from Louisa (Ward) Crawford Terry to Annie (Ward) Mailliard,
 
June 21, 1887, in the Houghton Library of Harvard University.
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1879-80 In India. Allahabad. Edited a daily paper
 
called the “Indian Herald.”
1881-83 in America. Wrote criticisms upon works of
 
philosophy, Eastern travel and philosophy. In 1882,
 May-June, wrote “Mr. Isaacs.” published in December
 82. Between June and December wrote “Dr. Claudius.”
January-February 1883 wrote “A Roman Singer.”
 
published in Atlantic Monthly beginning (I think)
 in July.
May 1883. returned to Italy.
1884 many months in Turkey. Married to Miss
 
Berdan, daughter of Gen. Berdan in October 1884.
 Since then resided in Italy.
Books written. Mr. Isaacs, Dr. Claudius, A Roman
 
Singer, To Leeward, An American Politician, Zoroas
­ter, Sarracinesca, A Tale of a Lonely Parish, Paul
 Patoff, With the Immortals, Marzio’s Crucifix. The
 last three have not yet appeared in book form, as they
 are running through magazines.
These are the facts, such as they are, and you may
 
pick out such as you find most interesting or useful,
 if any of them have either of these qualities.
I find much to read in the Beacon. The notes on
 
language are particularly well done.
With renewed and hearty thanks for your kind
 
notices of my books and with every wish for your suc
­cess, believe me ever
Yours sincerely
F. Marion Crawford
C. W. Ernst Esq.
Carl Wilhelm Ernst, to whom this letter is addressed, wrote for
 
the Beacon: 
A
 Weekly Magazine of Social Progress, published in  
Boston.7 In addition to reviewing books, Ernst probably wrote
 most of the “notes on language” which appeared in the Beacon
 and caught Crawford’s attention. Ernst became somewhat of an
 expert on the history of word-coinage, publishing articles on the
 subject in such magazines as the New England Magazine* and the
 
’The Beacon began publication on February 16, 1884, and continued
 
through twenty-one volumes to 1904.
8Carl Wilhehn Ernst, “Words Coined in Boston,” New England Magazine,
 
n.s. XV (November, 1896), 837-844.
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Scientific American.
8 
9 As Crawford indicates in his letter, Ernst  
was also writing for Appleton’s Literary Bulletin, which was pub
­lished from 1881 to 1890.10
 *
 A kind of trade magazine, Appletons  
Literary Bulletin contained notes of the bookselling business, literary
 gossip, reviews of popular books, and sketches of popular authors.
 It was furnished free to libraries. Crawford was obviously eager
 to supply biographical information for Ernst to use in preparing
 a column for the Literary Bulletin. 
As
 Crawford says, he was al ­
ready indebted to Ernst for a flattering notice about Saracinesca
 which had been published on April 16, 1887, after running since
 May, 1886, as a serial in Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine.11
8Carl Wilhelm Ernst, “The Origin of the Word Scientific,” Scientific
America, XCVI (January 26, 1907), 91.
loThroughout a lifetime of activity, Ernst (1845-1919) seems always to
 
have maintained an interest in literary 
affairs.
 In addition to the literary work  
mentioned here, Ernst published a volume entitled Constitutional History of
 Boston (1894) and served 
as
 an editorial writer for the Providence Press.  
He assisted in the compilation of the Oxford English Dictionary and between 
1894 and 1902 was a regular donor to the library of the Massachusetts His
­torical Society. Ernst, however, was probably not a professional literary man.
 At different times he served as secretary to the mayor of Boston and as
 assistant postmaster in Boston. For a brief account of his life, see the
 obituary in the New York Times, April 13, 1919, p. 22, col. 4. For assistance
 in establishing the facts of Ernst’s career, the writer is grateful to Mrs. Bernice
 W. Johnson and Mr. Thomas W. Tullos of the library of the University of
 Mississippi.
“The first chapters had appeared in May, 1886, and the last installment
 
had been printed in the issue for April, 1887. Crawford had been immensely
 pleased with the arrangements for the sale of the work. He wrote his mother
 on January 8, 1886 (letter in the Houghton Library of Harvard University),
 that “Saracinesca appears in Blackwood. I am to receive the large price 
of £,1350, nearly 
34,000
 francs for the serial and only fifteen hundred, 1500  
copies, all the rest belonging 
to
 me, in England, America and abroad. At a  
low figure I shall get £.2500 in 18 months from this one book. Blackwood
 expresses a very high opinion of it, and backs his opinions with a round sum.
 
You see I am gradually getting up the prices and after all there is no such
 test of mere popularity as that.” On February 19, 1886, he again wrote his
 mother, “I received a brilliant offer from Macmillan for the American edition
 of Saracinesca—750 pounds in advance. I shall have received altogether
 for this 
book
 £.2100 by May 1st 1887, all contracted for, and independently  
of the English 
one
 volume edition which will bring several hundred pounds  
more”—letter in the Houghton Library of Harvard University. The novel was
 published in book form, apparently simultaneously in England and 
America, on April 16, 1887. The very advantageous terms mentioned by Crawford of
 course help to explain his gratitude to Ernst.
The biographical information that Crawford furnished Ernst
 
was in the main accurate. The outline sketch of his education
 coincides with the known facts of his life and in one instance sup
­plies information that is known from no other source. Crawford had
 been bom, as he says, on August 2, 1854, at Bagni di Lucca, Italy;
 and after spending his early childhood years for the most part in
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Rome, he arrived at St. Paul’s School in October, 1866. 
St.
 Paul’s,  
then under the direction of the Reverend Henry Augustus Coit,
 attempted to be an American version of such English public schools
 as Eton, Rugby, and Harrow. With time off for visits to the home
 of his famous aunt, Julia Ward Howe, in Roston, Crawford re
­mained at St. Paul’s until the spring of 1869 when he returned to
 Italy. In 1870 his mother decided to send him to England to
 study under the guidance of the Reverend George Eurn at Hat
­field Eroad Oak, Essex, a few miles north of London.12 Crawford’s
 purpose was to prepare himself for Cambridge; and, indeed, on.
 October 8, 1873, he was admitted pensioner at Trinity College,
 Cambridge. After a year of not very serious study, Crawford left
 the university and again returned to Italy.
“Crawford’s novel, A Tale of a Lonely Parish (2 vols.; New York and
 
London: Macmillan, 1886), 
was
 based upon his experiences at Hatfield  
Broad Oak.
“Crawford’s novel, Greifenstein (3 vols.; New York and London: Mac
­
millan, 1889), was based upon the Karlsruhe experience; but of course at the
 time of the letter to Ernst, this volume had not yet been written.
“The statement that Crawford was educated in Heidelberg has become
 
more or less a part of the “
official
” sketches of his life appearing in en ­
cyclopedias and newspaper accounts. See “Marion Crawford,” New York
 Times, April 10, 1909, p. 9, cols. 1-2; [Fred Lewis Pattee], “Francis Marion
 Crawford,” Dictionary of American 
Biography,
 IV, 519-520; and “Francis  
Marion Crawford,” The Encyclopaedia Brittannica (11th ed.; Cambridge,
 1910), VII, 386. No source is given for this idea. The New York Times account
 states that at Karlsruhe Crawford studied mathematics his first year and en
­rolled in the forest school in his second year; moreover, the Technische
 Hochschule, offering as it did principally scientific courses, was scarcely the
 kind of institution which would have been chosen by a student interested 
in languages. If he went to Heidelberg, he must have gone sometime between
 the fall of 1876 and the end of 1878. Against the evidence in Crawford’s
 letter to Ernst must be put the comment of W. P. Fuchs, a professor at the
Once more the Crawford-Terry family decided to send Craw
­
ford to school. This time the institution selected was the Tech-
 nische Hochschule at Karlsruhe, Germany. Crawford enrolled on
 
October 
22,
 1874, and very shortly thereafter was participating in  
most of the student extra-curricular activities, including dueling.13
 Just how long Crawford remained at Karlsruhe cannot be estab
­lished. So late as April 9, 1876, he was still in Karlsruhe, but his
 whereabouts from this date until May, 1877, cannot be docu
­mented from contemporary evidence. Crawford’s letter to Ernst
 represents the only available first-hand evidence that he went from
 Karlsruhe to Heidelberg for “a short time,” although numerous
 writers in Crawford’s day, possibly following Ernst, confidently
 noted that Crawford was educated at the University of Heidel
­berg.14
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Crawford’
s
 comment in his letter to Ernst that during the years  
1876-1878 he was studying Sanskrit at the University of Rome is j
 true in the main, but it perhaps needs a little qualification. During the summer of 1877, for example, Crawford worked as a translator
 for a group of engineers; and while working for them, he took a
 walking trip from Rome to Subiaco and Olevano. It was on this !
 excursion that he chanced to take along a Sanskrit grammar. By the time he returned to Rome at the end of the summer, he had
 become so fascinated by the subject that he enrolled in a Sanskrit
 course at the University of Sapienza and resolved to become a
 Sanskrit scholar.15 He continued his study of Sanskrit until the end
 of 1878 when he decided to accompany an Indian scholar to Bom
­bay ostensibly to pursue the subject even further. The remark to
 Ernst that he edited the Indian Herald in Allahabad during 1879-
 
'
1880 is entirely accurate, for Crawford soon after reaching Bombay
 abandoned his studies and turned editor.
Crawford’s account of his activities in America, 1881-1883, may
 
be made more precise, but very few of the facts he gives to Ernst
 
need be corrected. Under the sponsorship of his uncle, Samuel
 Ward, Crawford wrote reviews of “works of philosophy, Eastern
 travel and philosophy” for such newspapers as the New 'York
 Times and The World (New York) and for such periodicals as
 The Critic and The North American Review.16 On at least one
 occasion other than his letter to Ernst, Crawford said that he began
 his first novel, Mr. Isaacs, on May 5, 1882,1T but there is good
 evidence to show that April 5 is much closer to the fact.18 There is
 no question but that he completed the novel on June 15, 1882.19
 In July, 1882, he began Doctor Claudius, finishing it about Decem-
University of Heidelberg, who has furnished the writer with the following
 
statement: “Die Universitatsmatrikel enhalt seinen Namen nicht. Im Uni-
 versitats-adreszbuch ist sein Name ebenfalls nicht zu finden.”
“See Mrs. Hugh Fraser, 
A
 Diplomatist’s Wife in Many Lands (2 vols.;  
London: Hutchinson and Co., 1911), I, 127-128; and Elliott, My Cousin, F. Marion Crawford, pp. 48-49.
“For example, Crawford reviewed Arthur Lillie’s Buddha and Early
 
Buddhism, John Owen’s Evenings with the Skeptics, T. W. Rhys Davids’
 Lectures on the Origin and Growth of Religion, Edward A. Freeman’s
 
Sketches from the Subject and Neighbor Lands of Venice, Thomas W. Knox’s
 The Boy Travellers in the Far East, Major George A. Jacob’s A Manual of
 Hindu Pantheism, and A. Barth’s The Religions of India.
“See Robert Bridges, “F. Marion Crawford: 
A
 Conversation,” McClure’s  
Magazine, IV (March, 1895), 320.
“See my article, “The 
Genesis
 of Mr. Isaacs,” University of Mississippi  
Studies in English, II (1961), 31-32.
”lbid„ p. 36.
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ber 5 while he was in St. John’s, New Brunswick, to secure the
 
English copyright for Mr. Isaacs.20 On January 3, 1883, he began
 to write his third novel, A Roman Singer, completing it on Febru
­ary 21, 1883 21 Thus in a ten month period, Crawford had written
 three novels. As he wrote Ernst, he returned to Italy in May, 1883.
The chronology given by Crawford in the letter to Ernst con
­
tinues to be accurate. In 1884, Crawford spent months in Con
­stantinople paying court to Miss Elizabeth Christophers Berdan,
 the daughter of Hiram K. Berdan, a retired general and gun
­inventor; and on October 
11,
 1884, Crawford and Miss Berdan  
were married in the French Catholic Church at Pera.22 Crawford’
s remark to the effect that since his marriage he had resided in Italy
 is likewise an established fact, and his list of novels written by
 1887 is correct, although it is strange that he should misspell the
 title.
Crawford’
s
 letter to Carl Ernst provides abundant evidence of  
the novelist’
s
 effort to be scrupulously accurate in giving informa ­
tion to the press. Indeed, Crawford is usually 
so
 accurate that one  
suspects misquotation or some special circumstances wherever 
there is an error in fact. The letter, however, is no less significant
 as an example of Crawford’s eagerness to furnish those who asked
 for biographical information with the right kind of material that
 could be easily worked into an article. In the case of the letter to
 Ernst, what Crawford provided was essentially an outline of a
 biographical sketch. All that remained for Ernst to accomplish
 was to turn the topical outline into complete sentences using the
 proper transitional phrases. Ernst was Crawford’
s
 immediate  
“public,” but his real public was the audience beyond Ernst.
in
The third letter reprinted here was written to a distinguished
 
scientist and educator. Professor Franklin William Hooper, a
““Samuel Ward is explicit about this matter in his letter to Louisa (Ward)
 
Crawford Terry, December 25, 1882, in the Houghton Library of Harvard
 University.
“See letter from Crawford to Samuel Ward, February 22, 1883, in the
 
Houghton Library of Harvard University. A Roman Singer had been serialized
 in the Atlantic Monthly beginning in the issue for July, 1883, and ending in
 June, 1884.
“As part of its very full coverage of this important social event, the New
 
York Times reported that for the Protestant ceremony, held in the salon of
 
the Berdans’ 
villa
 after the Roman Catholic service in the church, “the whole  
of the diplomatic body [at Constantinople] and the elite of society were
 present”—New York Times, October 13, 1884, p. 1, col. 4.
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native of New Hampshire, had been appointed director of the
 
Brooklyn Institute in 1889, a position he held until his death on
 August 1, 1914. A Fellow of the American Association for the Ad
­vancement of Science and an eminent lecturer on geology and
 biology, Hooper had organized the Brooklyn Museum of Arts and
 Sciences as well as the Brooklyn Children’s Museum.23 Each year
 the Institute sponsored a series of lectures and recitals by prominent
 artists. Crawford had already begun to negotiate with Major James
 Burton Pond for a lecture tour during the winter of 1897-1898.
 Very probably Crawford wished to discuss the matter privately
 with Pond before giving Professor Hooper a definite answer. It is
 also true that Crawford could have talked to Professor Hooper in
 person, because the novelist would have been in New York by the
 time his letter reached Professor Hooper. Crawford, however,
 knew that he was going to New York to prepare a dramatization of
 Doctor Claudius and to see it through rehearsals. Realizing the
 demands that would be made on his time, Crawford, therefore,
 chose to put Professor Hooper off with a very polite note, as follows:
Sant’ Agnello di Sorrento
 
Italy
Oct. 13. 1896
Prof. Franklin W. Hooper
 
Brooklyn Institute.
My dear Sir
Many thanks for your very kind invitation, so
 
warmly renewed, to speak at the Institute next winter.
 Your letter reached me the other day, and I am now
 on the point of sailing for New York. I hardly know
 how my winter will turn out, but if you will allow me,
 I will send a definite answer on or soon after the 15th
 of November.
With renewed and sincere thanks
Yours faithfully
 
F. Marion Crawford.
For the record, it should be said that Crawford did accept Pro
­
fessor Hooper’s invitation and that he did lecture at the Brooklyn
 Institute early in 1898 on “Leo XIII. and the Vatican.” Major
“For an account of his life and career see the obituary article in the New
 
York Times, August 
2,
 1914, Sec. II, p. 15.
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Pond recalled that Crawford’s lecture was a successful one in
 
every respect.24
The letter to Professor Hooper and the other two letters pub
­
lished here for the first time illustrate the carefulness with which
 Crawford conducted his relations with his private readers, the
 press, and the directors of artist series. Crawford had the knack
 of striking exactly the proper tone and maintaining the thin line
 between too much formality and too little graciousness. The nine
­teenth century would have said that he had taste; perhaps today
 one would say he had tact. In any event it was a sensitive ap
­preciation of what was wanted and the skill to supply it on
 request. And for his biographer the letters of this kind which
 have survived provide important biographical details as well as an
 insight into the character and technique of one of America’
s
 most  
successful men of letters.
“Pond quotes a letter from Lyman Abbott dealing with Crawford’s ad
­
dress;
 see Pond, Eccentricities of Genius (New York: G. W. Dillingham Com ­
pany, 1900), p. 457.
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SAMUEL JOHNSON: STUDENT OF HUME
By Charles E. Noyes
The biographical part of literature,” Samuel Johnson once
 
confided to James Boswell, “is what I love most.”1 For those who
 share this taste, few things are more interesting to study than the
 personal relationship between two of the eighteenth century’s most
 antithetic personalities, Dr. Johnson himself and the philosopher
 David Hume.3
Though Boswell prowled, jackal-like, between them, the two
 
literary lions kept their distance. One of the first pages of Boswell’s
 Malahide Castle papers records a visit to Hume during which Bos
­well gleaned the Garrick “green-room” anecdote he was later to
 Bowdlerize in the Life; in the same passage there is the note that
 Johnson once left a company because Hume entered it.“ And Bos
­well, who used all his Machiavellian cunning to bring Johnson to
­gether with that lecherous “patriot,” Jack Wilkes, never dared to
 bring about a meeting between “the great Moralist” and “the great
 Infidel.”
 
.  •
Dr. Johnson’
s
 attitude was particularly interesting. Hume’s ur ­
bane religious skepticism made him something like the arch-enemy
 of Johnson, whose own concern for religion seems to many twen-
’James Boswell, The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D., ed. George Birkbeck
 
Hill, revised and enlarged by L. F. Powell (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934
­1950), I, 425. Subsequent references to the Life will all be from this edition
 and, where the source is made clear by the context, will consist of parenthetical
 citation of volume and page number.
The best study of this relationship is the chapter “Hume and Johnson” in
 
Ernest Campbell Mossner’s The Forgotten Hume (New York: Columbia Uni
­versity Press, 1943), pp. 189-209.
"The Private Papers of 
James
 Boswell from Malahide Castle, eds. Geoffrey  
Scott and F. A. Pottle (Privately printed. New York, 1928-34), I, 128.
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Samuel Johnson: Student of Hume
tieth century readers morbid and obsessed. Johnson urged others
 
on. He recommended his old tutor, Mr. William Adams, to Samuel
 Richardson on the basis of his having “lately recommended himself
 to the best part of mankind by his confutation of Hume on mir
­acles.”4 Beattie’s feeble and interminable attack on Hume, the Essay
 on Truth, Johnson praised repeatedly; and upon hearing the news
 that Beattie had received a pension for his efforts, Johnson sat up
 in bed, clapped his hands, and cried, “O brave we!”5
 *
4TAe Letters of Samuel Johnson, ed. R. W. Chapman (Oxford: Clarendon
 
Press, 1952), I, 55.
^Boswell’s Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides, eds. Frederick A. Pottle and
 
Charles H. Bennett (New York: Literary Guild, 1936), p. 357.
“Reprinted in The Works of Samuel Johnson (London, 1787-9), XIV,
 
330-341.
’Private Papers, VI, 178.
In all his own voluminous writings, however, Johnson himself
 
never entered the lists against Hume, save indirectly by reviewing
 favorably in the Gentlemans Magazine Tytler’s book defending
 Mary, Queen of Scots, against Hume’s animadversions in his His-
 story of England.1 When urged by others to the combat, he de
­clined, or ignored the urging (Life of Johnson, III, 119). In John
­
son’s extant correspondence, there is only one mention of the Scots
­man, that in the letter to Richardson cited previously. Once, when
 Hume’
s
 History was under discussion, Johnson brushed off an en ­
quiry with “I have not read Hume” (Life of Johnson, II, 236).
Yet the conversations retailed by Boswell show that Johnson
 
knew Hume’s works very well indeed, at least well enough to find
 fault with them continually. He was forever pronouncing, always
 disparagingly, on Hume’s style—it was French, not English (I, 439);
 on Hume’s language—he knew too little to detect his own Scotti
­cisms (II, 72); on Hume’s aping of a model—Voltaire (II, 53); on
 Hume’s politics—he was a Tory merely by chance (V, 272); on
 Hume’
s
 ethics—he had no principle (ibid.); on Hume’ s morals—  
he was a rogue;7 on Hume’s lack of any really original ideas—“Every
 thing which Hume has advanced against Christianity had passed
 through my mind long before he wrote” (I, 444); on Hume’s ig
­norance of Scripture, his vanity, his deceit—and so on and on.
Quite frequent of mention is Hume’s “Essay on Miracles,” to
 
use die popular title for the tenth section of the Enquiry Concerning
 
Human Understanding. This work almost cried out for an answer
 from the man who later was to handle Soame Jenyns’ “Enquiry into
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the Nature and Origin of Evil” so roughly. Johnson had ample
 
opportunity for an answer. Though working on the Dictionary
 when the “Essay” came out in 1748, he had access to the pages of
 the Gentleman’s Magazine, and not long after he began the regular
 publication of the Rambler papers. Of the almost innumerable at
­tacks upon the “Essay,” however, none is by Johnson. Yet it is
 most interesting to note that Johnson anticipated, and perhaps sug
­gested, the best known of all these attacks. This is Archbishop
 Richard Whately’
s
 famous pamphlet, “Historic Doubts Relative to  
Napoleon Buonaparte,” published in 1819, and widely reprinted
 since.
Whately’s method of proceeding was not to attempt a refutation
 
of Hume’s arguments against the validity of all miracles. Instead
 Whately sought to effect a reductio ad absurdum by using these
 arguments to “convince” the reader that Napoleon had never ex
­isted—in spite of Austerlitz, Waterloo, and 
St.
 Helena. In a con ­
versation with Boswell on July 14, 1763, appropriately enough at
 the Mitre Tavern, Johnson had employed exactly the same rhetori
­cal device.8 There was no mention of Hume by name, but the
 context would make such mention superfluous.
The core of Hume’s argument against the validity of miracles is
 
that the evidence against each of them is necessarily greater than
 the evidence for them—and we cannot, in reason, accept the lesser
 probability as true. It is more probable, Hume maintains, that
 those attesting to the miracle should be lying, or should be them
­selves deceived, than that the miracle should have come about.
Four years before Johnson’
s
 conversation with Boswell, Wolfe  
had defeated Montcalm at the Battle for Quebec, and Canada had
 in consequence become an English colony. Johnson, in full conver
­sational flow, was excoriating those who questioned the truths of
 Christianity when apparently it occurred to him to show the inef
­fectuality of Hume’
s
 reasonings against miracles by employing them  
against a fact which no one could doubt. “Come,” Johnson said.
 “I deny that Canada is taken.”
At this point we may revert to a few of Hume’s counter-evi
­
dences against the validity of miracles and follow Johnson’s par
­allels.
sLife of Johnson, I, 428. See also Boswell’s London Journal, ed. Frederick
 
A. Pottle (London: William Heinemann, 1950), pp. 301-302. The account
 in the Life is a somewhat expanded and more “Johnsonian” version than that
 
given in the Journal, but adds nothing new. All subsequent quotations in the
 present article are taken from this conversation 
as
 recorded in the Life.
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In the first place, writes Hume, a miracle is contrary to the laws
 
of nature; that is, it is contrary to what experience, the only safe
 guide to knowledge, tells us will happen under a certain set of
 circumstances. “The French,” says Johnson, “are a much more
 numerous people than we; and it is not likely they would allow us
 to take [Canada].”
Miracles, writes Hume, do not happen in civilized centers, but
 
in remote and barbarous countries whose natives are ignorant and
 credulous. Thus, for Johnsons version, the battle is fought in the
 wilderness of the New World.
The witnesses to the alleged miracle are immediately suspect,
 
writes Hume, when it serves their own interest to have their tales
 believed. So, says Johnson, the returned English soldiers have an
 interest in deceiving the stay-at-homes as to the outcome of the
 battle. “They don’t want that you should think the French have
 beat them, but that they have beat the French.”
Hume gives much space to the efforts made by particular sects
 
to propagate belief in miracles which glorify or justify the acts
 of such sects and adds that hence “the wise” will always regard their
 accounts with academic (i.e., skeptical) faith. So, says Johnson, we
 
can put no credence in the English ministry’s insistence that Canada
 is taken. “The ministry have put us to enormous expense by the
 war in America, and it is their interest to persuade us that we have
 got something for our money.”
The “investigator” of the miracle himself cannot be trusted if
 
he can find his account through encouraging belief. “Suppose,”
 says Johnson to Boswell, “you should go over and find that [Can
­ada] is really taken, that would only satisfy yourself; for when you
 come home we will not believe you. We will say, you have been
 bribed.”
AU in all, so Johnson’
s
 thesis runs, these very reasonable argu ­
ments show it to be most improbable that Canada does actuaUy
 belong to the English. “Yet, Sir,” he concludes, “notwithstanding
 all these plausible objections, we have no doubt that Canada is
 reaUy ours. Such is the weight of common testimony. How much
 stronger are the evidences of the Christian religion!” -
Hume would have been the last to agree with Johnson’
s
 ringing  
conclusion. But how pleased he should have been to learn how
 aptly Dr. Johnson had mastered the Humean methodology.
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SIGNIFICANT WORDS IN
 
SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS
by A. Wigfall 
Green
.Analysis of the sonnets of Shakespeare is difficult because of
 
lack of apparatus for study of words in the sequence. The various
 cyclopedias, indexes, glossaries, and dictionaries have limitations. The work of John Bartlett, A Complete Concordance or Verbal
 Index to . . . Shakespeare with a Supplementary Concordance to
 the Poems, London, 1956, is helpful although there are a number of
 important omissions in the supplement. Its prime fault, however, is
 its completeness. Containing all the longer words, even unimportant
 ones, in all the nondramatic poems, it precludes bringing into
 focus the significant words in the sonnets. The following list is an
 attempt to give the reader a survey of such words and to enable
 him to see at a glance the incidence and sequence of key words.
 Major nouns, picturesque adjectives, and unusual verbs, for the
 most part, have been included. The noun might, for example, is
 included, but the auxiliary verb might, although occasionally of
 some minor consequence, is not included.
For this study Shake-speares Sonnets. Neuer before Imprinted,
 
published in London by G. Eld for T. T. in 1609, to be sold by John
 Wright at the gate of Christ Church, has been used. This quarto
 
was republished as the Noel Douglas Replica (Facsimile Text
 Society Publication No: 36) Bradford and London, 1926, and was
 republished in 1938 by the Columbia University Press for the
 Facsimile Text Society. The spelling has been modernized.
absen(ce; t) 39, 
40,
 41, 45, 57,  23, 37, 97,135 ■
58, 
89,
 97, 98, 109  abuse(d; s) 4, 42, 82, 121, 134
abundan(ce; t) (see foison) 1, abysm 112
100
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accents 69
acceptance 135
accessary 35
accident(s) 115, 124
account (n.) 30, 58, 
62,
 136
acquaintance 77, 89
action 65, 129
actor (see part, rage, stage) 23
adder’s 112
addition 
20,
 135
adieu 57
admir(e; ing) 59, 123
Adonis 53
adore 7
adulterate 121
advantage 64, 
67,
 153
advocate (n.) 35
affable 86
affairs 57, 151
affections 110
age(s; ’s) 3, 7,11,17, 
32,
 62, 63,  
64, 
75,
 101, 104, 107, 108, 127,  
138
aid (n.) 79, 86
air 
21,
 45, 70
alchemy 33, 114
alien 78
all-eating 2
allege 49
All the world 112
alteration 116
ambass(y; age) (see message,
 
embassy) 26
ambush (n.) 70
amen 85
amends 101
amiss (see evil, sin) 
35,
 59, 151
angel 144
ang(er; ry) 50, 147
annoy (n.) 8
antiqu(e; ity) 17, 19, 
59,
 62, 68,  
106, 108
apparel 26
appeal (n.) 117
appearance 46
appetite(s) 56, 110, 118, 147
apple 93
April (’s) 3, 21, 98, 104
 
argument 38, 76, 
79,
 100, 103,  
105
art(s; ’s) 14, 24, 29, 53, 
66,
 68,  
ashes (see death) 73
 aspect 26
assistance 78
astronomy 14
attaint(ed) 82, 88
[at]tires 53
audit (n.) 4, 
49,
 126
augurs (n.) (see presage) 107
 authority; zing) 
35,
 66  
autumn, 97,104
 babe 22, 115, 143
bad(ness) (see evil) 67, 112,
 
114, 121, 140, 144
badges 44
bail 74, 133
bait 129
bankrupt 67
banquet 47
bare(ness) 5, 
26,
 69, 73, 97, 103  
bark (see boat, sail, ship) 80,116
 
barren 12, 
13,
 16, 76, 83  
bars (n.) 48
base(s; st) 33, 34, 74, 
94,
 96,  
100, 125, 141
bastard 68, 124, 127
bath 153, 154
bay 137
beams (n.) 114
beard 12
bearer 51
beast (see horse) 50, 51
 
beauteous 4, 10, 
27,
 34, 41, 54,  
84, 104
101
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beaut(y; y’s; ies; iful) 1, 2, 4-7,
 
9-14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 
24,
 37,  
41, 53, 
54,
 60, 62, 63, 5, 7-70,  
77, 
79,
 83, 93, 95, 101, 104,  
106, 115, 127, 131, 132, 134,
 137
beck (n.) 58
bed(s’) 27, 142, 152
beggar 66
behavior 79
beloved 10, 
25,
 89, 105, 150
benefit 28, 119
bequest 4
beseechers 135
best (see good) 11, 24, 
37,
 43,  
48, 65, 
75,
 76, 88, 91,101, 106,  
110, 114, 115, 137, 138, 149,  
150
better(ed) 32, 39, 59, 74, 
75, 80, 82, 87, 
91,
 92, 111, 119,  
121, 132, 140, 144
bevel 121
bier 12
bird(s) 
73,
 97, 98, 113
birth 32, 37, 76, 91
bitter (ness) 57, 111, 118
black (see sable) 27, 63, 
65,
 73,  
127, 130-132, 147
blame (n.) 129
blanks 77
blazon 106
blenches (see blot, stain) 110
 
bless(ed; t) 16, 43, 52, 53, 56,
 92, 119, 128
blessing(s) 82, 84
blind(ness) 
27,
 113, 136, 137,  
148, 149, 152
bliss 129
blood(y) 2, 11, 16, 19, 50, 63,
 
67, 82, 109, 121, 129
blooms (n.) 54
blot(s) (see blenches, stain) 28,
97
36, 
92,
 95
blow (n.) 124
blunt (er; ing) 19, 52, 56, 103,
 
115
blush(ing) 67, 99, 128
boat (see bark, sail, ship) 80
body(’s) 
24,
 27, 72, 74, 91, 146,  
151
bold (ness) 122, 128, 131
bond(s) 87,117, 134, 142
bones 32
book(s) (see papers, writing)
23, 
25,
 59, 77, 82, 117
boot (less) 29, 135
born 66, 68, 
78,
 104, 123, 127,  
151
bosom(’s) (see breast) 9, 
24, 31, 120, 133
bough(s) 
73,
 102
bount(eous; y) 4, 11, 53
bower 127
boy 108, 126, 153
brain(s) (see mind) 
59,
 77, 86,  
108, 122
brand (n.) Ill, 153, 154
brass 
64
 65, 107, 120
brave (ry) 12, 
15,
 34
breach 152
break (n.) 29
breast(s) (see bosom) 22-24, 48,
 
109, 110, 130, 153
breath (ers) 
54,
 65, 81, 85, 99, 
130
breed(s) 6, 12, 111
brief 14, 116, 123
bright(ness) 1, 20, 21, 28, 43,
55,
 65, 147, 150
broils (see war) 55
brood (n.) 19
brow(s) 2, 19, 33, 60, 
63,
 68,
106, 112, 127
bud (ding; s) 1, 18, 
35,
 54, 70,
102
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i
95,
 99
building 80
burden(s) (burthen) 23, 59, 97,
 
102
burie(d; st) 1, 25, 31, 
64,
 72
burning 7
candles 21
78, 125, 
127,
 139
canker (see vice, evil) 
35,
 54,  
70, 95, 99
canopy 12, 125
captain 52, 66
captive 66
car 7
carcanet 52
care(ful) 
48,
 56, 112, 143, 147
case 108
cause 49, 87, 150
celestial 33
ceremony 23
chance 18
change(s) (n.) 20, 76, 89, 
93, 
105, 112
character (ed) 59, 85, 108, 122
charge (n.) 146
charter 58, 87
chase (n.) 143
chaste 154
cheater 151
check 58, 136
cheek(s) 
53,
 67, 68, 79, 82, 99,
116, 130, 132
cheer (n.) 97
cherubin 114
chest 48, 52, 65
chief 10, 42
child (see hot/) 2, 8, 17, 21, 37,
59, 124, 143
children (’s) 9, 77
chips 128
choirs 73
chronicle 106
churl(s) 1, 
32,
 69
civil 35
clay (see earth) 71
clean (completely) 75
clear (er; s) 43, 46, 84, 148
clerk 85
cloak 34
clock (see day, hour, time) 12,
 
57
closet 46
closure 48
cloud(s) 28, 
33-35
cold 2, 11, 
13,
 73, 94, 104, 153
color 99, 101
comfort 37, 48, 134, 144
comments (n.) 85, 95
common 69, 81, 102, 137
compare (n.) 21, 35, 130
compass (n.) 116
compeers 86
complexion 18, 99, 132
composition 45
compound(s) (n.) 
76,
 118, 125
conceit 15, 26, 108
concord (n.) 8, 128
confine (n.) 84
conque(r; red; st) 6, 46, 74, 90
conscience 151
consent (n.) 28
constancy; t) 14, 53, 105, 117,
 
152
content(s) (n.) 1, 
55,
 119
contented 29, 
32,
 74, 151
control (n.) 125
cool 154
copy 11, 84
coral (see red, rosy, scarlet, ver
­
milion) 130
correction 111
correspondence 148
corrupt(ing) 35, 137
cost 
64,
 91, 146
103
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count (n.) 
2
countenance 86
counterfeit 16, 53
counterpart 84
couplement 21
course 18, 19, 
59,
 115
covetous 134
coward 74
creation 
93,
 127
creature(s) 1, 113, 143
crests (n.) 107
cries (n.) 29
crime 19, 58, 120, 124
critic 112
cross (n.) 34, 42
crow (n.) 70,113
crown(ed; ing) 37, 60, 
69,
 107,  
114, 115
cruel 1, 60, 
63,
 129, 131, 133,  
140, 149
crystal 46
cunning 24, 139, 148
cup 114
Cupid (see Love-god) 153
cure (n.) 147, 153, 154
curious 38
curls 12
curse 29, 84
daily 27, 
28,
 56, 76
dark(ly; ness) 43, 
97,
 147
date (less; s) (see day) 14, 18,
 
22,
 30, 8, 122, 123, 153
day(s; ’s) 2, 7, 12, 13, 15, 18,
 
22,
 27-29, 32, 34, 38, 43, 59  
62, 65, 67, 68, 70, 73, 75, 82,  
95, 97, 102, 106, 108, 113, 117,  
138, 145, 150
dea(d; th; ths; th’s) (see de
­
cease) 6, 13, 18, 22, 30-32, 43,
 
45,
 54, 55, 64, 66-68, 71-74, 81,  
86, 99, 104, 106-108, 112, 128,
 140, 146, 147
deaf 29
dear (er; est; ly) 13, 27, 30-32,
 
37, 39, 42, 46, 48, 
72,
 87, 95, 
102,  108, 110, 111, 115, 117,  
122, 124, 131, 139, 142, 151
dearth(s) 14, 146
 
deathbed 73
 debate (n.) 89
 debt (or) 83, 134
 decay (ed; s) 
11,
 13, 15, 16, 23,  
64, 65, 71, 79, 80, 100
decease(d) 1, 13, 32, 
72,
 97  
deceive(d) 
39,
 93
December’s 97
 
decrees (n.) 115
 decrepit 37
 dedicated 82
 deeds 
34,
 37, 61, 9, 90, 94, 111  
121, 131,150
deep (see ocean) 2, 
54,
 80, 98,  
133, 152
defect(s) 49, 70, 149
 
defendant 46
 defense 12, 89, 139
 delight(ed; s) 8, 24, 
36,
 37, 47, 
75, 91, 98, 102, 130
depart(est) 6, 11
 
descriptions 106
 desert(s) 17,
49,
 66, 72, 117  
deserving 87
desire 1, 10, 45, 
51,
 57, 61, 123,  
141, 147, 154
despair 
99,
 140, 144  
desperate 147
despised 37, 100, 129
 
determination 13
devil 144
 
dial(’s) 77, 104
 Dian’s 153
die(d; s; st) 1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 12,
 
25,
 32, 54, 66, 68, 81, 92, 94,  
124
104
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dignity 94
discontent 124,143
discourse (n.) 147
disdain (th; s) 3, 33, 132, 140
disease(d) 118, 147, 154
disgrace 
29,
 33, 34, 89, 103, 126,  
127
dispatch 143
distance 44
distillation; ed; s) 5, 6, 54, 119
distraction 119
divin (e; ing) 106, 108, 146
doctor 66
doom 14, 55, 107, 116, 145
doting 
20,
 131
doubt 144
dove (n.) 113
dream(ing; s) 43, 87, 107, 129
dregs 74
dressing(s) 76, 123
drops (n.) 107
dross 146
drudge (n.) 151
drugs 118
due 1, 
31,
 39, 46, 69, 74
dull(ing; ness; y) 
44,
 50, 51, 6,
97,102,103, 107
dumb 23, 38, 
78,
 83, 85, 101
dun 130
dust 32, 108
dut(eous; y) 7, 26
dwellers 125
dye(d; r’s) 
54,
 99, 101, 111
dying 146
ear(s) 8, 100, 128, 140, 141
earth(ly) (see world) 17, 19,
21,
 29, 44, 65, 74, 81, 146
ease(d) 
28,
 50,136
east 132
eclipse(s) 35, 60, 107
edge 
56,
 95, 116
effect (n.) 5, 36, 85
Significant Words
eisel 111
elder 22
elements 44, 45
eloquence 23
embass(age; y) 26, 45
end(ing) 9,13,14,30,50,55,60,
 
92, 110, 145, 146
enemies 
28,
 139
enjoyer 75
enmity 55
entombed 81
envy 70, 128
epitaph 81
equal 84
equipage 32
error(s) (see fault, crime, evil,
 
ill, trespass, vice) 96,116,117,
 119, 141
essays (n.) (assays) 110
esteem 100, 127
 
.
estimate (n.) 87
etem(al; ity) 13, 18, 
38,
 64, 77,  
108, 122, 125
Eve’
s
 93
even(ing) (n.) 28, 132
evil (see ill) 
14,
 119, 121, 144  
example 84
excellence; t) 
38,
 94, 105
excess 146
exchequer 67
excus(e; ing) 2, 
35,
 42, 51, 101,  
139
executor 4
expense 30, 94, 129
extern (al) 
53,
 125
extrem(e; ity) 51, 129
eye(d; lids; s; ’s; 
s
’) 1, 2, 5, 7, 9,  
14, 16-18, 
20,
 23-25, 27, 29-31,  
33, 
43,
 46, 7, 49, 55, 56, 61,  
62, 
69,
 78, 81, 83, 88, 93, 95, 
104,  106, 113, 114, 119, 121,  
127, 130, 132, 133, 137, 139,
105
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140-142, 148, 149, 152, 153
face(s) 3, 17, 20, 27, 33, 34, 62,
 
93,
 94, 100,103, 127, 131, 132,  
137, 139, 143
fad(e; eth; ing) 18, 19, 
54,
 73,  
146
faint 80
fair(er; est; ing) 1, 2, 3, 6, 10,
 
13, 
16,
 18, 19, 21, 25, 26, 43,  
45, 46, 54, 68, 69, 70, 78, 82,  
83, 87, 92, 
95,
 104-106, 108,  
119, 127, 131, 135, 137, 144,
 147, 148, 152, 154
faith 
66,
 131, 141, 152
false (hood; ly) 
20,
 41, 48, 67,  
68, 
72,
 92, 93, 109, 121, 127,  
130, 131, 137, 138, 142, 148
fame 80, 84, 100
familiar 86
famine 1
farewell 87
fashion 20, 124
fate (see fortune) 29
father 13, 37
fault(s) 35, 88, 89, 96, 118, 138,
 
148, 151
favor (ites) 25, 113, 125
fear(s) (n.) 9, 23, 86, 104, 107,
 
119
feast(s) (n.) 52, 141
feathers 78
feature (n.) (see form) 113
fee (simple) 120
feeble (see weak) 
7
feed(est; ing) 56, 60, 118, 146,
 147
feeling (n.) 121, 141
fell (adj.) 64, 74
female 144
fester (see canker) 94
 
'
fever 119, 147
field 2
fiend (see devil) 144, 145
fight 25, 
60,
 88
figure(s) (n.) 
98,
 104
filching 75
finger(s) 96, 128
fire; fiery 45, 51, 
55,
 73,153,154
flame (see fire) 1, 109, 115
flatter (ed; er; y) 28, 33, 42, 87,
 
112, 114, 138
fleece (n.) 68
flesh (see body) 44, 51, 151
flower(s) 5, 16, 
21,
 65, 68, 69,
 
94,
 98, 99, 113, 124
foe(s) 1, 40, 69, 139
foison (see abundance) 53
folly 11, 66
food 75
fool(ish; s) 57,116,124,137,141
foot 44, 65, 106
force(d) 41, 56, 91
forests 104
forfeit 107,134
forgetfulness 122
forlorn 33
form (n.) (see shape) 9, 13, 24,
 
43,
 85, 89, 108, 113, 125
fortune(s) (see fate) 14, 25, 29,
 32, 
37,
 90, 111, 124
forty 2
foul 119, 127, 132, 137, 144, 148,
 
152
fountain(s) 
35,
 153
four 45
frail (er; ties) 109, 121
frame (n.) (see form) 24, 59
frantic 147
free(dom) 4, 46, 125, 134
freezings 97
fresh 1, 3, 11, 17, 104, 107, 108
 
friend (s; ’s) 29-32, 
42,
 50, 82,  
104, 
110,
 111, 133, 134, 144,  
149
106
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front 102
frost 5
frown(s) (n.) 25, 93, 117
fruit 97
fuel 1
fullness 56
function (n.) 113
furrows 22
fury 100
gain(er; s) (n.) 42, 67, 
88,
 141
gait 128
gaol (see jail) 133
gardens 16
garments 91
gate(s) 29, 65
gay 68, 146
gaze(e; ers; ing) (n.) 5, 
96,
 125
gems 21
general (n.) 154
gentle (st) 5, 10, 20, 
40,
 41, 48,  
79, 81, 96, 100, 113, 128, 145,
 151
ghost 86
gift(s) 11, 60, 
87,
 103, 122
gild(ed; est; ing) 20, 28, 
33,
 55,  
66, 101
glad(ly) 8, 19, 45
glass 3, 5, 22, 62, 77, 103, 126
 
glor(ious; y) 25, 33, 37, 60, 
83, 84, 
88,
 91, 132
glowing 73
glutton (ing) 1,75
god(dess) 58, 110, 111, 136, 154
 
gold(en) 3, 7, 18, 21, 
33,
 68, 85  
good(ly; ness) 14, 24, 
26,
 36, 47,  
6, 70, 80, 85, 96, 109, 112,  
118, 121, 124, 131, 144
grace(s) (n.) 17, 40, 
53,
 78, 79,  
94, 96, 103
gracious (ly) 7,10,26,62,79,135
grave(s) 1, 
31,
 77, 81
gravity 49
gray 132
Grecian 53
green 12, 33, 63, 68, 104, 112
grief(s) 28, 34,40, 42, 48, 50, 90
 
griev(ances; ed) 30, 35
 groan(s) 
50,
 131, 133
gross(ly) 82, 
99,
 151
ground (n.) (see earth) 75,130,
 153
growth 
99,
 102, 115
guard (n.) 133
guess 69, 144
guest 47, 153
guilt(y) 
36,
 111, 151
gust(s) 13, 114
habit 138
habitation 95
hair(s) 99, 130
hallowed 108
hand(s) 6, 20, 
28,
 48, 49, 58, 60,
 
63-65, 71, 99, 104, 
106,
 111,  
127,128,145,154
happ(ier; y) 6, 8, 16, 25, 
28,
 32,  
37, 43, 57, 92, 128
harmful 111
harvest 128
haste(n) 27, 51, 60, 123
hat(e; e’s; red) 10, 
35,
 40, 89, 
90, 
93,
 117, 124, 142, 145, 149,  
150, 152
hawks 91
head 7, 
26,
 27, 68, 130, 148
health(ful) 45, 118, 140, 154
hearsay 21
heart(s; ’s) (see soul, mind) 
20, 
22,23,24, 31,41,46,47,53, 62,
 69, 
70,
 90, 93, 95, 109, 110,  
113, 
119,
 122, 125, 131, 132,  
133,137,139-142,145,150,154
heat (see hot) 12, 124, 153, 154
 
heaven(ly; ’s) 7, 14, 17, 18, 21,
 
28,
 29, 33, 70  93, 94,110,129,
107
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130, 132, 145, 148
height 15, 32, 116
heir (see inheritors) 1, 6, 127
Helen’s 53
hell 58, 119, 120, 129, 144, 145,
 
147
 
■  ■
help (n.) 36, 
80,
 153
herald 1
herd 12
heretic 124
hid(e; ing) 17, 
33,
 50, 52, 135,  
142
hill 7
history 93
holy 31, 68, 127, 153
homage 7
home 
61,
 87, 109
honest 152
honey 65
honor(ing) 
13,
 25, 36, 66, 125
hooks 137
hope(s) 29, 36, 
52,
 60, 97, 119,  
143
horse(s) (see jade) 51, 91
hot (see heat) 18, 104, 154
hounds 91
hour(s) (see terms, time) 5, 16,
 
19, 33, 36, 52, 57, 
58,
 61, 63,  
68, 116, 124, 126, 146
house (wife) 
13,
 143
hue(s) (hew, Hews) 20, 
67,
 82,
98, 104
humble 80, 120
humor 
91,
 92
hundred 59
hungry 56, 64
husband (ry; ’s) 3, 8, 9, 13, 93,
 
94
hymn(s) 29, 85, 102
I 12, 14, 22, 48, 50, 66
idle 61, 122
idol(atry) 105
ignorance 78
ill(s) (see evil) 22, 34, 
40,
 57,  
58, 66, 70, 
89,
 91, 5  112,118,  
119, 140, 144, 147, 150
image(s) (see form) 3, 24, 31,
 
59,
 61
immortal 81
impediments 116
imperfect 43
impiety 67
impression 112
imprint 77
incertaint(ies; y) 107, 115
increase 1, 11, 15, 97
infant’s 143
infection 
67,
 94, 111
influence 15, 78
informer 125
inheritors 146
injuries; ions; y) 40, 44, 
58,
 63,
88, 108, 139
ink 65, 108
instant (n.) 52
instinct 50
insufficiency 150
insults 107
intelligence 86
intents 115
interchange (n.) 64
interest (n.) 31, 74
interim 56
invent(ion) 38, 59, 76, 
79,
 103,  
105
inward 16, 46, 
62,
 128
issue (less) 9, 13, 97
jacks (n.) 128
jade (see horse) 51
jail 133
jaws 19
jealous(y) 57, 61
jewel(s) (see pearl) 27, 48, 52,
 
65, 96, 131
108
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jollity 66
journey 27, 50
joy 8, 25, 42, 45, 50, 91, 129
judgment (’s) 14, 55, 
87,
 115,  
131, 137, 148
Junes 104
just (adj.) 117, 121, 150
key 52
kind (hearted; ness; s) 10, 
36, 
69, 95,105,109, 118,134, 143,
 152
king(dom; ly; s) 29, 6 , 64, 70,
 
87, 114, 115
kiss (v.) 128, 143
knife 63, 74, 
95,
 100
knights 106
knowledge 14, 49, 82
lack (n.) 30
ladies 106
lambs 96
lame(ness) 
37,
 89
land 44
lap 98
large 44, 95, 135, 146
largess 
4
lark 29
lascivious 40, 95
laws 49
lay(s) (n.) (see verses') 98, 100,
 
102
league 47
lean (adj.) 84
Ieam(ed’s; ing) 77, 78
lease(s) 13, 18, 107, 124, 146
leave(s) (n.) 5, 12, 
25,
 39, 51,  
77, 97
legacy 
4legions 154
leisure 
39,
 44, 58, 120
lengths 44
lesson 118
level (n.) 117
liberty 41, 58
lie (n.) 72,150,152
life(’s) 9, 16, 17, 
18,
 36, 45, 63, 
68, 71, 74, 75, 81, 83, 92, 100,
 111, 145, 154
light(’s) (n.) 1, 7, 38, 43, 
60, 88, 100
likeness 141
lil(ies; y’s) 94, 98, 99
limbecks (alembics) 119
limbs 27
limit(s) (n.) 44,82
line(s) (n.) 16, 18, 19, 
32,
 63,  
71, 
74,
 86, 103, 115
lion’s 19
lip(s; s’) 106, 116,128, 130, 142,
 
145
liquid (adj.) 5
liv(ed; ing; ely; es) 3-6, 10, 11,
 
13, 16-19, 22, 31, 35-37, 
39,
 43,  
54, 55, 63, 67, 68, 72, 79, 1,  
83, 93, 94, 105, 107, 124, 127,
 
128, 144, 146, 153
livery 2
loan 6
look(s) (n.) 7, 
47,
 59, 7 , 93,  
137, 139
lord(s, 
s
’) 26, 94, 97
loss(es) 30, 34, 42, 64, 90, 146
 lov(e; ed; eliness; ely; er; es; e’s;
est; ing) 
3-5,
 8-10, 13, 15,  
18-23, 25, 26, 29-37, 39, 40, 42,
 45-47, 49-51, 54-57, 61-66, 70
­
73,
 76, 79, 80, 82, 85, 88, 89,  
91-93, 
95,
 96, 99-102, 105-110,  
112, 114-119, 122, 124, 126,
 130-132, 136-142, 144, 145,
 147-154
Love-god 154
luck 14
lust(y) 2, 5, 129
mad(ding; men’s; ness) 119,129,
109
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140,147
maid(en) 16, 66, 153, 154
main (n.) (see ocean) 60, 64,
 
80
majesty 7, 78
maladies 118, 153
man, men’s 15-20, 
29,
 32, 34, 35,  
81, 
91,
 116,121, 129, 137, 140,  
141, 144, 146, 148, 
153,
 154
manner(s) 
39,
 85, 111, 140
map 68
marble (see stone) 55
marigold 25
marjoram 99
mark (n.) 70, 116
marri(age; ed) 8, 82, 116
Mars 55
 
marvel 148
 masonry 55
 master-mistress 20
 mateless (makeless) 9
 maturity 60
 May 18
 meadows 33
 measure (n.) 91
 medicine 118
 meditation 65
 meetness 118
 melancholy 45
 memorial 74
memory 1, 15, 55, 63, 77, 
81,
 122
mercy 145
merit (n.) 
26,
 72, 88, 108, 149
messengers 45
methods 76
meter 17
middle age 7
might (n.) 
23,
 56,65, 80, 90,100,  
123, 139, 150
miles 
44,
 50
million(ed; s) 53, 115
mind(s, ’s) 9, 10, 27, 50, 
59,
 69,
77, 
92,
 113-117, 149, 150
minutes (see hour, time) 14, 60,
 77, 126
miracle 65
miser 75
misprision 87
mistress(’) 20,126,127,130,153,
 
154
moan 30, 44, 71, 149
modern 83
moiety 46
moment 15
monarch’
s
 114
monsters 114
monument(s) (see tomb) 55,81,
 
107
moods 93
moon 
21,
 35, 107
morn(ing) 33, 
63,
 132
morrow (see morning) 90
mortal (ity) 7, 46, 64, 65, 
86,
 107
mortgaged 134
mother(’s) 3, 8, 
21,
 143
motion 
45,
 51, 104, 128, 149
mountain (tops) 33, 113
mourn(ers; ful; ing) 71, 102,
 
127, 132
mouth(ed; s) 77, 81
mud 35
murderous 9, 10, 129
Muse(s) 
21,
 32, 38, 78, 79, 2,  
85, 100, 101, 103
music 8, 102, 128, 130
mute 83, 97
naked 26
name 
36,
 39, 71, 72, 76, 80, 81,
89, 
95,
 108, 111, 127, 136, 151
nativity 60
nature (’s) 4, 11, 18, 20, 
60,
 67,  
68, 84, 94, 109, 111, 122, 126,
 127
neck 131
110
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need(ing) (n.) 
51,
 118
neglect (n.) 101,112
neigh 51
nerves 120
new (er) 2, 7, 15, 27, 
30,
 52, 3,  
56, 59, 68, 76, 77, 93, 102, 108,
 110, 123, 152, 153
newfangled 91
news 140
niggard(ing) 1, 4, 72
night (ly; s) 12, 15, 27, 28, 30,
 
43,
 61, 63, 73, 86, 90, 102, 113,  
120, 145, 147
nine 38
nobler 151
noon 7
note (n.) 8
novel 123
 
.
number(s) 17, 38, 79, 100, 136
nurse (n.) 22
nymphs 154
oaths(’) 152
object(s) 20, 113, 114
oblation 125
oblivio(n; us) 55, 122
obsequious 31, 125
ocean (see main, sea) 56, 
64,
 80
odor(s) 54, 
69,
 98
o’ersnowed 5
offen (ders; der’s; 
se;
 ses; se’s) 8, ■  
34, 
42,
 51, 89  110
office(s) 
77,
 101
old (er) 2, 17, 19, 
22,
 27, 30, 38,
59, 68, 76, 89, 97, 104, 106,  
108, 110, 123, 127, 138
olives 107
onset 90
oppress(ed; ion) 28, 45
orient 7
ornament(s) 1, 21, 54, 
68,
 70, 
142
orphans 97
Significant Words
outward 16, 
46,
 69, 108, 125, 146  
overplus 135
overthrow 90
owners (’s) 94, 102
pace (n.) 51, 104
page 108
pain 38, 132, 139-141
paint(ed; er’s; ing) 16, 20, 21,
24,
 47, 53, 62, 67, 82, 83, 146  
palate 114, 118 .
pale 33, 97
paper(s) (see lines, verse) 17,
 
38
parallels 60
part(s) (n.) 8,17, 23, 31, 37, 39,
 
46, 47, 
49,
 53, 62, 69, 74, 81,  
88, 113, 122, 132, 143, 151
particulars 91
party 35
pass (n.) 103
passion 20
past (n.) 123
patent (n.) 87
patien(ce; t) 
58,
 111, 140  
pattern (see likeness) 19, 98
 paws 19
peace 
75,
 107
pearl (see jewel) 34
pen 16, 19, 32, 78, 
79,
 81, 84, 85,
100, 106
 penance 111.
 pencil (see pen) 16, 101
 penury 84
perfect(est; ion) 15, 23, 51, 66,
 
114
perfume(s; d) (see odors) 54,
 
104, 130
perjured 129, 152
perpetual 56, 154
perspective 24
perusal 38
petty 90
111
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Philomel 102
phoenix 19
phrase 85
physic (ian; ’s) 34, 140, 147
picture (’s) 46, 47
pilgrimage 7, 27
pipe 102
pitch 7, 86
pity (n.) (see ruth) 111, 112,
 
132, 
140,
 142
place (n.) 6, 9, 44, 60, 
79,
 93,
108,131,137
plague(s) 14, 114, 137, 141
plants 15
plea 35, 46, 65
pleas (ant; ing) 8, 102, 130
pleasure(s) 8, 20, 
48,
 52, 58,  
75, 91, 7, 121, 126
plight 28 .
plot 137
poesy (see verse) 78
poet(s; ’s) 17, 
32,
 79, 83
point (n.) 52
poison(ed) 114, 118
policy 118, 124
politic 124
pomp 124
poor 26, 32, 
37,
 49, 51, 67, 71, 
107, 122, 125, 128, 133
possess(ed; eth; ing; ion) 10,18,
29, 62, 75, 87, 129
posting (riding) 51
potions 111, 119
poverty 40, 103
power (ful; s) 55, 65, 94, 100,
 
126, 127, 131, 139, 146, 150
praise (d; s) 2, 
21,
 38, 9  55, 59,
62, 
69,
 70, 72, 79, 80, 82-85,  
95, 98, 101, 103, 105, 106, 112
pray(ers) 108, 143
precious 
30,
 57, 77, 85, 86, 131
predict (n.) 14
presage (rs) 23, 107
prescriptions 147
presence 10, 67
present 27, 45, 47, 106, 115,123,
 
149
pretty 41, 132, 139
prey 48, 74
pricked 20
pride 25, 52, 76, 80, 
91,
 99, 103,  
104, 144, 151
prime 3, 12, 
70,
 97
princes 14, 25, 55
 
.
print (v.) 11
prisoner 5
private 9
privilege (n.) 95
prize 48, 86, 151
process 104
profane(d) 89, 127, 142
profitless 4
profound 112
progress (n.) 77
proof 110,117, 129
prophe(cies; tic) 106, 107
proud (er; est; ly) 2, 21, 
25,
 64,  
67, 75, 8, 80, 86, 91, 98, 131,  
140, 141, 149, 151
public 25, 36, 111
pupil 16
pur(e; est; ity) 66, 70, 110, 144
purple (see vermilion) 99
purpose(d) 20, 21, 
90,
 112, 126,  
129
pursuit 129, 143
pyramids 123
quality 14
queen 96
quest 
46,
 129  .
quiet (n.) 27
quietus 126
quill (see pen, pencil) 
83,
 85
race 51
112
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rack (n.) 33
rage (n.) 13, 17, 
23,
 64, 65
ragged 6
raiment 22
rain(y) 14, 34, 90, 135
random 147
rank(s) 32, 69, 85, 118, 121, 122
rar(e; ities) 21, 52, 56, 60, 130
raven (see black) 127
read 14, 23, 32, 
62,
 71
rearward 90
reason(s) 49, 
89,
 115, 129, 147,  
151
rebel 146
receipt 136
recompense (n.) 23
record(s) (n.) 55, 59, 122, 123
red (see rosy, scarlet, vermilion)
 
99,130
region 33
registers (n.) (see record) 123
reign 28
releasing 87
relief 34
religious 31
remedy 62, 154
remembrance 5, 30
remover 116
render (surrender) 125, 126
rent(s) 125, 142
repair (n.) 3
report (n. ) 
36,
 83, 95, 96
repose (n.) 27, 50
reproach (n.) 121
respect(s) (n.) 
26,
 36, 49
rest (n.) 25, 
28,
 61, 73, 91, 115
retention 122
return (n.) 56
revenge (n.) 149
revenues 142
revol (t; ution) 59, 92
rhetoric 82
rich (er; 
es;
 ly) 15, 21, 29, 34, 52, 
64, 84, 85, 
87,
 91, 94, 97, 102,  
135, 146
rider 50
right(s) 17, 46, 66, 68, 
88,
 112,  
117, 135, 137, 144
rigor 133
rime(rs) (see verse, poet) 16,
 
17, 
32,
 38, 55, 106, 107
ripe 41
ripe(rj 1, 86, 102
rite 23
rob (bed; bery; bing; s) 
35,
 40,  
68, 79, 99, 142
robe 52
rocks 65
rondure 21
roof 10
room 55
rose(s) 1, 35, 54, 67, 95, 98, 99,
 
109, 130
rosy (see red, scarlet, vermilion)
 
116
rotten 34, 81
rude(ly; st) 11, 
32,
 66, 78, 113,  
129
ruin (ate; ed; ing) 10, 64, 73,
 
119, 125
ruth (see pity) 132
sable (see black, raven) 12
sacred 7, 115
sad 
30,
 45, 56, 57, 65, 107, 153
sail (see bark, boat, ship) 80,
 86,117
saint 144
sake 42, 61, 111, 134, 145, 149
salutation 121
salv(e; ing) 34, 
35,
 120
sap 5, 15
satire 100
Saturn 98
sauces 118
113
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savage (adj.) 129
savor 125
scandal 112
scarlet (see red) 142
scope 29, 
52,
 61, 103, 105
scorn 29, 88
 
.
scythe (see time) 12, 60, 100,
 123
sea(’s) (see main, ocean) 21,
 
44, 65, 113, 135
seal (n.) 11
season (ed; s) 
14,
 19, 75, 104
seat 14, 105
seconds (n.) (see minutes) 125
seeing (n.) 
67,
 114, 121
self 1, 4, 10, 39, 62, 73, 114, 126,
 133, 151
self-doing 58
self-example 142
self-killed 6
self-lov(e; ing) 3, 62
selfsame 15
self-substantial 1
self-willed 6
sell 21
semblance 13
sense(s) 35, 112, 120, 141
sensual 35, 141
separation 39
sepulchers 68
servant (’s) 57, 146
service(s) 57, 149
sessions 30
shade (see shadow) 18, 
43,
 53  
shadow (s; ’s) 27, 
37,
 43, 53, 61,  
67, 
98, shame (s) (n.) 2, 9, 10, 34, 36,
 61, 95, 99, 112, 127, 129
shape (see form, figure) 9, 25,
 
53, 62, 113
sheaves 12
shop 24
shore 
56,
 60, 64
short 18, 83, 125, 146
show(s) (n.) 5, 
15,
 43, 54, 69,  
70, 93, 102
showers (see rain) 75, 124
sick(en; ly; ness) 79, 86, 118,
 
140, 147, 153
sickle (see scythe) 116, 126
side(s) 
50,
 88, 138, 144 (sight),  
151, 154
siege (see war) 65
sighs (n.) 47
sight (less) (see eyes, vision) 7,
 
15, 27, 30, 
38,
 43, 46, 47, 61,  
63, 75, 113,117,123, 139, 148,  
150
signs 68
silen(ce; t) 
23,
 30, 83, 86, 101
silver(ed) 12, 35
sin(ful; s) 35, 62, 67, 83,95,103,
 
114, 141, 142, 146
sing(s) 8, 
29,
 39, 78, 97, 100,  
102, 106
single(ness) 3, 8, 9, 39
sire (see father) 8
Siren 119
situation 128
skiU 16, 24, 
66,
 91, 100, 106, 126,  
150
sky 15
slander(ed; ers; ing; ’s) 70, 127,
 
131, 140
slave (ry) 57, 58, 64, 133, 141
sleep (see slumbers) 
43,
 87
slow 
44,
 51, 94
slumbers (see sleep) 61
sluttish 55
smell 69, 94, 98, 99, 141
smoke 34
snow(ed) 5, 130
sober 132
society 67
114
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soft 99
soil 64, 69
son 7, 13, 41
song(s) (see verse, lays) 8, 17,
 
100, 102,105
sonow(s) 28, 30, 34, 90, 120,
 
140
sort 36, 96
soul(s; ’s) (see spirit) 20, 26,
 
27, 62, 69, 107, 109, 125, 136,
 
146,
 151
sound (less; s) 8, 80, 128, 130,
 145
sour(est; ly) 35, 39, 41, 57, 94
sovereign 33, 
57,
 126, 153
spac(e; ious) 44, 135
speechless 8, 107
speed 50, 51
spheres 119
spies 121
spirit(s) (see soul) 56, 61, 
74, 
80, 85, 
86,
 98, 108, 129, 144
spite(s) 
36,
 37, 40, 90, 107
splendor 33
spoil(s) (see war) 65, 100
sport (ive) 
95,
 96, 121
spring(s) (see seasons) 1, 53,
 63, 98, 102, 104
spur (ring) 50, 51
stage (see actor) 15, 23
stain(eth) (see blot, canker, sin)
33, 35, 109
stamp(ed) 
82,
 112
star(s) (see moon, sun) 14, 15,
 25, 26, 28, 
116,
 132
starved 75
state (n.) 15, 29, 64, 92, 96, 118,
 
124, 128, 142, 145, 150
statues (see monuments) 55
statute 134
stay (n.) 15
stealing; s; th) 20, 33, 
36,
 40,
Significant Words
63, 
67,
 75, 77, 92, 99, 104  
steel 65, 120, 133
 stewards 94
stone(s) (see monument) 52,55,
 
65, 94
store(’s) 
11,
 14, 37, 64, 68, 84,
135, 136, 146
storm (beaten; y) 13, 34
story (see verse, lines) 84, 88,
 
95,98
strains (n.) 90
strange 53, 76, 89, 
93,
 123, 153
streams 33
strength (’s) 23, 28, 49, 66, 
96, 
150
string 8
strong 7, 34, 58, 65, 73, 111, 115,
 
119
strumpeted 66
style (see verse) 32, 
78,
 84
suborned 125
subject(s) 38, 59, 82, 84, 100,
 
103, 124
substance 5, 
37,
 44, 53
subtleties 138
succession 2
sufferance 58
sullen 29, 71
sum(s) (n.) 4, 49, 109
summer(’s) (see seasons) 5, 6,
12, 18, 54, 56, 65, 
68,
 73, 94,
97, 98, 102, 104
sun(s; ’s; set) 21, 24, 25, 33, 
35,49, 59, 76, 130, 132, 148
surety-like 134
surmise (n.) 117
swart (see black) 28
sway(est) 66, 128, 150
sweet(s; est; ness; ly) 1, 4, 5, 6,
8, 12, 13, 16, 19, 26, 29, 30,
36, 38, 39, 42, 
52,
 54, 56, 63,
70, 71, 73, 75, 76, 78, 79, 89,  
115
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93-95, 98-100, 102, 104, 106,
 
108,
 113, 114, 118, 125-128,  
133, 135, 
136,
 145, 151
sword 55
table(s) 
24,
 122
taker 129
tall 80
tallies (n.) 122
tear(s) (n.) 31, 34, 
44,
 119,148
teeth 19
tempests 116
temptation 41, 94
ten(th) 6, 37, 38
tenants 46
tender 1, 
22,
 45, 83,128, 141
tenor 61
term(s) 92, 146
testy 140
thanks (n.) 38
theft 99
themes (see lines, verse) 105
thie(f; vish) 35, 40, 48, 77, 99
 
thing(s) 15, 20, 
21,
 23, 30, 31,  
43, 49, 57, 72, 94-96, 98, 105,
 107, 108, 114, 115, 136, 137,
 143, 150, 152
thorns (see weeds) 35, 54, 99
thought (s, ’s) (n.) 10, 26, 27,
 
29,
 30, 32, 39, 44-47, 57, 58, 
64, 69, 71, 75, 85, 86, 88, 93, 
110, 121, 147
thousand 
25,
 131, 141
thrall 154
three (fold; score) 11, 104, 105,
 
133
thrice 56, 119, 133
thriftless 3
thrivers 125
thunder 14
tiger’s 19
tillage 3
time(s; ’s) 1, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, 15,
 
111
16-19, 22, 30, 
32,
 37-39, 44, 47,  
49, 52, 55, 57, 58, 60, 63-65,
 
70,
 73, 76, 77, 82, 97, 100,  
106-109,115-117,120,123,124,
 126
tincture 54
tires (attires) 53
title(s) 25, 46, 92
today 56, 105
toil 
27,
 28, 60
tomb(s; ’s; ed) 3, 4, 
17,
 83, 86, 
101, 107
tomorrow 56,105
tongue(s) 17, 23, 69, 
81,
 89, 95,  
102, 
106,
 112, 127, 138, 139,  
141, 145
tonguetied 
66,
 80, 85, 140
torment (n.) 39, 133
touches (n.) 17, 82, 141
towers 64
tract 7
transgression 120
travail (n.) 79
travel(’s) (n.) 27, 50
treason 151
treasure 2, 6, 20, 52, 63, 75, 126,
 
136
trees 12
trenches (n.) 2
tresses 68
trespass (n.) 35, 120
trial 153
tribes 107
trifle(s) 48
trim (n.) 98
triumph (ant) 25, 52,151
trophies 31
tru(e; est; ly) 8, 17, 
21,
 24, 40, 
48, 57, 61, 62, 
67,
 68, 72, 77, 
82, 
85,
 93, 96, 105, 107, 108,  
110, 113, 114, 116, 118, 119,
 120, 123, 125, 132, 137, 148,
116
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150, 154
trust (n.) 23, 48, 138
truth (s, ’s) 14,17,37, 41,48, 
54, 
60,
 62, 66, 69, 72, 96,101, 110,  
137, 138, 147, 152
tune (n.) 141
turns (n.) 24,47
twain 
36,
 39, 42
twenty 152
twice 17, 152
twilight 73
two (fold) 36, 41, 
45,
 56, 132,  
144, 152
tyran(nous; ny; ts; ts’) 5,16,107,
 
115, 120, 131, 149
ugly 33
uncertain (ties; ty) (incertain)
 
107,115,147
uneared 3
unfair 5
unfolding 52
unions 8
universe (see earth, world) 109
unjust 138
unkind (ness) 120, 134, 135, 139
unlearned 138
unlettered 85
unprovident (improvident) 10
unrest 147
unseeing 43
unstained 70
untainted 19
unthrift(s; y) 4, 9, 13
untrue 72, 113
untutored 138
unworthiness 150
use(r) (n.) 2, 6, 9, 20, 
48,
 78,  
134
usur(er; y) 4, 6, 134
vade (fade) 54
valley 153
vantage 88
Significant Words
variation 76
vassal (age) (see slave, servant)
 
26, 58, 141
veil 95
veins 67, 99
verdict 46
vermilion (see red, rosy, scarlet)
 
98
verse(s) (see lines, lays) 17,19,
 
21, 38, 54, 60, 
71,
 76, 78, 79, 
81,  86, 103, 105
vail 6
vice(s) 70, 95
victor (ies; y) 25, 70, 86
view (n.) (see sight) 27,56,110,
 
141,148
vile (st) 71, 121
violet 12, 99
virgin 154
virtu (e; ous) 16, 54, 66, 72, 79,
 
81,
 88, 93, 117, 142
visage 33
vision 113
voice(s) 69, 112
votary 154
vow(s) (n.) 115,152
vulgar 38, 48, 112
wail(ing) 9, 
30,
 42
waiting 58
waking 87
walks (n.) 89
walls 5, 146
wan(e; ing) 11,126
want (n.) 151
wanton(ly; ness) 54, 96, 97
 
war(’s) 8, 15, 16, 35, 
46,
 55  
ward(s) (n.) 48,133
 wardrobe 52
warm (ed) 2,154
warning 71
warrantise (warranties) 150
 
warrior 25
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wary 22
waste (d; ful; s) 1, 9, 12, 15, 30,
 
55, 
77,
 100, 106, 125, 129
watch(ing; man) 57, 61, 148
water(y) 44, 
64,
 109, 135, 154
waves 60
way 7,16, 34, 44, 
48,
 50
weak(ness) 34, 88, 102
wealth (see riches) 29, 37, 67,
 
75,
 91
weary 7,27,50, 61
weed(s) 2, 69, 76, 94, 124
weeks 116
weep 9, 30, 64
weight 50
 
■
welcome 
56,
 110
welfare 118 '
well (n.) 154
west 33, 73, 132
whit 33
white 12, 
98,
 99, 130
whole 134
wide 19, 
27,
 80, 107, 109, 137,  
140
widow(ed) 9, 97
wife 
9
wights 106
wild 102
wilful(ly; ness) 40, 
51,
 80, 117
will(s) (n.) 57, 
61,
 89, 121, 134,  
135, 136, 143
wind(s; y) 14, 18, 51, 90, 117
windows (see eyes) 3, 24
wing(ed) 
51,
 78
winter(’s) (see seasons) 2, 5, 6,
 13, 56, 
97,
 98, 104
wir(es; y) 128, 130
wis(e; dom) 11, 
71,
 140
wish (n.) 16, 
37,
 135
wit (s’) 23, 26, 
37,
 59, 84, 140,  
141
witness (n.) 124, 131
 
.
woe(s; ful) 30, 44, 50, 71, 
90, 
120, 127, 129, 145
wolf 96
worn (an; an’s; en’s) 20, 41, 144
womb(s) 3, 86, 97
wond(er; rous) 59,105
wood(’s) 128
word(s) 
26,
 76, 9, 82, 85, 105,  
140
 
'
work(s; ’s) (n.) 5, 27, 55, 78
 world(’s) (see earth, universe)
1, 3, 9, 11, 19, 33, 55, 
57,
 59,  
69, 71, 72, 75, 81, 90, 107, 112,  
129, 137, 138, 140, 148
worms 6, 71, 
74,
 146
wors(e; er; t) 19, 59, 
80,
 84, 90,  
92, 94, 110, 137, 144, 150
worth (ier; iness; less; s; y) 2,16,
 26, 37-39, 
48,
 52, 60, 62, 70,  
72, 
74,
 79, 80, 82, 83, 87, 100,  
103, 106, 116, 150
wound(ed) 34, 120, 133, 139
wrack 126
wretch(ed; es) 50, 
74,
 91, 119,  
126, 141
wrinkle(s) 3, 
63,
 77, 93,100,108  
writ(e; es; ers; ten) 17, 21, 23,
 
26,
 38, 71, 76, 80, 82, 84-86,  
93, 103, 115, 116, 134
wrong(s) 19, 
40,
 41, 88, 89, 92,  
112, 139
year(s) (see time, age) 11, 41,
 
52, 
53,
 73, 97, 138
yellow(ed) 17, 73, 104
yore 68
young(ly) 11, 19, 
70,
 138, 151
youth(’s; ful) 2, 7, 11,15, 22, 37,
 
41,
 54, 60, 63, 73, 96, 98, 110,  
138
zealous 27
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